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Abstract

Given a monotone symplectic manifold (M, w) and a homology class A E H2 (M), we
introduce a subset X2,A of the symplectic mapping class group, and an invariant q'r2 that
associates a characteristic class in Hochschild cohomology to every symplectomorphism

: M -+ M such that [#] E X2,A. These are analogues to the familiar Johnson kernel
X9 and second Johnson homomorphism - 2 from low-dimensional topology. The method
is quite general, and unlike many abstract tools, explicitly computable in certain nice
cases. As an application, we prove the existence of symplectomorphism 4'y of infinite
order in symplectic mapping class group Symp(Y, w), where Y is the blow-up of P3 at a

genus 4 curve. The classical connection between such Fano varieties and cubic 3-folds
allows us to factor [4y] in 7roSymp(Y, w) as a product of six-dimensional generalized
Dehn twists.
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Title: Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Let (M, w) be a closed, 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold. A symplectomorphism

k : M -+ M is a diffeomorphism such that #*w = w. We equip the group Symp(M, w)

of all such maps with the C"'-topology. Like the whole oriented diffeomorphism group

Diff+(M), this is an infinite-dimensional Lie group in a loose sense; which means that

it has a well-defined Lie algebra, but the exponential map is not locally onto.

Remark 1.0.1. There is another, somewhat more natural topology, on the group of

all all such symplectomorphism called the Hamiltonian topology: it is defined by taking

a basis of neighbourhoods of the identity to be the symplecticmorphism generated by

time-dependent Hamiltonians

H(t,x) : [0, 1] x M -+ R (1.0.1)

with HI ICk < e for some constants k E Ne E R. Equipped with this topology, we

denote the group of all symplectomorphism Symph (M, w). Note that a smooth isotopy

is continuous in the Hamiltonian topology if it is Hamiltonian. The relation between

iro(Symp(M, w)) and Iro(Symph(M, w)) is determined by the image of the flux homomor-

phism. However, when the manifold is simply connected, the Hamiltonian topology and

the Coc-topology coincide. See e.g. [1, Chapter 10] or [] for a survey.
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Many fundamental problems in symplectic topology can be rephrased as questions

about the geometry and topology of the symplectomorphism group. The symplectic

isotopy problem asks the natural question of how much of the topology of Symp(M, w)

is already visible in Diff+(M), i.e., what is the kernel of the induced map on homotopy

groups

7rk(Symp(M, w)) -+ rk(Diff+(M)). (1.0.2)

Even when k = 0, this is already a hard problem.

Definition 1.0.2. We call 7ro(Diff +(M)) the mapping class group, and iro(Symp(M,w))

the symplectic mapping class group.

Denote Diff +(M) for the connected component of the identity inside the group of

orientation preserving diffeomorphism.

Our aim is to understand the space of symplectomorphism. For example, when M is

a genus g surface, Moser's lemma tells us that Diff+(M) retracts onto Symp(M, w), so

ro(Symp(M, w)) is the ordinary mapping class group and the kernel vanishes for all k. In

the next simplest case n = 2, the left hand side is already notoriously hard to compute1 .

Surprisingly, it turns out the symplectomorphism groups are more tractable. The

seminal work of Gromov ([ 2), continued by Abreu, Anjos and McDuff ([A14,[A ,[ )

give a detailed picture of the behavior of Symp(M) for ruled surfaces, as well as the

dependence on the symplectic form. In particular, it follows from their work that there

are no exotic symplectomorphism for these manifolds. In the opposite direction, P.

Seidel showed in [>4 by a Floer theoretic argument that every squared generalized Dehn

twist rv in dimension four is smoothly isotopic to the identity, but not symplectically so.

See [S'1 for a comprehensive survey of the state of affairs, current 2003, and [P4], {E21,

[ J][L \W],[DRE] for some of the interesting recent developments. However, higher

dimensions remain elusive. This can be attributed to the well known fact that holomor-

phic curves behave much better in dimension 4 (automatic transversality, positivity of

'Currently, the answer is unknown even for R4 !
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intersections,...) then in higher dimensions. Some previous results include [ ] (which is

our motivation), [ ] , t J, and the preprint [50 (the last two using heavy Fukaya

category machinery.)

In this paper, we want to suggest a new, dedicated tool to be added to the existing

arsenal of techniques.

"Theorem" 1.0.3. Let (M, w) be a closed, monotone and simply connected symplectic

manifold.

" We associate to every symplectomorphism 0: M -+ M an A,-algebra "mapping

torus"

(1.0.3)

and to every symplectic isotopy Ot, an Ax-quasi-isomorphism

{t} i-+ (<D : -+ X,) (1.0.4)

" Given a spherical homology class A E H2s(M; Z), and for suitable q, we assign to

it a "characteristic class"

r2 :03+,A E HH*(... ...) (1.0.5)

in the Hochschild cohomology of a certain algebra which is:

1. Natural w.r.t to the quasi-isomorphism (1.0.5);

2. Vanishes for 0 = id, and

3. Can be "evaluated" on suitable cohomology classes.

This assignment is called a quantum Johnson homomorphism - for reasons ex-

plained in subsection 1.6. The "values" of q-r2 are triple quantum (matrix) Massey
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products, the formal definition of which can be found in subsection 1.3 and expanded

upon in 1.4.2.

Remark 1.0.4. The content of Theorem 1.0.3 is made precise in Proposition 1.4.10.

One major advantage of q72 is that it is fairly "low-tech" in comparison to previous

methods. As a result, the values these classes take can be computed explicitly in

good cases.

To demonstrate this (and as a sample application), consider the smooth Fano 3-fold

Y obtained by blowing up P3 at the complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic. We

show that

Theorem 1.0.5. There exists Lagrangian spheres {V,--- , V} and {V1",.- , V'} in

Y and an integer N > 0, such that the symplectic isotopy class r, of

= (TV, O...OTV,) 6 N O(,O...orV-,) 6N Y -+ y ( 6)

is of infinite order in

7roSymp(Y, Wy).

Proof. There are two things to show: that there indeed exist Lagrangians such that

factorization (1.0.6) exists (see 1.5.1); and the main statement, qr2 (ON) =A 0 for every

N-th iterate - see 1.5.2.

1.1 Organization of the paper

Due to the considerable length of this paper (and the many technicalities involved), we

have taken the following approach, so as to not obscure the main line of reasoning: The

current Chapter contains the motivation, the entire proof of the Main Theorem 1.0.5, as

well as an accurate statement of Theorem 1.0.3. It does not include the construction of
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qT 2 (although see 1.4.4), and the various individual computations - these are treated as

a black box.

Most of the algebraic and geometric aspects of the definition of qT2 (along with all

necessary preliminaries) are explained in length in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively; We

tried (as much as possible) to sequester all functional-analytic and operadic technicalities

needed for the construction of the A,-pearl complex. These take two separate Chapters

(10,11) all on their own.

Each type of computations we need as input for our machine (Morse-theoretic,

Enumerative geometry, Parametrized Quantum cohomology, and finally - the Quantum

Massey product) receives a Chapter, numbered: 7, 8, 9, and 12. The Kdhler degeneration

to a maximal 2A5 -curve (which allows us to factor the monodromy into Dehn twists,

as well as having the fortunate side effect of making many of the computations easier)

appears in Chapter 5, preceded by a short introduction to singularity theory in Chapter

4.

Finally, Chapter 6 is dedicated to survey of Morse theory from the A,-perspective.

None of the material is new, but much of it is scattered in different corners of the

literature. This will serve three purposes: as a toy-model for the A,-pearl complex, a

tie-in with the classical theory of T2 (explained in Chapter 1.6), and also as a necessary

ingredient for the computations done in Chapters 7 and 12. The inter-dependence is

summarized in the chart below.

1.2 Background: Quantum cohomology, Massey prod-

ucts

Let (M, w) be a closed, 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold. In this setting, there is a

well-known deformation of the usual cup product in cohomology encoding the intersection

patterns of J-holomorphic spheres. We recall the basic structure and properties. We will

assume that M is monotone: [w] = c1 (M) in H2 (M; R) for some positive constant
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K E R. This greatly simplifies things and we can use classical pseudo-holomorphic curve

theory (see e.g., J,[M J) to define Gromov-Witten invariants, without appealing

to the heavy analytic machinery required by virtual perturbation techniques such as

Polyfolds or Kuranishi structures. As a result, all our invariants would be defined on

the chain-level by actual pseudo-cycles and not just as cohomology classes, which would

be important later on.

1.2.1 Coefficients

Definition 1.2.1. Let H2(M) be the torsion-free part of H2 (M; Z). We denote by

5 C H2(M) (1.2.1)

the submonoid which consist of A = 0 and all homology classes such that w(A) > 0.

Let Q[H2 (M)] be the group algebra of H2(M) with rational coefficients, i.e., the

algebra whose elements are finite formal sums of the form

A =A(A)eA , deg(eA) = 2c1 (A) (1.2.2)
AEH2 (M)

and where multiplication is defined by the rule eA+B = eAeB, and eo = 1.

Definition 1.2.2. We define our quantum coefficient ring to be the 2Z-graded Q-

subalgebra

F:= 7=Ey(A)eA c Q[H2 (M)]. (1.2.3)

We will often consider deformations and algebraic structures only up to some finite

order, energy level or both.

Definition 1.2.3. Given a graded algebra C* over r (later - an A,,-algebra), and an

ideal 3 c r we define the truncation at J to be

CJ = C' or (P/1). (1.2.4)
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Example 1.2.4. Given an integer c E N>0 , we can define an ideal 9, which is generated

by all symbols eB with c1(B) > c.

Example 1.2.5. Given a homology class A C H2(M), we denote by

3 A C IF (1.2.5)

the ideal which consists of all finite formal sums

A = E A(B)e B (1.2.6)
BEH2 (M)

where the homology classes satisfy one of the following conditions:

" c1(B) = c1(A) and B # A.

" c1(B) > c1(A).

Remark 1.2.6. As opposed to the general case, we do not use a Novikov ring. This is

possible by monotonicity: the infinite sums (which the Novikov ring is meant to encode)

are actually finite in our setting. We could have just decided to work over the complex

numbers, or maybe a polynomial ring which encodes only the energy, but instead we have

chosen to work over a subring of the group ring, because the extra information would

make things a little nicer later on.

1.2.2 The small Quantum ring

An almost complex structure is an automorphism of the tangent bundle J : TM -+ TM

which satisfies the identity J2 = -id. We say that the form w tames J if w(v, Jv) > 0

for all nonzero tangent vectors.

Additively, one can define the (small) quantum cohomology ring, denoted
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QH*(M, w) as the graded Q-vector space

QH'(M, w) := H*(M) 0, 1'. (1.2.7)

To define the quantum product, we first define the genus zero, GW invariant

GW' : QH*(Mw )*k _-+ Q (1.2.8)

as follows. Consider the moduli space of J-holomorphic spheres in homology class

A E H2 (M; Z), with k marked points,

Mo,k(A; M, w; J) (1.2.9)

where J = (JZ)ZEs2 is a domain-dependent w-tame almost-complex structure. For generic

J, it is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n + 2c,(A) + 2k - 6. Let a E Hdi(M) be

cohomology classes and let

fi : Vi -+ M , i = 1,..., k (1.2.10)

be pseudo-cycles which represent the homology classes PD(aj). Then for generic choices

of almost complex structure and pseudo-cycles, the moduli space of J-holomorphic

spheres with marked points constrained to lie on the pseudo-cycles fi, ... , fk. respectively,

is an oriented smooth manifold of dimension

d := 2n + 2c1 (A) + 2k - 6 - ( di) (1.2.11)

If d = 0, this manifold is compact, and we define GW (al, ... , a) to be the signed

count of its points (if d 5 0 we define it to be zero). It is independent of J and the

choice of representing pseudocycles by a cobordism argument.

Proposition 1.2.7 (Kontsevich-Manin axioms). Gromov-Witten invariants satisfy the
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following list of formal properties:

" Effective. If w(A) < 0 then GW'A = 0.

" Symmetry. GWk"A is graded symmetric.

* Grading. If GWk(ak,.. , a1 ) =/ 0, then

deg(ak) + ... + deg(ai) = 2n + 2c1 (A). (1.2.12)

. Divisor. If (k, A) # (3, 0), and deg(ai) = 2 then

GWk (ak, ... , a1 ) = GW,"'1,(a, . .. , a 2) j a, (1.2.13)

* Zero. Let A = 0. If k $ 3 then GWO~k = 0. If k = 3 then

GWO3 (a3, a 2 , a,) = JM a3 U a 2 U a1 . (1.2.14)

Definition 1.2.8. The product structure on QH*(M, w) is given by the formula

(1.2.15)a* 0:= Z(a*A13) & e A
AEO

In the same way that the structure coefficients of the cup product encode intersections

of their Poincare dual homology classes, the structure coefficients

a *A E Hdeg(a)+deg(3)- 2 c1(A)(M) (1.2.16)

of the quantum product encode "fuzzy intersections". They are defined by requiring

that

I(a *A)U 7 = GWM (a,3, y) (1.2.17)
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for any -y E H*(M).

Remark 1.2.9. More algebro-geometrically, when (M, w, J) is Kdhler and certain

technical conditions are met, GWA" (a3 , a2 , a1) counts the number of simple (i.e., non

multiply-covered) rational curves in the homology class A that pass through cycles in

"generic position" whose homology classes are Poincare dual to the cohomology classes

%, a2 , and a1 .

Proposition 1.2.10. 1. The quantum cup product is distributive over addition and

graded commutative in the sense that

# * a = (-1)eg(a) deg(?)a *#(1.2.18)

for any a, 3 E QH*(M; w) of pure degree.

2. The quantum cup product is associative and commutes with the action of 1,.

3. There is an embedding of the ordinary cohomology H'(M) into QH*(M,w) given

by a H+ a 0 1.

4. The leading term in the quantum cup product is the standard cup product, i.e.

a*o,#=aU3. (1.2.19)

Moreover the higher terms

Z *A /, A$ 0 (1.2.20)

vanish whenever a e H0 (M) or a E H1 (M), thus the canonical generator 1 E

H0 (M) is the unit in quantum cohomology.

1.2.3 Massey products

Motivated by the existence of the quantum product, we would like to define quantum

Massey products and study their properties. To do so, we must first describe the classical
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theory in some amount of detail.

Let R be a unital commutative ring. Recall that a differential graded algebra over R

is a graded R-algebra

C = Dk>OCk - ® (D el e2 (D .. (1.2.21)

with product - and equipped with a differential d: C* -+ C*+ 1 such that

1. d is a derivation, i.e.,

d(a -b) = (da) - b + (--1)ka - (db)

2. d2 = 0.

The cohomology is defined as usual by

(a G Ck , b E C');

C := H*(C) := ker(d)/im(d),

and it inherits an algebra structure U from C.

Definition 1.2.11. Let a, 3, and y be the cohomology classes of closed elements a C CP,

b E eY, and c C C'. The triple Massey product

(a, ,-Y)

is defined if a U , = 0, and/3 U -y = 0. If that is the case, let us define the ambiguity

to be the ideal

(1.2.24)

We then choose cochain-level representatives

dx = (-1)Pa - b, dy = (-1)b - c.
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arnd define the triple Massey product to be the coset

(t, #- ) = [(-1)p 1 . x + (--)1)+I<y c] E Cp++i-- 1/I. (1.2.26)

As an illustrative example, consider the link formed by the Borromean rings B C S'

(see Figure 1- 1.)

Figure 1-1: The Borromean rings

Let N denote a tubular neighbourhood of B. Then by Poincare duality

N; Z) ~ H2 (S3 - N, ON; Z).

We choose flat 2-discs a, b, c, such that each disk is filling a ring.

(1.2.27)

The situation is

depicted in figure 1-2 below. It is easy to see that the Poincare dual cohoinology classes

a = PD([a]) , # (1.2.28)

generate H1 (S3 B; Z). Arguing dually in terms of intersections, we see that the cup

product of any two generators vanish

a U = #/ U = 3 U y = 0, (1.2.29)

which reflects the fact that no two rings are patrwise linked. However, the entire
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Figure 1-2: Relative cycles , -y E C2(S3

V. /
4 ~K-'~

/
j

I-

I
1/

N,ON; Z)

Ow

12

Figure 1-3: The bounding chains . y must intersect the Poincare dual of n # '

configuration is triply linked which is reflected in a nontrivial triple Massey product

(see Figure t-3 for the Poincare dual of the hounding cochains, and Figure 1-4 for the

Poincare dual of ()

0 = ( E (a. 13. 7) C H2 (S3 - B; Z)/I, (1.2.30)

9

<~, (3)->

C

Figure 1-4: A non-trivial element in the Massey product
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where

I= a U H1 (S 3 - B; Z) + H1 (S3 - B; Z) U . (1.2.31)

We see that if we think of the cup product in terms of transverse intersections of cycles,

then Massey products measure "higher-order" intersections which involve both the cycles

and the bounding chains.

1.3 Quantum (matrix) Massey products

We introduce the definition and (some of) the properties Quantum Massey products

and Quantum (matrix) Massey products.

Given an ideal JA C F, we denote FA : F/JA. Note that the quantum multiplication

descends to QH* := QH*(M, w; PA). In a slight abuse of notation, we will denote it in

the same way as before, namely: * and *B-

Definition 1.3.1. A defining system (with respect to the ideal JA) is a triple of

cohomology classes

Xj E QH* := QH'(M, w; IPA) , i = 1, 2, 3(..)

which satisfy the vanishing condition:

X3 *B X2 = 0 , X2 *B X1 0 (1.3.2)

for all B E rA.

Definition 1.3.2. Given a defining system, let us denote J for the ambiguity ideal

generated by all

X 3 *B QH* + QH* *BI X 1  (1.3.3)

where B, B' E PA.
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P3 P2 Pi-

-vf

P3 P2 P1 I

-PO

Figure 1-5: The main term(s)

PO

in a QMP (later called p3 )

Formally speaking, a (triple) Quantum Massey product

(X3, x 2 , X1)A (1.3.4)

with respect to the ideal JA (or QMP for short) is an assignment that takes as input a

defining system, and whose output is a coset in (eA - QHP+q+r-I)/J.

Like Massey products, QMP's are multilinear operations that measure higher-order

"fuzzy intersections"; and like QH*, QMP contain a new feature controlling the homology

class (or energy). The analogy to keep in mind is

(Quantum Massey products w.r.t. JA : *A) + ( Classical Massey products : U

Proposition 1.3.3. Such an assignment exists and gives a partially defined, multi-linear

operation

(X3, X 2 , X1) : QHP ® QH4 q QHr - (eA - QHP+q+r-I)//j. (1.3.5)

In a similar vain to Remark 1.2.9, Quantum Massey products count higher order

"fuzzy intersections" between cycles in the manifold, and spaces of J-holomorphic curves

(this can often by obscured by a more complicated perturbation scheme.) Intuitively,

the triple Massey product count of configurations of the form that appears in Figure

1-5.
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Remark 1.3.4. Note that the terms to the left and right correspond to what might one

expect from, a Morse theoretic version of Massey products (see subsection 1.6), but the

central term is a completely new contribution, coming from the fact that four points on

the equator of a marked sphere have one moduli parameter.

Unfortunately, in real-world applications, finding reasonable cohomology classes that

satisfy the vanishing condition (1.3.2) is quite the onerous task. With that in mind, we

introduce the following, less intuitive but technically superior, version:

Definition 1.3.5. Let n > 1. A (triple) Quantum matrix Massey product with

respect to the ideal JA (matrix QMP) is an assignment that takes as input triples of

n-by-n matrices of cohomology classes in

Q Hn* := n MAlx .(Q H *(M, w; IPA)) (1.3.6)

that satisfy

[X31*B [X21 = 0, [X2 1 *B [X1 = 0 (1.3.7)

for every B E FA. The output, denoted,

(X3, X2 , X1)A (1.3.8)

is a coset in (eA . QHpj r l)/3, where we defined the ambiguity ideal to be the ideal

generated by all

[X 3] *B QHnxn QHnxn *B' [X1] (1.3.9)

where B, B' E A .

Remark 1.3.6. Of course, just like in the case of classical Massey product, one can

consider many various improvements: defining systems that consist k-tuples of matrices,

elements of non-uniform degrees, ideals other then JA,... etc. The definition we give

here is based on the ease of presentation (and what is needed for the proof of Theorem

1.0.5) and is by no means the most general.
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1.3.1 The pearl complex

Much like Definition 1.2.11, Massey products are actually defined in terms of an

underlying algebraic structure and have an intimate connection with its deformation

theory. However this time instead of a DG-algebra, the underlying cochain complex is

endowed with the pearl A,-algebra structure

QP'(M, w) = (CM'(M; F), 1A). (1.3.10)

Let us recall the definition and some key properties, which would serve as a basis for

our construction in 1.4.4.

Let (f, g) be a Morse-Smale pair on M. We write Vf for the gradient vector field of f

with respect to g. We will exclusively work with the negative gradient flow of f, namely

the flow of -Vf. To keep grading cohomological, we define deg(p) = n - p where IJp is

the Morse index of a critical point p E crit(f) (i.e., deg(p) := dim WS(p) the dimension

of the stable manifold.) Additively, we define QP*(M, w) to be an extension of scalars

of the usual Morse complex CM*(M; f, g) Oz r. As usual, the generators are critical

points of f and the differential y' can be defined by counting Morse trajectories between

critical points of degree difference 1. As is well-known, there is a chain-refinement of

the familiar cup product, in the form of a bilinear operation PO : QPi D QPi -4 Qpi+i.

Given any three generators p2,pl,po E crit(f) with deg(po) = deg(pi) + deg(p2), the

coefficient of po in p2(p2, pi) counts (perturbed) Y-shaped graphs with asymptotics

conditions on each leg corresponding to one of the critical points (see Figure 2-1b.)

Inspired by Feynman diagrams in physics, Fukaya ([F12, Section 11) and Betz-Cohen

(see the original [RC] and [C24,[CS2],[CN) realized that this is just the tip of the

proverbial iceberg. As it turns out, many homotopy-theoretic operations (e.g. string

topology, Steenrod squares,...) have a simple realization in Morse theory by integrating

over suitable families of graphs. For instance, there is a infinite sequence :Pd -

QP of multi-linear maps of degree 2 - d that extends the differential and product.
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P2

-Vf

-Vf
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(b) The product 0(a) The differential it'

P3

-vf

-Vf

-V f
P i

(c) Higher operation 0

P3

Vf

P2 -Vf V PO

-vf
P

(d) Higher operation 0[L3

Figure 1-6: The Morse complex
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As before, on generators p = (pd,... ,pi,po) c crit(f) with degree Zi- deg(p) -

deg(po) = d -2, the coefficients of po in d(pd, ... ,PI) is defined by counting (perturbed)

gradient system modelled after Stasheff trees with asymptotics conditions on each leaf

corresponding to one of the input critical points pi, 1 < i < d, and on the root po.

Example 1.3.7. The p 3_operation is defined by integrating over the two families of

graphs in Figures 2-1c, 2-Id. They have the same familiar features as before with the

addition of a Morse trajectory of finite length (in green). The length parameter is allowed

to vary, which results in two 1-dimensional families meeting along the codimension one

boundary corresponding to the "corolla ": the unique quadvalent tree.

The nioduli space of all such trees with (d + 1)-edges is one of the most familiar

versions of the Associahedron, so it should come as no suprise that po satisfy the

A.-axioms.

Remark 1.3.8. If so inclined, the reader may choose at this point to skip ahead to

Section 6, which contains a technical discussion of the Morse A.-algebra, as well as a

description of the coherent perturbation scheme (one of many possible) that we use.

In [1"'] and 1lf1 21, the authors note that just as the quantum product can be

thought of as deforming the usual cup product, we can deform the Morse A.-algebra

by constructing a suitable bounding cochains with new terms 1-t, A E H(M) coming

from pseudoholomorphic pearl trees of homology A: these are configurations of

gradient trajectories similar to Stasheff trees, but instead of meeting at a single vertex,

they meet at pseduo-holomorphic spheres along the equator. The homology classes of

the holomorphic curves is required to sum up to A. For example, Figure 1-5 should be

thought of as "quantization" of Figures 2-1c and 2-1d.

Theorem 1.3.9. Let (M, w) be a monotone symplectic manifold. Fix a Morse-Smale

pair (f, g) on M. Then for any d > 2 and any A e H (M), there exists a sequence of

multi-linear maps

14A : CP(M; w) - CPW(M;) (1.3.11)
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of degree 2 - d - 2c1(A) which satisfies (declare po = pt)

1. (CP*(M; w), pd) is the Morse A,-algebra.

2. If we define pd : p - e^A then (CP' (M; w), pd) satisfies the A,-axioms.

3. The cohomology algebra of the projective A,-algebra from (2) is isomorphic to

QH*(M, w).

Proof. This is a special case of , Theorem 1.9].

Remark 1.3.10. We will provide a proof of a generalization of this statement (still in

the monotone case) in two dedicated Sections: 11, and 10.

Proposition 1.3.3 follow immediately from Theorem 1.3.9, coupled with the actual

algebraic Definition of Quantum Massey products (which can easily be deduced from

the parametrized one that appears in section 3.5).

Remark 1.3.11. An alternative point of view which is very popular in Floer-theoretic

literature is to think of this as representing a Morse-Bott type complex for the self-

Floer homology of the diagonal Lagrangian A C M x M which is equipped with an

anti-symplectic involution. This type of construction has appeared in (partial list):

Biran-Cornea-Lalonde [ 1, 1; Woodward-Charest [ M,[ |; Fukaya-Oh [

and Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [V K; Jiayong's PhD Thesis [ L; as well as many

others.

We state without a proof the fact that the formality of this A,-algebra implies the

vanishing of all Massey products and quantum Massey products (essentially the same

argument as Lemma 3.4.4.)

Remark 1.3.12. There is an unfortunate clash in the nomenclature among different

authors (which is to be expected). We wish to remark upon one distinction between
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our notation and existing conventions that might be confusing: the A' (or homological-

perturbation thereof) of our QP* complex (and maybe ought to call a quantum rational

homotopy type or something similar) is called quantum Massey products in [ .

1.4 Fibrations over the circle

We generalize the results of the previous subsections to families of symplectic manifolds.

1.4.1 Mapping tori and deformations

By a graded Q-algebra

R R(1.4.1)
iEZ

we mean one which is finite-dimensional, graded-commutative and unital. All homomor-

phisms are presumed unital as well.

Definition 1.4.1. A first order infinitesimal deformation of R of dimension d > 0

consists of

(a) A graded Q-algebra R,

(b) An element t E f with t2 = 0, such that the sequence

0 -+ ht - i? --*t f? -- + N/lt - j - 0 (1.4.2)

is exact, and

(c) A homomorphism of graded algebras j : ? -+ R which is surjective with kernel

t . R.

The exactness of the sequence (1.4.2) is equivalent to the flatness of R as a module

over k[eI/(E2 ), where e acts by multiplication with t.
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Definition 1.4.2. Given two graded algebras R1, R 2 and a homomorphism f : R1 -+ R2,

one defines a morphism over f from a d-dimensional deformation (R1 , t1 , j1) of R1 to a

d-dimensional deformation ( 2 , t 2 , j 2 ) of R 2 to be a homomorphism of graded algebras

f : R1 --+ R 2 such that f(t 1 ) = t2 and j2f = fji.

In the special case R 1 = R 2 = R and f id, f is called a morphism of deformations

of R. All morphisms of deformations of R are isomorphisms. It is possible to use

Defd(R) to associate a natural invariant to any diffeomorphism that acts trivially on

cohomology.

Definition 1.4.3. Let q E Diff+(M). The mapping torus Alp is defined as the

quotient of R x M by the free Z-action

n - (t, x) = (t - n, #"(x)). (1.4.3)

It is naturally a smooth fiber bundle 7 : MO -+ S1

Lemma 1.4.4. Assume that 0 acts trivially on cohomology. Then H*(I; Q) is a

one-dimensional deformation of H*(M; Q).

Proof. Immediate from triangle (C.2.1) in the appendix. 0

Simply put, we think of the monodromy q as deforming the cohomology algebra of

the trivial fibration H*(M x S'), and obtain a class in second Harrison cohomology

group which classifies the deformation.

1.4.2 Parametrized Gromov-Witten invariants

A locally Hamiltonian fibration (LHF) is a triple (E, ir, Q) where 7 : E - B is a

smooth fibre bundle over a compact manifold B, with a closed 2-form Q E Z2 (E) on the

total space, such that Qb := Ql,-i(b) is non-degenerate on Eb := 7r 1 (b), for each b E B.

Sometimes, when the map is clear from the context, we will just write (E, Q). We will

always assume that all of our LHF's are monotone, which means the fiber (M, w) is a
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monotone symplectic manifold.

Let V = TVE the vertical tangent bundle. A domain-dependent almost complex

structure on w is a section J = (J,6) : S2 x B -+ Aut(V) such that j2 = -id. A vertical

J-holomorphic map is a pair (b, u) such that b E B and u : S2 -+ Eb is Jb-holomorphic

in the usual sense (where jb denotes the family (Jz,b)zeS2 with a fixed b = bo.) Then we

can consider the moduli space of all vertical J-holomorphic spheres in homology class

A E H2(M; Z) (we assume the action of 7,(B) on the second homology of the fiber is

trivial, so as to make the identification unproblematic), with k marked points. As a set,

this is just the union

Mo,k(A; r, Q; J)=U MO,k (A; E, wb; Jb) (1.4.4)
b

Theorem 1.4.5. For generic J, it is a smooth manifold of dimension dim(E) + 2c1 (A) +

2k - 6, and the image of the k-point evaluation map

evk :M4,k(A; 7r, Q; J) -+ E x, ... x, E (1.4.5)

is a pseudocycle.

Proof. See Theorem 11.1.3 and its proof.

Remark 1.4.6. Note that the meaning of generic here is a generic family, so in each

fiber the almost complex structure is non-generic!

So we can define the parametrized Gromov-Witten invariant GWkA in the same way

as before.

Remark 1.4.7. These invariants.and their basic properties were studied (in one form

or another) in the papers tB31,1 [ ' L specifically geared toward detecting exotic sym-

plectomorphism. This is a very natural object to consider in this context: let 81wI denote

the space of symplectic forms that can be joined to w through a path of cohomologous
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symplectic forms. Then Moser's theorem the group Diff+(M) acts transitively on 8[w]

via

S- w = (q5-l)*(W) = #,(w). (1.4.6)

and 8101 is simply the homogeneous space Diff+(M)/9[wI where 91w1 is the space of exotic

symplectomorphism. Let a["] of almost complex structures that are tamed by some

symplectic form in 8[w0. By [ , Lemma 2.11, it is homotopy equivalent to 81wI and there

is a homotopy fibration sequence

o -+ 9"1 + Diff +(M) - -+ 0. (1.4.7)

Essentially, the same argument that tells the ordinary GW invariants are independent of

the choice of almost complex structures shows that parametrized GW invariants depend

only on the homotopy class of (Jz,b).

The obvious analogues of Kontsevich-Manin axioms hold including WDVV which

means that we can define an associative, graded-commutative algebra

QH*(7r, 0) (1.4.8)

as in Proposition 1.2.10. We denote the product as * again. Note that the A = 0

term *o is the usual cup product on the total space E.

Of course, quantum Massey products and quantum matrix Massey products generalize

immediately to this setting as well.

1.4.3 Quantum cohomology of mapping tori

Let (M, w) be a (monotone) symplectic manifold. From now on, we also assume that

7ri(M) = {0}. Let # : M -+ M a symplectomorphism. We can equip the mapping

torus 7r :M4, -+ S' with a closed two-form Q := wp, induced from the pullback of w

under R x M -+ M, which makes it into a monotone LHF. Then QH*(MO) has all the
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usual properties outlined in the previous subsection. We will often use the shorthand

QH*(MO) for QH*(7r, Q) and GW instead of GW' whenever it is understood from the

context we are referring to the LHF defined as the mapping tori of a symplectomorphism.

Slightly more interesting, denote R = H*(M; Q). Then we can consider the term *A

of the quantum product as giving a bilinear map

'OA: R x R -+ R (1.4.9)

which is (graded) commutative, of degree -2c 1 (A) and has the following formal properties:

1. Ix, Y) =x U y when A = 0.

2. For every A, A', B E IF, we have an associtivity relation

z IA'(*APA(X,y),Z) = E IPA(x, A'(y,z)) (1.4.10)
A+A'=B A+A'=B

3. 7P (1, x) = 0 for all x, and

4. Ifu e E 2 satisfies (u, A) = 0 then VPA(u, x) = 0 for all x.

Similarly, denote OA for the bilinear operation defined on H*(MO; Q) in the analogues

manner.

Definition 1.4.8 (4.1 in [S:'J). Let (R, t, j) be a deformation of R. An extension

of V)A to 1? is a bilinear map /A : f x f? -+ f of degree -2c 1 (A), which is (graded)

commutative and has the following properties:

1. '(x, y) = x U y when A =0.
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2. For every A, A', B E F, we have an associtivity relation

S A/ ('A(x, y),z)= A(x, &'A(y,z) (1.4.11)
A+A'=B A+A'=B

3. If u G _ 2 satisfies (u, A) = 0 then ?A(U, x) = 0 for all x.

4. j (0A(X, Y)) = '?bA ((X),j(Y)).-

Of course, the same claim holds if we replace F with P/J mutatis mutandi.

As the notation suggests, a minor modification of Proposition 4.2 in [. leads to

Proposition 1.4.9. Given a symplectomorphism 0 : M -+ M that acts trivially on

cohomology, IA is an extension of OA. El

However, this approach has limited scope, because we should not expect "most"

interesting symplectomorphism to act non-trivially on quantum cohomology. So we

should ask ourselves the question: what happens when the deformation class is trivial?

1.4.4 The definition of qT2: a sketch

The idea for proving that the monodromy in 1.0.5 has infinite order in the kernel is to

take a chain-level enhancement of the previous subsection.

We associate to every symplectic automorphism # : A M a cochain complex

mapping torus pearl complex

Symp(M,w) 'vvvvu (MO, Q) 'v\r (1.4.12)

by taking the parametrized pearl complex construction XC := QP'(r, wo) of the

mapping torus M4 +S.
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Proposition 1.4.10. Let (M, w) be a closed, monotone and simply connected symplectic

manifold and 0 : M -+ M a symplectomorphism. Then there exists a sequence of multi-

linear maps

d4 : Xd _+ X0tI (dA) E N x HS(M) (1.4.13)

of degree 2 - d - 2c1 (A) which satisfies (declare po = Y)

1. (C4, p1) is the Morse A(,-algebra of MO.

2. If we define /'d := ZA _4 eA then (X14, pd) is a projective A,,-algebra.

3. The cohomology algebra of (2) is isomorphic to QH*(7r, wp).

Moreover,

4. An equivalence between A40 and M4, defines an Ao-quasi-isomorphism

: Xk -+ X1. (1.4.14)

Proof. For (1) and (2) see Proposition 2.5.16 and the discussion preceding it. (3) follows

immediately from the way we define the pearl complex. See Section 10.10, and Theorem

11.1.3. Finally, (4) is proved in Section 10.15. 0

This makes the first statement in Theorem 1.0.3 precise, once we know that any

symplectic isotopy {4ot} defines an equivalence between Mo. and Mo, (Lemma 2.1.7.)

We now make a short, and somewhat impressionistic digression into homological algebra.

Remark 1.4.11. A detailed exposition of these ideas is given in Section 3.

Let

Q QH*(M; F) 0 He(Sl) = QH*(M; F)[t]/(t2) (1.4.15)

considered as a graded algebra (t is a formal variable of degree one).
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Definition 1.4.12. A 1-dimensional deformation of quantum cohomology is a

triple

('3 pd F) (1.4.16)

which consists of:

" A projective, graded, F-module 3.

* An Ax-structure {pd} on 3.

* A fixed isomorphism (of graded algebras) F: Q -+ H*(3).

Example 1.4.13. One possible refinement is the "trivial' A,,-structure 3 = QH*(M; F)®

He(Sl).

There is an equivalence relation between such refinements called compatible A,,-

quasi-isomorphism.

Remark 1.4.14. Note that for an arbitrary <3: M -+ M, there is no reason to expect

that the quantum cohomology of a mapping torus QH*(AI,) is a 1-parameter deformation

of QH*(M; w) (in fact, they might even have different ordinary cohomology.) This fits

well with the general picture of the higher Johnson homomorphism - which is defined

only for automorphism that lie in the kernel of the previous Johnson homomorphisms.

See Section 1.6 for more.

We think of the infinite dimensional space of all chain-level refinement of quantum

cohomology modulo equivalence as moduli space, and consider the pearl structure as

a deformation of the canonical base point, represented by the trivial A0 -structure.

Kadeishvili observed that there is a Q*-action on this moduli space contracting everything

to the formal base point. This implies that the tangent space to the base point already

2Note that it was recently discovered that Quantum cohomology of Kdhler varieties does not have
to be formal! Therefore QH* (M, w) might have interesting deformations. Here we mean trivial with
respect to the bimodule structure on H*(S 1).
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contains a lot of information about the moduli space. Indeed, it follows from this line of

logic that any chain level refinement A = (Q, p d) has a well defined obstruction class

cAG HH3 (,- 1  (1.4.17)

The right-hand side is a certain group called Hochschild cohomology. Any compati-

ble A,-quasi-isomorphism induces a map on HH3 (Q, Q)-1 which sends the respective

obstruction classes to each other (Lemma 3.4). When A is formal, which means

equivalent to the trivial structure, o3 = 0. The obstruction class is also known as the

universal Massey product because the value of any triple Massey product defined

for an A,-structure A = (Q, pad), depends only on the obstruction class (see Lemma

3.4.4) so we can think of them as giving a way to evaluate the o class on suitable

collections of cohomology classes.

Back to our setting, given any spherical homology class A E H2(M) we can repeat

the same story above with F replaced by F/JA. Then for any q that satisfies

QH*(MO, wO; F/JA) a Q, (*)

it follows that X is a 1-dimensional deformation of quantum cohomology. Thus, there

is a universal Massey products

03,A E HH3(Q -1. (1.4.18)

Properties (1),(2) and (3) of the second part of 1.0.3 are immediate. It will be

clear from the Definition of the complex that 4 = id satisfies the assumption and

oid", = 0. We also remark that condition (*) is invariant under isotopy (via the

standard continuation argument for parametrized quantum cohomology.)

Definition 1.4.15. We define X2,A C ioSymp(M, w) to be subset of all isotopy classes

of symplectomorphism that satisfy (*).
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Lemma 1.4.16. Assume that [0] E '2,A and 0 is symplectically isotopic to the identity.

Then 03,' = 0.

Proof. Any symplectic isotopy {#t} determines an equivalence between Mo0 and MO1 .

But given any such equivalence, 4 from Proposition 1.4.10 is a compatible A,,-quasi-

isomorphism. Since 0 3A = 0 this implies that o 3,A vanishes as well.

Corollary 1.4.17. Under the same assumptions, the existence of a non-trivial Massey

product in QH*(YO) immediately implies that 0 f [q] in the symplectic mapping class

group.

1.5 Outline of the main argument

1.5.1 Construction of the family

Definition 1.5.1. A nodal family of Riemann surfaces is a pair (ir : C -+ B),

where:

(a) C and B are complex analytic manifolds of dimension

dimc(C) = dimc(B) + 1; (1.5.1)

Denote s := dimc(B) = dimc(C) - 1.

(b) 7r : C -+ B is a proper holomorphic map,

such that for every z E C, there exist holomorphic coordinates (to,.. . , ts), around z in

C and (v1 , .. ., v,) around w = ir(z) in B, mapping z to 0 E C'+1 and 7r(z) to 0 E C,

respectively, and such that in these coordinates, ir is given one of two local models

(to, ... ,It,) -+ (ti, .... , ts) (1.5.2)
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or

(to,. .. , ts) -+ (tot1, ... , ts) (1.5.3)

In (1.5.2), w is called a regular point, while in the case that (1.5.3) holds, w is a

nodal point.

We say that the family has genus g if every fiber has arithmetic genus g.

Definition 1.5.2. A nodal family of space curves is a nodal family of Riemann

surfaces (7r : C - B) of genus g with the additional data of a holomorphic embedding

C +3 :P3 x B (1.5.4)

such that 7r : C -+ B factors as the composition of the embedding and the projection onto

the second factor.

Let A C C be the unit disk, A* = A \ {O}. We denote

* Y for the product P3 X A.

* Q for the product P' x P1 x A.

We consider them as fiber bundles over the disk by projection to the second component.

Their restriction to the punctured disk would be denoted as ' and Q respectively.

Proposition 1.5.3. There exists a nodal family of space curves, denoted e - A, such

that:

1. There are inclusions of closed subvarieties

-e "U -4(1.5.5)

which respect the bundle structure over the disc (i.e., take fiber to fiber).

2. The restriction to the punctured disk F* -+ A* is a smooth family, and the fiber

C, over each s = 0 is a non-hyperelliptic, genus 4 curve.
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3. The isotopy class of the monodromy of -e is a Dehn twist around a separating

curve of genus 2.

Proof. See Section 5.5. 0

The fiberwise normal bundles of embedded family fit together to form a rank 2

complex vector bundle over the total space,

4* ~ -*. (1.5.6)

We denote the projectivization of this bundle as

E = Pe(N*). (1.5.7)

Let 'g* be the 4-fold obtained by the algebro-geometric blowup of F in F*. This is a

blowup of a smooth variety at a smooth center, thus E* is a smooth divisor in *, and

since blowup commute with flat base change, the fiber over every s C A* is a smooth

3-fold which contains the exceptional divisor E,.

Fix once and for all a loop 7 : S' -+ A* winding positively once around the origin.

Definition 1.5.4. We call C := y*C* the curve fibration, 6 := -*F6* the exceptional

fibration and I := *2*the 3-fold fibration.

They are Sl-locally Hamiltonian fibrations. We consider -(O) as our base point and

denote the fiber of C (respectively, i) over it as C (resp. Y). Then the parallel transport

in defines a symplectomorphism which is our Vby from Theorem 1.0.5. Note that the

restriction of 'zy the curve fibration defines a diffeomorphism of the suface C, which we

denote as OC. By construction, it is a separating Dehn twist of genus 2.

In fact, we will see in subsection 5 that the monodromy 0 can be obtained from a

Khhler degeneration with interesting connections to cubic 3-folds. This would also us to

prove
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Proposition 1.5.5. There exists a family of 3-folds i over A such that:

1. The pullback by -y coincides with that of ' .

2. In a general fiber, there exist vanishing cycles {V1,..., V5} and {V1', ... , V'} such

that the monodromy is a product of Dehn twist about them.

Proof. See Corollary 5.4.7 and the discussion preceding it.

Remark 1.5.6. The construction in Proposition 1.5.5 comes from the theory of ball

quotient models, see [ J and [ 3J. It is related to (the more obvious) smoothing

which we use to construct the family E of 1.5.3 via the Hassett-Keel program. We briefly

remark on that in 5..5.

1.5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.0.5

As we have mentioned in the end of 1.4.4, the Theorem is proven if we can show the

existence of a nontrivial Massey product in parametrized quantum cohomology. The

computation itself is broken into a sequence of steps.

Let C be a genus 4 smooth curve, Y = BlCPA with blowdown map b : Y -+ P,

and E is the exceptional divisor of the blowdown map b. We introduce the following

additional cycles:

" L is the preimage of a generic line under b : Y -+ P3 .

* H is the preimage of a generic hyperplane under b: Y -+ P3 .

* F is a fixed exceptional fiber.

* {Ai, I} where i = 1, ... , 4 are fixed cycles defining a standard symplectic basis of

H1 (C, Z) Z* equipped with the intersection form.
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Notation. We use symbols cycles and their homology classes (this should be clear

from context) and denote the Poincare dual cohomology classes by the corresponding

small letter e.g. PD(A) = a etc. Finally, as in the local model, we denote u =

-PD(F) = -f. We treat this cohomology class as a formal variable of degree 2.

Lemma 1.5.7. We have the following presentation for the cohomology of Y:

* H0 = Z (y), where the class y = PD(Y).

* H'=0.

SH 2  Z (h,u), with h = PD (H) and u -PD (E).

* H' = Z (uai, ubj) where i = 1, ... , 4. Each class is Poincare dual to the total

transform of one of the standard cycles in C.

* H 4 = Z ( , f) , with f = PD(L) and f = PD(F).

* H5 =0.

* H 6 = Z (pt), the Poincare dual of the point.

The ring structure is

U y h u u-a, u-bj f f pt

y y h u u -a u -b e f pt
h h e -6f 0 0 t 0 0
U U -6f 30f -6U 0 0 0 pt 0

u -a, u -a 0 0 0 -6ij -pt 0 0 0
u -bj u -b 0 0 6ij -pt 0 0 0 0

f f 0 pt 0 0 00 0
t -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Table 1.1: The cohomology ring

The proof of the Lemma above (as well as some additional claims related to presen-

tation of Y coming from the Kihler degneration of 1.5.5) appear in Section 8.
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The only classes A E H2 (Y; Z) are: F, R = L - 3F and 2F, T = L - 2F (so these

are the only classes of interest for computing our Massey product at homology 2F).

Lemma 1.5.8. Up to permutation and sign, the only nontrivial 3-point Gromov- Witten

invariants in the class F are

GWF,3 (f, u, u) = 1,(15.8)

GWF,3 (U ' ai, u - bj, u) = ij -

The contribution of this class to the quantum product is given by the following table:

*F y h u u - ai u - bj t f pt

y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
u 0 0 -u u - ai u - bj 0 -f 0

u - a, 0 0 u - ai 0 6ij -f 0 0 0
u - bj 0 0 u-bj - 6 j,.f 0 0 0 0
t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f 0 0 -f 0 0 00 0
pt 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1.2: Quantum multiplication - the exceptional fiber

Proof. All the entries in the table are computed by Poincare duality from the Gromov-

Witten computation in subsection 8.4.

Remark 1.5.9. In fact, we can say a little more in this case - see Lemma 8.4.2.

Lemma 1.5.10. Up to permutation and sign, the only nontrivial 3-point Gromov- Witten
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invariants in the class T = L - 2F are

GWT,3 (pt, h, h)

GWT,3(pt, h, u)

GWT,3(Pt, u, U)

GWT, 3(f, t, h)

GW, 3(e, , U)

GWT, 3(t, f, h)

GW, 3(e, f, U)

GWT,3(f, f, h)

GWT, 3(f, f, U)

GWT,3(f, u aj, u -aj)

GWT,3 (f, U aj, u -bj)

GW, 3(fu bi, u- a)

GWT, 3(f, U bi, u b,)

GWT,3(t, U -aj, u -aj)

GWT,3(t, U. aj, u - bj)

GWT, 3(t, u bi, u - aj)

GWT, 3 (, U- bi, u - bj)

= 1-1 -6 = 6,

= -2 - 1 6 = -12,

= (-2)2 6 = 24,

= 1 - 21 = 21,

= (-2) - 21 = -42,

= 1 - 5 = 5,

= (-2) - 5 = -10,

= 1 - 1 = 1,

= (-2). = -2,

=0,

= 3.s

= jij7

=0,

=0,

= 5 3 i3 ,

= -5Jij,

=0.

The contribution of this class to the quantum product is given by the following table:

Proof. See subsection 8.6. 0

Lemma 1.5.11. Up to permutation and sign, the only nontrivial 3-point Gromov- Witten
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*T y h u u - as u - b t f pt

y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 6 -12 0 0 5u+21h u+5h 6e-12f
U 0 -12 24 0 0 5e-10u t-2u -12e+24f

u-as 0 0 0 0 6ij(u+ 5h) -5u -ai -u - as 0
u - b 0 0 0 -bi(u+ 5h) 0 -5u -b -u - b 0

e 0 5u+ 21h 5e - Ou 5u -ai 5u -bj 21t - 42f 5e - 10f 0
f 0 u+ 5h e - 2u u -a ua-b 5 - 10f e - 2f 0
pt 0 6 - 12f -12e+ 24f 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1.3: Quantum multiplication - secant lines

invariants in the class R = L - 3F are

GWR,3(f, u, u) = (-3)2 .4 = 36,

GWR,3(f, h, u) = 1- (-3) -4 = -12,

GWR,3(f, h, h) = 1 1 - 4 = 4,

GWR,3 (, u U) = (-3)2 .2= 18,

GWR,3(, h, u) = 1 - (-3) .2 = -6,
(1.5.10)

GWR, 3 (E, h, h) = 12 - 2 = 2,

GWR,3(U - ai,u - bi, h) = 1 - (-1) = 1,

GWR,3(U- aj, u -bi, u) = (-3) - (-1) = 3.

The contribution of this class to the quantum product is given by the following table:

*R y h u u-a u-bj f f pt

y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 2h+4u -6h-12u u-a u-bj 2f-6f U -12f 0
u 0 -6h - 12u 18h + 36u 3u -ai 3u - bj -6f+18f -12,e+36f 0

u-a 0 -u-as -3u-ai 0 6ij(+3f) 0 0 0
u-b, 0 -u-bj -u-bj -J,(f +3f) 0 0 0 0

f 0 2f-6f -6f+18f 0 0 0 0 0
f 0 4-12f -12f+36f 0 0 0 0 0
pt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 1.4: Quantum multiplication - ruling lines

Proof. See subsection 8.7. LI

As usual, let t E H1 (S1 ) be the pullback of the fundamental class of the circle. As
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in Lemma 1.4.4, we have an additive isomorphism

H'( ) = H*(Y) e tH'(Y). (1.5.11)

Lemma 1.5.12. The direct sum decomposition in equation (1.5.11) is an algebra iso-

morphism.

Proof. In Section 9.1. E

We denote the parametrized quantum product on as i and the quantum product

on the fiber as *.

Proposition 1.5.13 (quantum product). The algebra isomorphism (1.5.11) extends to

an isomorphism of quantum rings (truncated at J2F.) That is, the quantum product in

Q HQ(J; F/ 2 F) (1.5.12)

decomposes as

(w' + tw')*(u' + tw') = (w' * w') + t(w' * w"+ '"'* I'). (1.5.13)

Proof. In section 9. E

As a corollary, we can define q-r 2 (<): by making suitable auxiliary choices we obtain

an Aco-algbera (C, A) which satisfies (*). The precise definition (including all the choice

involved) is the subject of Section 2. It has the following properties:

Lemma 1.5.14. fil = 0 and the cohomology algebra of H(C) is isomorphic to QH*(;1 J/2F)-

Proof. See Section 12.1. El
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Proposition 1.5.15 (The main term). Consider the t- ... term of jiF(uz3, u- 2, UZI)

where fzi| 3. Then it is always zero except in the following cases:

I2 F (uai, ubi,uaj) -tubj

A3,

2F (ua, ubi , ubj) =tua, (1.5.14)

b2F(uaj, uai, ubj) tub-3,

I2F (ubj, ubi, ua) = tua-3,

where 1 <i K 2 and 3 j < 4.

Proof. See Section 12.2 and also the discussion on the Johnson homomorphism later in

this Section (especially Proposition 1.6.23). L

Finally,

Proposition 1.5.16. The t-part of the quantum matrix Massey product

aiu a2u biu 0 biu b3 u)2 = 0 tb3 u (1.5.15)

0 0 -b2U 0 0 0 0 0

is nontrivial.

Proof. First we must verify the vanishing condition. The relevant homology classes are

A E H2 (Y) with ci(A) < c1(2F) = 2 or A = 2F. But *2F is identically zero, so this

leaves only A E {0, F, R}, and

ual ua2 ub 0 pt-pt 0 0 (1.5.16)

0 0 -ub2 0 0 0 0 0

ual ua2 ubi 0 f -f 0 0 0 (..7

0 0 (- ub2 0 0 0 0 0)
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ua1 ua2
*0

0 0 ) ( ubi

-ub 2

0) ((f + 3f)

ubi 0 ubi ub3 0 0
I*oIuub 0 = , 0(-ub2 0 0 0 0

ubi 0

-ub 2 0)

ubi 0

-ub 2 0]

ub, ub3 0 0
*F =,

0 0 0 0

ubi ub3 0 0

(0 0 0 0

(1.5.19)

(1.5.20)

(1.5.21)

as 2-by-2 cohomology-valued matrices. Thus, the Massey product can indeed be defined.

Second, by Lemma 1.5.14 above, p' = 0 and there are no bounding cochains to take

into account. So we only need to compute the main term,

3 uai uai)
E) := pF(

(0 0

which is a 2-by-2 matrix whose entries are

1 - 2 - 2. Unwinding the definition,

( ub1  0 ub1  ubi-ub 2 0/\ 0 0/

cohomology classes of degr

(1.5.22)

ee 4 = 3 + 3 + 3 -

ual ua2  ubi 0 ub1 ub3

i1,i21 0 0 . ub2 0 0 0

for 1 < i3 , io < 2. Note that we can immediatly disregard all sequences

where i3 = 2 or Zi = 2 because the result would be zero. In particular,

0 2 1 = 0.

6 22 = 0.
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(1.5.23)

(i15i2,i1iO)

(1.5.24)

- (f +3f) 0 0 0

0 0) 0 0



Applying Proposition 12.2.1, we see that

= jF(Ual ubl, ub) -1~F(ual, ub2 ,ubl) = 0.

E12= i2F(ual, ubl , ub 3 ) - I 2F(ual, ub2 ,ub3 ) = tub3-

(1.5.25)

It remains to show that this is a nontrivial coset. For that, we must compute the

ambiguity ideal J. By definition, the degree four piece is generated by

uai Ua2

0 0

(ual Ua2

0 0

ual ua2

0 0

*0 (M 2x 2(Q) 0 H1 ())

*F (M2x 2(Q) 0 H3())

(1.5.26)

(1.5.27)

*R (M2 x 2 (Q) 0 H3())

(M2 x 2 (Q) 0 H 1(0)) *0

(M2 x 2 (Q) 0 H3(J)) *F

(M2 x 2 (Q) 0 H3 *R

ubi

0

ubi

0

ubi

0

(1.5.28)

Ub3)

03

uba

03

ub3

03

(1.5.29)

(1.5.30)

(1.5.31)

We argue by contradiction: Assume the Proposition is false and E is actually a trivial

coset (i.e., E E ). Therefore (by definition), E can be written as a sum of matrices of

the form (1.5.26)-(1.5.31). Note that any such equation actually means that E can be

written as the sum of matrices

(1.5.32)(: L E
z W
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with entries x, y, z, w E tH3 (Y). The possible summands in such an expression take the

form (q , Q are scalars):

ua1 ua2  1qu + q"h qiu + qh q1 tua1 + q3tua2 qttua1 + q/tua2
*F111

0 0 q3J * i+q"h qu+q -h 0 0
(1.5.33)

ua1 ua2  q'U + qlh q u + q2'h

q0 0 ) u + qh qu + q)
(1.5.34)

-(3q' + q")tuai - (3q3 + q")tua2 -(3q2 + q")tua - (3q + q4')tua2

0 0

q'1u + q{'h qu + qh ub1 ub3  q'1 tub1 q'Wtub3
*F (1-5. 3 5 )

qiu + qgh &iu + q'h 0 0 qitub1 q tub/

qu + q'h q'u + q2Ih ub1 ub\ -(3q' + q')tub1 -(3q' + q')tub
*R

q'u + q''h q4u + q'h 0 0 -(3q3 + qi)tub1 -(3q' + q3)tub3

(1.5.36)

But looking at the equations carefully, it is clear that for any linear combination 8'

of (1.5.33)-(1.5.36), the rational coefficient of tub, at 8' must be the same as rational

coefficient of tub3 at 8'12. However, e 1 = 0 and 012 = tub3. Thus we get a contradiction

to our original assumption and 8 J'1.

1.6 Connection with the Johnson homomorphism

In this subsection, we sketch a geometric version of the mapping torus construction of

Tk, and explain how it related to our construction. All results are taken from [ , 14 }

and Lecture notes from Andrew Putnam 2008 Master class [ I unless stated to the
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contrary.

Throughout this entire section, we assume g > 2. Denote by Eg,, the compact oriented

surface obtained by identifying sides of a solid, 4g-gon in the standard way. We denote

E*, and E9 for the n-punctured, and n-holed versions. The mapping class groups

Mod., Aod* and Moda are defined to be the set of appropriate orientation-preserving

self-diffeomorphisms of the surface of interest modulo those isotopic to the identity.

Specifically, we define the three mapping class groups

Mod9 = ro(Diff+(Eg )

Mod*,n = Jo(Dif+

Mod,9 = ro(Diff(E n, ,))

where 7ro(Diff OnS9 ,n)) is the group of diffeomorphisms of E n which preserve the

boundary pointwise. Note that they are automatically orientation preserving.

Remark 1.6.1. There are many variants of the definition of mapping class group, which

may or may not give the same object. To mention just a few:

* We could replace diffeomorphisms by homeomorphisms, or alternatively, we could

fix a triangulation and consider PL-homeomorphisms. However, in dimension two,

this would not affect the definition.

" There is no difference between punctures and marked points (with all the diffeo-

morphism and isotopies assumed to preserve them).

" More relevent to us, we could also fix a symplectic form w and consider the

Hamiltonian mapping class group of all symplectomorphism of the surface up to

Hamiltonian isotopy. This is again the same group (See [ M, Appendix BI and

1K ).
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(a) A separating curve of genus h = 2 (b) A bounding pair of genus h = 3

Figure 1-7: The generators of the Torelli group

* We could consider homeomorphisms up to homotopy relative to the boundary

instead of considering them up to isotopy. This would not affect the definition of the

mapping class group since an old result of Baer asserts that two homeomorphisms

are homotopic relative to the boundary if and only if they are isotopic.

We denote E8 = Ea for the genus g surface with one boundary component, and

Mod6 = Mod8 ,l for its mapping class group.

Definition 1.6.2. A curve in E is a bounding separating closed curve of genus

h (abbreviated to BSCC for brevity) if it bounds a subsurface homeomorphic to hi,

otherwise it is called non-separating. We define a bounding pair (BP) of genus h

to be a pair of simple closed curves which together bound a subsurface homeomorphic

to a genus h surface with two boundary components. See Figures 1-7a and 1-7b for

illustration. The same definition applies to E9 with the boundary puncture, except now

there is ambiguity between h and g - h.

By definition, the mapping class groups act on simple closed curves E', which

induces an action on the fundamental group of the surface. The action takes any curve

homotopic to the boundary to another curve homotopic to the boundary. Thus we have

a well defined map

Mod' -+ E Aut(7ri E) | #[OE] = [OE']} (1.6.1)

Theorem 1.6.3 (Nielsen). The map (1.6.1) is an isomorphism.

This allows us to import many tools and results from group theory to the study of
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Modo. Let

F = 7ri E' (1.6.2)

be the fundamental group of the bordered genus g surface.It is a free group on 2g

generators. Denote by (]Pk)k the lower central series of F i.e. F1 = F and Fk+1 = [F, FIk].

Let Nk then be the k-th nilpotent quotient group Nk = Frl/k+1. The subgroups rk

are characteristic, they are preserved by any automorphism, so that the mapping class

group in fact acts by automorphisms on Nk. Note that N = H = H1 (E, Z) the first

homology group. So in the case k = 1, this is just the familiar action of the mapping

class group on the homology of a surface. Since any such action must respect the

intersection pairing of the surface, we see that it induces a surjective homomorphism

called the symplectic representation

-o : Mod9 -4 SP2g(Z). (1.6.3)

Definition 1.6.4. The Torelli group is defined as the kernel

J := Ker(ro). (1.6.4)

It is the subgroup of the mapping class group that acts trivially on the homology of the

surface.

In fact, Torelli group is only the first in a series of nested subgroups of the mapping

class group

Definition 1.6.5. Let k > 0. We define the Johnson-A ndreadakis filtration to be

the kernels

Mod ,1[k] = Ker(Mod9,1 -+ Aut(Nk)). (1.6.5)

Remark 1.6.6. Mod [0] = Mod9 and Mod9[1] = ga.

Note that a Dehn twist on a BSCC or the composition of opposite twists on a BP

lies in the Torelli group .
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Definition 1.6.7. Let

X8c- Mod9 (1.6.6)

denote the Johnson kernel: the subgroup generated by all Dehn twists on BSCC's.

The results of Powell [I I and Johnson [., 1, identify it as a stage in the filtration,

Theorem 1.6.8. . For g 3, the Torelli group J'9 is generated by a finite number of

Dehn twists on genus 1 bounding pairs. Moreover, for g 2, Mod9[2 = Ker(ri) = X.

Notation. We follow the standard convention of using capital letters to denote the

homology classes of elements of F, which themselves are denoted by the corresponding

lowercase roman or greek letters. Cohomology and homology have integer coefficients.

Definition 1.6.9. Denote LO = Pk/Lk+1 the quotient group, and let

]: L9 (1.6.7)
k>1

Using the Witt-Hall identities, one can show that [J'n, IFm] C J'n+m and that the induced

multiplication on rn/rn+1 is abelian. Given cosets x = arF+1 and x = bFrn+1 in L9 and

L 9 respectively, we define the bracket to be the coset

[x,y] = [a, b]Fn+m+i. (1.6.8)

We then extend this bracket to all of La by linearity.

Proposition 1.6.10. L is the free Lie algebra 6 -
6 (H) generated by H = H1 =

F1 /F2-

Definition 1.6.11. The Johnson homomorphism To is just the symplectic representation.

For k > 0, the k-th Johnson homomorphism

rk : Mod [k] -+ Hom(H, L+1)
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is defined by

k()( X ) = (x)x- (1.6.9)

for any 0 E Moda[k], X E H, and x E Nk+1 with [x] = X.

Note that the definition makes sense because O(x)x- 1 is the identity element in

Nk, meaning it lies in Fk+1, so that it can be considered as an element of Z'+1. Some

combinatorical manipulation shows that

Proposition 1.6.12. The maps 'k are homomorphisms; moreover they are equivariant

in the following sense: Since ZO is generated by H, each q E Modo acts on La via

the symplectic representation. Thus Moda also acts on Hom(H, Z+1). We denote this

action by 1$|. Then for any 4 E Moda[k] we have

Tk(OOOi-q5) = kklrk(4'). (1.6.10)

In particular,

Corollary 1.6.13. Tk is invariant under conjugation by 0 E 'l.

Notation. By use of the Poincar6 duality of Ea, we have H, , H*. In terms of the

standard symplectic basis {Aj, Bi} , we use the convention3 that

A2 -+ Bi -÷ -As. (1.6.11)

So, we may identify Hom(H, Z9+1) with H 00 +1. We also note that F2 /J'3 = L9 can

be canonically identified with the Gl(H)-module A2 H C H*2 by

[x,y] H-+ [X,Y] X AY - X Y -Y 0 X (1.6.12)

3 This seems slightly odd, but is in fact very natural when considering the representation theory of

SP29 (Z).
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for X = [x] and Y = [y]; and there is an embedding of A3 H -+ H 0 A 2 H given by

A A B A C + A 0 (B A C)+ B 0 (CA A)+ C0 (A A B). (1.6.13)

We define Dk(H) to be the kernel of the bracket

(1.6.14)

Note that the image of A3 H is exactly D2 (H).

Proposition 1.6.14 ([31 ,[1 1). The image of rk is contained in Dk(H). When k = 1,

the image of T1 is D2 (H).

In this way, we get a map

(H 0 A2 H) /A3H [I '. (1.6.15)

Consider the submodule A 2 H 0 A2 H -+ H 0 H 0

bracket map, we get a map

A2 H. By composing this with the

AHAH-+ H L9. (1.6.16)

As a final piece of notation, we let: T = S2 (A 2 H) denote the symmetric submodule

of A2 H 0 A2 H generated by elements u®2 := u 0 u and u ++ v := u 0 v + v 0 u with

u,v E 2 H .

Definition 1.6.15. Let

T c H 9 Z-9 (1.6.17)

denote the image of T under (1.6.16).

Example 1.6.16. The value of 1 on "the standard" genus h bounding pair twist4 can

4By which we mean: the BP {6, -y} bounds a subsurface with symplectic basis {A, Bi} 1 and
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be written
h

ri(T7-r ) = Ai A Bi A Bh+1 (1.6.18)

This is easy to see: fix a base point * a OE 9 on the boundary, and consider the standard

set of simple closed curves {ai, Oi} and the genus h = 1 bounding pair {6,1} as shown

in Figure 1-8a. We define a representative of the BP twist as the composition TTi1 . It

is obvious that the action of these twists leaves fixed all a for i > 2 and all /3 for j > 1.

Moreover, the action on the remaining generators is given by:

ai 1- dad-1 = [d, ai]ai,

/31 d/d-1 = [d,311p1, (1.6.19)

a 2 - [ai,31i]a2 -

where d is the curve which goes from the basepoint p to the curve 6, then around 6 to

the left, then back to p. In particular, d is homologous to 82. Denoting Ai = [as] and

B = [0j], we get by definition (and using the dualities A* = Bi and Bj = -Aj):

7T(TyT6
1 ) = B1 ® (B2 A A1 ) - A1 0 (B2 A B1 ) + B2 0 (A1 A B1 ). (1.6.20)

Compare to (1.6.13). The general case is proved in the same way.

Using slightly more sophisticated machinery (e.g., Fox free calculus and Magnus

expansions), we can evaluate r on various elements of the Torelli group.

Example 1.6.17. Let q5 E X be the Dehn twist T, on the "standard"5 genus h BSCC

Ch as in Figure 1-8b. Then r1( ) = 0 and

h h

T2(4)( Bi 9 [AiWh]- Ai [Bi, ) E H 3, Wh := ZA A B (1.6.21)
i=1 i=1

the homology classes of 6 (oriented with the bounded surface on the right) and -y (oriented with the
bounded surface on the left) are both equal to Bh+1.

5By which we mean the subsurface bounded by Ch has a symplectic basis {A, Bi}>1 with respect
to the symplectic basis {AI, Bi} 1 .
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a 9

(a) Ti(TT- 1) with genus h 2

Figure 1-8: Computing

(b) T2(T,) with genus h =

the Johnson homomorphism

which is exactly the image of

2 2

-Wh Wh E (A H) g (AH) (1.6.22)

under the projection T -+ T from (1.6.16).

Aside from the combinatorical group theory approach (which is by far the most con-

putationally efficient), the theory of the Johnson homomorphism has many interesting

connections to other fields in mathematics e.g. Hodge theory, Teichmiiler theory... and

more. As a result, there are many alternative definitions Tk, see [II], [N. I for a survey.

We will be interested in the following version conjectured by Johnson and later proved

by Kitano in [1K2]: the Johnson homomorphisms Tk with k > 1 are given by (k + 1)-fold

Massey products on the mapping torus of # : Ea -E Ea. Since the cohomology algebra of

a surface is always intrinsically formal ([ 1 T, Proposition 8.4]), this means that the

Johnson homomorphism captures the extra deformations introduced by the nontrivial

monodromy.

Expanding a little on this idea, we recall the nice geometric construction of T 2 for

E which appeared in [SI , Section 51. Let # E Jg be a Torelli mapping class, and build

the mapping torus E0. As 0 c Jg, for any curve 7 C Eg, the homology class [K] -

is zero. Thus there exists a map of a surface i : S - Y, which cobounds -y U 0(y). In
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fact, there exists an embedded surface i : S " E9 with boundary

0S a y x {1} U #('y) x {0} (1.6.23)

See the argument there. But the choice of S is not unique, because given any map of

a closed surface i' : S -+ E0, the chain S + S' satisfies a(S+ S') = -y - #. (y) as well.

Nonetheless,

Definition 1.6.18. Given any S satisfying oS = y - #,(7), we can form a closed

submanifold of EO called a tube surface in the following way.

" The tube of a tube surface is the cylinder

(#y) x [0, 1/3]) U (-y x [2/3, 1]). (1.6.24)

" The cap is the subsurface S, which we glue to E9 x [1/3, 2/3].

The result is a smoothly-embedded oriented' submanifold Ey C EO, which will descend to

a homology class E,,, where we denoted z = [7] E H1(Eg; Z).

This defines a homomorphism Hi(Eg) -+ H2(E4)/[F], where [F] is the fundamental

class of the fiber (because the choice of S is unique only up to maps from closed surfaces.)

Remark 1.6.19. If the bundle has a section o : S- - E0, then we can choose S

so that Im(o-) and EA have zero algebraic intersection, which gives a canonical lift

H1(Eg) -+ H2 ( Eo). The same for the case of one boundary component (which we

considered before.)

Having chosen an embedding i : H,(Eg) -+ H2(E4) such that z -+ Ex, there is an

associated direct sum decomposition of H2(E4), namely

H2(F-4) = H(EZg) @ [F]. (1.6.25)
6With a choice of orientation induced by those on y and S'.
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From now on, we will consider the first homology and cohomology groups of the surface

as sitting inside the respective group in the mapping torus.

The two following definition are equivalent to the combinatorial ones.

Definition 1.6.20. Given 0 C Modg,1[1]. we choose a representative q : E -* E and

form the mapping torus E4. Then Ep is a homology E, x S', but it is not necessarily

an intersection E. x S1. The triple intersection of three classes in H2 (ZE) gives a map

3 3

1() A H1 (E) A H2 (E4) -+ Z. (1.6.26)

Of course, we could also redefined T in terms of the map on cohomology

AH(E) -+ H1(E,) -+Z, a A A y A-+ a U # U EZ. (1.6.27)

Definition 1.6.21. Suppose that $ E Modg,1[2]. Since T1i/) = 0, a little Poincar6

duality shows that this implies a U - 0 for all a, 3 c H1 (E) and hence all triple Massey

products (a, 13, -y) are defined and in H 2( E, Z). The expression

(a,/3, -) U J E H3(E0) - Z (1.6.28)

is quadrilinear on H1 and anti-commutes in the first two and last variables. Considered

as a tensor and using Poincare duality,

T2(#) : AH'(F,) o AH'(E) -+ Z , (a A 3) 0 (-y A 6) 1- (a, 0, -y) U 6. (1.6.29)

Let # = Tr be a genus two BSCC in the Riemann surface E = E4. In Section 7, we

provide a chain-level refinement of the above story in Morse theory.
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Given any Morse-Smale pair (f, g) on E, we can define the Morse cochain complex

CM '(f, g) (1.6.30)

whose cohomology is

Z.- (m+) , n = 0,

H"(E) = Z (a,, b, , ag, b9) , n = 1, (1.6.31)

Z - (m_) ,n=2.

When f is a minimal Morse function, there is a canonical identification between the

complex and its cohomology. It follows that

Lemma 1.6.22. If (f, j) is any minimal Morse-Smale pair on E0,

CM (f , g)2HM'(f, I ) HM* (f, g) [t] /(t2) - CM*(y, g) [t] /(t2). (1.6.32)

where t is a formal variable of degree one.

Proof. T1 of every mapping class in the Johnson kernel vanishes. El

In a slight abuse of notation, we denote the critical points of a minimal Morse

function by the same letter used for their cohomology classes.

In Section 6, we will explain how every Morse-Smale pair (coupled with a suitable

choice of perturbation datum) yield an A,-algebra structure on the Morse-Smale complex.

Assuming this fact for the time being, we denote Ad for the higher multiplications taking

place in the mapping torus, and pd for the ones computed in the surface. The standard

independence-of-choices argument (see Corollary 6.6.17) c that up to quasi-isomorphism,

the A,-structure on H*(EO) depends only on the isotopy class of #.

Proposition 1.6.23. There exists a specific choice of a minimal Morse-Smale pairs

(f, g) on E, and (f, 4) on EZ, with the following property: Consider the t - ... term of
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f'(Z3, z2 , z1 ) where zi are critical points of degree 1 coming from the surface. Then it is

always zero except in the following cases:

A3 (ai, bi, a) - tbj,

A3 (al, bi, b) = -ta,(1.6.33)

A3 (a , a , bi)= tbj,

A 3 (bj, bi, aj) taj,

where 1 <i < 2 and 3 < j 4.

The construction of Morse-Smale pairs with these properties is the content of Section

7. These new [t3 -terms imply the existence of a non-trivial Massey product.

Claim 1.6.24. The ordinary triple matrix Massey product

a, a2 b, 0 b, b3 0 tb3(16-4

0 0 -b2 0 1 0) (0 0)

is nontrivial.

Proof. In Section 7.8. 0

Thus

Corollary 1.6.25. $ is not isotopic to the identity.

We remark that Proposition 1.6.23 above is the basis for our computation of A3 in

Section 12.
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Chapter 2

The pearl complex (definitions and

statements)

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce all the definitions and concepts required to

clearly state the properties of the parametrized pearl complex that we wish to prove.

All the analytical details related to the regularization of the moduli spaces involved, as

well as the question of coherence and the various consistent choices required to achieve

it are treated as a black box or differed to later sections.

2.1 Locally Hamiltonian fibrations

Definition 2.1.1. A locally Hamiltonian fibration (LHF) is a triple (E, 7r, Q) where

7r : E --+ B is a smooth fibre bundle over a compact manifold B, with a closed 2-form

Q E Z 2 (E) on the total space, such that Qb :_-- (,6) is non-degenerate on Eb :--'(-),

for each b c B.

Sometimes, when the map is clear from the context, we will just write (E, Q). We

will always assume that all of our LHF's are monotone, which means the fiber (M, w)

is a monotone symplectic manifold.
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Definition 2.1.2. Let (E, 7r, Q) and (E, ir, Q1) be two locally Hamiltonian fibrations

with the same underlying topological fiber bundle 7r : E -+ B. We will say that they are

isotopic if there exists a closed form Q E Z2 ([0, 1] x E) making ([0, 1] x E, id x r, Q)

into a locally Hamiltonian fibration with QIO}xE ~ Q0 and QI{1}xE = Q1-

Definition 2.1.3. Two locally Hamiltonian fibrations are called equivalent if they are

related under the equivalence relation generated by isotopy and 2-form-preserving bundle

isomorphism.

Any locally Hamiltonian fibration (E -+ B, Q) defines a subbundle ThX of TE

complementary to TvE = ker(D,7r): the fibre T,E is the 0e-annihilator of T'E. The

horizontal subbundle ThX defines an Ehresmann connection on E -+ B. As usual,

Horizontal lifting

T B -+ T4E , V - f>).11

gives rise to a parallel transport system of maps

my : E-y(a) -+ E-y(b), y : [a, b] -+ B (2.1.2)

that satisfy the obvious composition rule. It is well-known that my are symplectomor-

phism (this is just Moser's Lemma in disguise. See e.g., [ \1] or ['8]). We will often

refer to the following result, proved by radial parallel transport:

Lemma 2.1.4 (2.2.2 in [P ]). Let D' denote the open unit disk with coordinates

x 1 ,... , Xm. Fix bo E B and an identifcation

i: (M, )) (Eb4 o~o) (.1.3)

Then given a chart on the base

x : (Dm , 0) 4 (U, b0 ) '-+ (B, bo) (2.1.4)
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There exists a trivializing chart

, : (D', 0) x (M, w) X* *E (2.1.5)

with X M= ib such that

X*Q = w + E i A dxj + Z(Cidxi A dx)j (2.1.6)
i<j

for forms E e Q 1(M) and (ij E Q0(M) (these are not intrinsic to Q). Any two such

charts differ by a map

(Dm, 0) -+ (Symp(M, w), idm). (2.1.7)

We will also need the following "family version" of the Moser Lemma.

Lemma 2.1.5 (2.2.3 in [ I). Isotopic locally Hamiltonian fibrations are isomorphic:

In E x [0, 11 -+ B x [0,11, parallel transport along the paths [0, 1] x {b} in [0, 1] x B

induces an isomorphism between E x {0} and E x {1}. ]

A fundamental example of an LHF over B = S1 is,

Definition 2.1.6. Let 4 E Diff+(M). The mapping torus M is defined as the

quotient of R x M by the free Z-action

n - (t, x) = (t - n, on(x)). (2.1.8)

It is naturally a smooth fiber bundle x : Mk -+ S'. If in addition, (M, w) is symplectic and

O*W = w, then the closed two-form wo, defined as the pullback of w under R x M -+ M,

descends to the quotient and gives (MO, 7r, wo) the structure of a locally Hamiltonian

fibration.

In fact, it is the only example, since for any locally Hamiltonian fibration (E, 7r, Q)
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over S', the map

F : E-+ IR x Eo , F(x) = (7r(x), m1 (x)) (2.1.9)

induces an isomorphism of (E, ir, Q) with the mapping torus of its monodrony m[o,11 E

Symp(Eo, Qo).

Lemma 2.1.7. Let (M, w) be a simply connected, closed symplectic manifold, and let

ko, 01 : M -* M be two symplectomorphism. If [0o] = [01] E 7roSymp(M, w) then

(MO, Woo) and (M4 1, WO 1) are equivalent.

Assumptions and Notation. Throughout this section and the next, the base

B would be either S1 or S x [0, 1]. Fix a base point bo E B. Let (E -4 B, Q) be a

locally Hamiltonian fibration with fiber a monotone symplectic manifold (1M, w). For any

symplectic fiber bundle, there is a local system of fiberwise homology and cohomology

groups, respectively denoted by a.(7r) and X*(ir). We assume that H 2(7r), J 2 (7r) are

trivial local systems, i.e., the action of the fundamental group irl(B) on the local system

is trivial (for example, that is always the case if the symplectic fiber bundle itself is

trivial.) In this case, for a class A E H2 (M, Q), there is a global locally constant section,

denoted

SA : B -+ W{ 2 (ir) (2.1.10)

whose value is A at a reference fiber. In particular, there exists a section

SILO] : B -+ 2(7r) (2.1.11)

which takes the value [w] E H 2 (M; Q), as well as a section

sIl : B -+ X 2(7r), (2.1.12)
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and they are proportional. We also fix a finite open cover

it = {X6, UK} (2.1.13)

of the base by trivializing neighbourhoods as in Lemma 4.2.7.

2.2 Almost complex structures

Recall,

Definition 2.2.1. Let V be a vector space. An almost complex structure is an endo-

morphism J : V -+ V such that J2 = -id. The space of all almost complex structures is

denoted d(V) C End(V).

Definition 2.2.2. Let (V, w) be a symplectic vector space. We say that an almost

complex structure J is w-tame if w(v, Jv) > 0 for all vectors 0 , v c V, and w-

compatible if it is w-tame and in addition w(Jv, Jw) = w(v, w) for all vectors v, w E V.

We denote the open subspace of all w-tame almost complex structures as 3,(Vw) C a(V),

and use the notation 0(V, w) 9 3,(V, w) for the subspace of all w-compatible ones.

Equip V with a euclidean structure g. Then 0,(V, w) is a Riemannian manifold with

tangent space

Tj0OJ(V, w) = {Y C End(V) I YJo + JoY = 0}, (2.2.1)

and a norm given by Y '-+ tr(YtY) (for instance). The tangent vectors to d(V, w) has

to satisfy in addition

w(Yv, UI) + w(v, Yw) = 0, v, w C V (2.2.2)

which is an infinitesimal version of the compatibility condition. The exponential

map defines a diffeomorphism

expj0 : D(0, p(g, Jo)) 9 Tjo0 (V, w) -+ 3 W(V,w) (2.2.3)
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where D(O, p(g, Jo)) denotes the open disk of radius p(g, Jo) > 0 which is function that

continuously depends on g and Jo.

More generally,

Definition 2.2.3. Let X be a manifold and V -+ X a vector bundle. We define

J(V) -+ X as the bundle whose fibers over x E X is O(V, ). If in addition there is a

smoothly varying family of symplectic forms w = (wx)xsx on the fibers, then we denote

J,(V,w) for the bundle of all almost complex structure that are fiberwise tame; and

J,(V, w) for the bundle of all almost complex structure that are fiberwise compatible.

Remark 2.2.4. Note that every tame almost complex structure J gives a fiberwise

metric by the formula

1
g j(vx, WX) : (wX(vX, J.wX) + wX(wx, Jxvx)) , v, w E TXV. (2.2.4)

2

Notation. An almost complex structure J = (JX)XEx is a smooth section of one of

these bundles. Given an almost complex structure Jo, define

TjJ(V) := C (X, J(V)), (2.2.5)

0(V) := expj0 (Y E Tj. J (V) IY (x) c B(0, p(g(x), Jo(x)))).

Similarly one can define ,(V, w) and Jc(V, w); as is customary, 3(V, w) is used as

notation for either 3,(V, w) or Oc(V, w), depending on context. Both spaces can be

equipped with the C -topology, and are contractible topological spaces (as well as

infinite dimensional Fr6chet manifolds).

Definition 2.2.5. Given a locally Hamiltonian fibration (E -7> B, Q), an almost complex

structure is an almost complex structure for the vertical tangent bundle V = Tt7E, and

we use the shorthand 0(7r) (resp. J,(wr Q), e(7,),d(7r,Q).)

Definition 2.2.6. Let X and N be manifolds and V - X a vector bundle. An

almost complex structure parametrized by N is a smooth section in the pullback bundle
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J(V) -+ N x X. Fix JO as above. Let TjO JN(V) -* N x X be the vector bundle with

fibres Tj,(,,)J(TxX) and set

3N(V) expj0 (Y E Tj0 J(V) I Y(n, x) E B(0, p(g(x), Jo(x)))). (2.2.6)

the space of all N-parametrized families of almost complex structures. Note that we may

think of Jin3N(V) as a map N -+ 3(V). The same procedure can be carried as above in

the presense of a symplectic form, and all the notation extends in the obvious way.

This would mostly be useful for N = S 2 (domain-dependent almost complex struc-

tures) or when N is a smooth family of nodal maps of a fixed type. Finally, in the

case of a symplectic manifold (M, w) we consider V = TM and write 3(X) (resp.

3r(X, w), 3c(X, w), O(X, w)) instead of 3(V) (...); Similarly, given a locally Hamiltonian

fibration (E -> B, Q), an almost complex structure on 7r is an almost complex struc-

ture for the vertical tangent bundle V = TVE, and we use the shorthand 0(7r) (resp.

3,, (7r , Q), Oc (Ir, Q), I ( R, Q).-)

2.3 Holomorphic maps

This subsection concentrates standard facts about holomorphic curves, and how they

should be adapted to the case where the target is a fibration, and the domain is

disconnected.

2.3.1 Basic definition

Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold. Fix a tame almost complex structure J = (J') E

S2 (M, w) and (E, j, dvoly) a genus zero Riemann surface (possibly disconnected.)

Let u : E -÷ M be a smooth map. Then we can associate to it a (0,1)-form, called
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the delbar operator,

Diu := -(du + Jz o du 0 j) E Q1(E, u*TM). (2.3.1)
2

We say that u is J-holomorphic if it satisfies the partial differential equation Diu = 0.

Now let (E -'> B, Q) be a locally Hamiltonian fibration with fiber (M, w), J E 37(7r, Q)

a tame almost complex structure, and E as before.

Definition 2.3.1. A vertical map is a pair (b, u) where b E B is a point in the base

and u : E -+ Eb is a smooth map.

Denote V = TVE. We can define a parametrized delbar operator in this setting by

the formula
- 1

U:= -(du + Jb,z a du j) E (,U*Vb) (2.3.2)
2

for every b C B and u : E -+ Eb.

Definition 2.3.2. If Dju = 0, we say that (b, u) is pseudoholomorphic or J-holomorphic.

This is equivalent to u : E -+ E being pseudoholomorphic in the sense of (2.3.1)

with respect to the z-dependent almost complex structure jb = (Jbz)zEs.

Definition 2.3.3. A pseudoholomorphic map (b, u) is said to be multiply covered if

there exists

(a) A compact Riemann surface (E', j', dvoly) with a holomorphic map : L' -+ E

which is not a biholomorphism.

(b) Another pseudoholomorphic vertical map u', where u' : E' -+ Eb is such that

U' = u O #. (2.3.3)

The map u is simple if it is not multiply covered.
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Remark 2.3.4. Note that any degree 1 holomorphic map between connected Riemann

surfaces is necessarily biholomorphic. Thus, if u is multiply covered, then the map 0 from

(b) has degree > 2 on some component or u has a constant component. Equivalently,

there exists a connected component Ev such that the restriction u, : E, -+ Eb is multiply

covered or two different connected components E, and Ei whose image is the same:

u(EV) = u(EW).

A point z E E with this property that dulz =, 0 and u-'(u(z)) 74 {O} is called an

injective point. We denote by

Z(u) = {z E E I dul2 # 0 and #u- 1 (u(z)) > 1} E (2.3.4)

the complement of the set of injective points.

Definition 2.3.5. A vertical map (b, u) is somewhere injective if it has an injective

point on every connected component of the domain.

Clearly any curve which is somewhere injective is simple.

All the standard local properties from [ , Chapter 2] generalize immediately

including: Carleman Similarity Principle, Aronszajn theorem ([M1 , Section 2.3]) and

Micallef-White theorem ([ , Theorem E. 1.1]). As a consequence, we obtain

Theorem 2.3.6 (Unique continuation). If J is C1 and (b, uo), (b, ui) are two vertical

maps with a connected domain which agree to infinite order at a point then uO = u1 .

Proof. Apply Aronszajn's theorem as in [MS, Theorem 2.3.2]. E

and the equivalence between the notions of somewhere injective and simple:

Theorem 2.3.7. If J is a domain-independent C2 almost complex structure and (b, u)

is a simple J-holomorphic curve, then u is somewhere injective. Moreover, the set Z(u)

of noninjective points is finite.
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Proof. Follows from Unique continuation and Micallef-White as in [. , Proposition

2.5.11 and [ 2, Theorem E.1.21. 0

In fact, a small modification of the first proof of ['.2, Proposition 2.5.11 shows

that if (b, u) is any J-holomorphic curve, and we denote Ur, : Eed -+ Eb for the map

obtained by removing the components on which u is constant, then we can factor as a

composition U' = Ured a # of a simple J-holomorphic curve (b, u') without any constant

components, and a holomorphic map q:E' -+ Ede between the domains.

2.3.2 Energy and homology class

Definition 2.3.8. Given A E H2(M), a homology decomposition of A, denoted A,

is a finite collection of spherical homology classes {Av} E H28(M) such that E, A, = A.

Definition 2.3.9. The homology class of a vertical map from a connected domain is

defined to be the (unique) homology class A E H2 (M; Z) which satisfies

U,([E]) = sA(b) E H2 (Eb; Z), (2.3.5)

and write [u] = A. More generally, given a vertical (b, u) with a possibly disconnected

domain, we denote [u] for the homology decomposition whose v-th component is the

homology class of uv : E, -4 Eb the restriction to the v-th connected component of the

domain.

Remark 2.3.10. Note that this Definition only makes sense in light of our standing

assumption about X 2(7r) (see the end of Section 2.1.)

The energy of a vertical map (b, u) is defined as the L2-norm of the one-form

du E Q1 (E, u*Vb)

E(u) := j duA2dvole (2.3.6)

where the norm of a real linear map L := dulz : TE -+V,) = TV gzEb is defined by
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choosing a vector 0 $ ( C T)E and setting'

|L~+ := 1(1- |L(() + L(jz(())}b. (2.3.7)

Lemma 2.3.11 (The energy identity). If (b, u) is J-holomorphic then

E(u) = U*Ub. (2.3.8)

Proof. See e.g. the proof in I , Lemma 2.2.1].

2.4 Strip-like and cylindrical ends

Let S be a compact Riemann surface (possibly with boundary) with k interior marked

point pi and 1 boundary marked points q3. We equip the surface with a choice of sign

for every marked point. Let S denote the Riemann surface obtained by removing the

marked point (which are retained as part of the data). Note that S can be recovered

canonically from S. The negative points (respectively positive) are called incoming (resp.

outgoing) points at infinity of S. We will call S (or 5) a pointed Riemann surface.

Isomorphisms of pointed Riemann surfaces are biholomorphic maps which preserve the

distinction between incoming and outgoing points at infinity.

* D is the closed unit disc in C;

" H is the upper half plane;

" Z = R x [-1, 1] is the infinite strip with conformal coordinates (s, t), an incoming

point s = -oo and an outgoing point s = +oo. For every 1e > 0 we denote

Z = [le,+oo) x [0, 1] and Z = (-oo, -1,] x [0, 1]. When le = 0, we write

Z = R x [-1,1] for the semi-infinite strips.

'This is independent of the choice of C by direct computation.
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* A = R x S' is the infinite cylinder with conformal coordinates (s, t), an incoming

point s = -- oo and an outgoing point s = +oo. We denote by A' = R' x S' the

positive and negative semi-infinite cylinders.

Definition 2.4.1. A collection of strip and cylinder data for S is a choice of consists

of proper holomorphic embeddings eC, one for each marked point C G S such that

* If ( is interior and positive, we assign a positive cylindrical end,

,E(: A+ -+ S, (2.4.J)

satisfying

E (aS) = ,lim EC(s,-) = .s-++oo
(2.4.2)

9 If ( is interior and negative, we assign a negative cylindrical end,

,E(: A- -+ S,

C (as) = r, lim eC(s,-)= .

* If ( is boundary and positive, we assign a positive strip-like end,

EC : Z+ -+ S,

6C-(OS) = R+ x {-1, 1} , lim e((s,-) =S-*+OO

* If ( is boundary and negative, we assign a negative strip-like end,

(2.4.7)
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satisfying

IEg(9S) = R- x {-1, 1} , lim ec(s, - (2.4.8)

We require that the images of all the ends are pairwise disjoint.

Remark 2.4.2. Note that the Riemann surface structure on Z' and A* extends to

their one-point compactifications, and each strip-like or cylinderical end extends to a

holomorphic embedding eC into S which takes oo to C.

2.5 On pearls and pearl trees

Let d > 2. We will (mostly) be interested in two types of Riemann surfaces.

Definition 2.5.1. A (d + 1)-pointed disc D, is a pointed Riemann surface whose

compactification D is the closed unit disc, and which has one incoming point at infinity

and d outgoing ones on the boundary. Our convention is to number the points at infinity,

so that the incoming point is zo and the outgoing points are numbered {z 1,... z

according to their counterclockwise order around the boundary OD.

Recall that for every Riemann surface E with a nonempty boundary, there exists a

double cover

7r : Ec -+ E (2.5.1)

by a compact Riemann surface Ec (called the complex double) and an antiholomorphic

involution o : Ec -+ Ec such that 7r o- = 7r; as well as a holomorphic embedding

t : E -+ Ec such that 7r o t = id. Moreover, the triple (Ec, o-, t) is unique up to

isomorphism.

Definition 2.5.2. The result of doubling D, denoted

(C, z = {zo, ... , Zd}) (2.5.2)

is a punctured CP 1 which we call a pearl.
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Note that the marked points of a pearl inherit a designation as incoming/outgoing

from the disc, and any choice of strip-like ends for D doubles to give cylindrical

coordinates around the punctures. A small generalization of the above is broken or

nodal pearls which come from doubling nodal discs (see Section 10.1 for more).

Definition 2.5.3. A d-leafed pearl tree P = (T, C) consists of

" A metric tree

T = (T, gT) (2.5.3)

with (d + 1)-external edges of infinite type.

* A collection of |vI-marked pearls

C = {(CVIVI)},y,tinite(T) , (2.5.4)

indexed the set of all vertices of finite type.

the marked points on C, are ordered in such a way that they are in order-preserving

bijection with the flags adjacent to v. We require that if we were to collapse all edges

of the tree in the obvious way and glue all the pearls C, together, the result would be a

broken pearl (i.e., the involution action on different pearls is compatible.) We call C the

sphere part and T the tree part.

The combinatorial type of any pearl tree is the underlying trees with the additional

information of which edges have zero length. An isomorphism of pearl trees is an

automorphism of the underlying metric tree together with an isomorphism of collections

of nodal curves. The topological realization IPI of a pearl tree P is obtained by

removing the vertices from the tree and gluing in the nodal curves by attaching the

marking to the edges of tree, according to the bijection between the marked points and

the flags. A pearl tree P is stable if every nodal pearl it contains is stable.
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Definition 2.5.4. A Floer datum

(f base base base) (2.5.5)

consists of: a Morse-Smale pair (f base, gbase) on the total space E, as well as a tame

almost complex structure J's' E 0(, Q).

We will usually denote

Xbase Vgbasef base (2.5.6)

for the gradient field.

Let P = (T, C) be a pearl tree. Naively, a pseudo-holomorphic pearl tree map based

on P should be a continuous map u : IPI -+ E whose restriction to the tree satisfies the

negative gradient trajectory equation with respect to Xbase, and whose restriction to

the sphere is a vertical (and possibly nodal) J-holomorphic map. However, just like in

the Morse A,,-case, to achieve transversality we need to perturb the PDE's involved in

the definition.

Definition 2.5.5. A perturbation data for a pearl tree P = (T, C) is a pair

YP = (Xp, JP), (2.5.7)

where XP is a choice, for each edge e E Edge(T) of a family of vector fields

XP : e -4 C'(TE) (2.5.8)

which vanish away from a bounded subset; and

JP = (Jz,z) E dc(7r®I., 0 .-) (2.5.9)

is a domain-dependent almost complex structure. This notation requires some explanation:
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denote v = Vert"' (T) |. Then here J' actually takes values in the LHF

7r v :=r x ... x r: E x ... x E-+ B x ... x B, (2.5.10)

G"M : p*Q + ... + PVQ

but the restriction of JP to the i-th connected component of the domain _C depends

on: the tuple of base coordinates b for all components C, the fiber coordinate x of the

i-th factor of E' only, and z E P. In addition, we require JP to be compatible on the

cylindrical ends with the Floer data, in the sense that

JP(ezi(s, t)) = jbase (2.5.11)

for each marked point zi and (s, t) E A'.

Remark 2.5.6. Caution: this is actually a crucial point. Our almost complex structures

depend on the simultaneous position of all sphere components with respect to the base

projection.

Definition 2.5.7. Let P = (T, C) be a pearl tree with a choice of perturbation data

Y'. A pseudo-holomorphic pearl tree map u = (b, u) based on P is: a collection

of points in the base, indexed by the internal vertices of T; and a continuous map

u: [P -+ E such that

(a) For every internal vertex v c Vertilt (T), the restriction

(b, UV) (2.5.12)

to C, is a vertical (possibly nodal) J-holomorphic map. That is, u, : C, -+ E,

satisfies

O2,(u) = -(du+Joduoj) =0 (2.5.13)
2

(b) Restricted to every edge e G Edge(T), the map u is a negative gradient trajectory.
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That is, writing te for the induced coordinate

du(Ot.) = (-Xb"' + Xe) (2.5.14)

Remark 2.5.8. We will occasionally denote u when we want to think of the restriction

of u to C, which is a collection of nodal pseudo-holomorphic maps.

As a set, we define

'Pd (2.5.15)

to be the moduli space of all d-leafed pearl trees up to isomorphism. There is an

obvious metrizable topology on TPd coming from a combination of the topologies on the

moduli spaces of Stasheff trees and marked discs ("Td, and 'R, 1 respectively.) We can

extend 'd by allowing the length of edges of the underlying tree to go to infinity. The

resulting space, denoted 'd, is a compact, Hausdorff, metrizable space with a natural

stratification according to combinatorial type. We can endow each strata with a smooth

structure. We remark that unlike the case of Stasheff trees, Pd has multiple cells in the

top dimension.

Remark 2.5.9. This subject would be taken up again, in more detail, in Section 10.

An isomorphism of pearl tree maps is an automorphism of the underlying metric

tree together with an isomorphism of collections of nodal vertical maps. Note that two

pearls tree maps u, u' with b, = b' can never be isomorphic. A pearl tree map u is

stable if every pearl map it contains is stable. If the underlying pearl tree is stable we

say that u is domain-stable. Domain-stablity implies stability, but the converse is not

true.

Definition 2.5.10. As a set, let

'(A P) (2.5.16)

denote the space of all isomorphism classes of maps based on pearl trees P of combinatorial

type T, with homology decomposition [u] = A and asymptotics P.
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Definition 2.5.11. The expected codimension of (T,A) is given by a formula in-

volving the number of zero-length or broken edges, and the defect of A (which counts

the excess marked points in ghost spheres):

vir. codim(T, A) = I Edgeo(T) + I Vert (Tp) - (d + 1)|

+ E (vt - 3). (2.5.17)

A,=O

The expected dimension of (A, if) is

d

vir. dim(A, p) = deg(po) - deg(pi) + (d - 2) + 2c1 (A). (2.5.18)

Finally, the expected dimension of TY (A, ) is defined as the difference

vir. dim('r(A, i)) = vir. dim(A, p) - vir. codim(T, A). (2.5.19)

Definition 2.5.12. Given an integer d > 2, a homology class A E H2 (M), and a

sequence of critical points if (Pd,... ,pi, po) we define

Pd(Aip) = UUT(Ai) (2.5.20)
T A

where the union is taken over all d-leafed combinatorial types of expected codimension

zero.

The following is the main result proved in Section 10:

Theorem 2.5.13. For a generic choice of universal perturbation data, each moduli

spaces (2.5.16) can be given the structure of a smooth oriented manifold of the expected

dimension (2.5.19). Moreover, if vir. dim(A, f) = 0 then Td(A, pf) is a finite union of

points, and if vir. dim(A, if) = 1 it is a 1-manifold with ends.

It is worth to pause for a moment and reflect upon what equation 2.5.19 means.

Given any convergent sequence of pearl tree maps u" -+ uo , the domains must converge
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as well. It can happen that a pearl C, in the domain of the u" breaks in the limit into

C, and C,,. This is an internal point in the moduli space. But if one of the bubbles,

say Ca,, is a ghost bubble then it has the same local contribution to the dimension

formula as a tree vertex. A nice way to visualize it is that the moment such a ghost

bubble forms it instantly "deflates". We can pretend that in fact we have two types of

"combinatorial sub-structures" inside each pearl map:

" Null clusters. These is a collection of pearls (always with positive energy)

connected by edges of zero combinatorial length. The restriction of a pearl map

to a null cluster can be thought of as maps from a single, nodal pearl.

" Metric trees. Since spheres of zero energy display the same behavior we have

seen in the Stasheff tree case, we might as well treat any sub-pearl tree that

contains only vertices with zero energy essentially as a metric trees.

See Figure 2-1 for an illustration.

Theorem 2.5.13 allows us to make the following definition.

Definition 2.5.14. Let A G H2(M) be a homology class. We define a degree 2 - d -

2c1 (A) multilinear operation on generators by

pd([d],... , [p1]) = (- 1 )(dim(E)+1)(deg(po)+kId)/@(pd , [pi]) (2-5.21)
[-U]E'(A,p_)

where the sum is taken over all po such that the expected dimension of (A, p) is zero, the

induced map on orientation lines po is the one given in Definition B.4.1 and

d

d= S k deg(pk ). (2.5.22)
k=1
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(a) The pearl C,

(c) C, 0 "instantly deflates"

(b) Domain degeneration into C,, (green)

and Ce, (grey)

(d) We collapse all pearls with zero energy

Figure 2-1: Combinatorics of pearl tree maps

Extending p by linearity to CM(u base, gbase; F), this defines a map

M : cmf base, gbase) d Cm(f base, gbase).

We define the d-th order higher multiplication map as

1 d([Pd], - - . , [P1]) = P A([Pd], .p11).
AcH2(AM)

Proposition 2.5.16. The maps (td )d>1 satisfy the Acc-axiom, and p d is the d-th higher

multiplication from Section 6.

ElProof. In Section 10.14.
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Chapter 3

Homological algebra: Definitions and

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we define the quantum Johnson homomorphism and the quantum

Massey products, as well as recall some homological algebra needed for the definition

thereof.

Conventions and Notations. For now, we work over a ground field k (of char-

acteristic zero), but we shall discuss the adjustment to more general ground rings

soon. Everything is cohomologically graded, which means that the shift operator acts by

shifting the grading down, i.e.,

V'[n] := V". (3.0.1)

We follow the Koszul sign rude which means that if B', C', D* are graded k-vector spaces

and x, y E C', f, g E Horn*(C, D), h, k E Hom*(B, C) are homogeneous elements then

(f g)(x & y) = (-1) II. If(x) 0 g(y), (3.0.2)

(f 0 g)(h ® k) = (-1)gHth'(f o h) 0 (g o k).
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When considering formulas for multilinear operations (e.g., Hochschild cochains)

(3.0.3)

it will often be convenient to use the short

denote the shifted-by-1 degree of an element

hand lxi' = x- and If' = Ifl-1 to

or a morphism; we define

0pi := Ix1'+ ---+lxil'.

Occasionally, we will use Sweedler's notation

3.1.4 below) and write

for the iterated coproduct (See Definition

A(x) = E X(2 ) 0 X(i),

(x)

(3.0.5)

A (x) = X(".) 0 ... 0 X(1).

(x)

3.1 Co-algebras

Definition 3.1.1. A (coassociative, graded) coalgebra (C, A) over k is a graded k-

vector space C* with a degree zero k-linear map

A : C -+ C&C (3.1.1)

called the coproduct, such that coassociativity equation (obtained by simply inverting

all the arrows in the associtivity diagram) holds:

(A 0 Id) o A = (Idc 0 A) o A: C -* C 0 C C. (3.1.2)

Example 3.1.2. Let C = Q[t] be the polynomial ring in one variable t of degree zero.
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The linear map

71

A Q[t] - Q[t] 0 Q[t] , A(t") = E ti 0 t", (3.1.3)
i=0

makes (C, A) into a coalgebra. The dual of (C, A) is exactly the algebra of formal power

seies A = Q[ [t] with the standard multiplication.

Remark 3.1.3. It is important to note that the dual of an algebra is usually not

a coalgebra! Heuristically, this asymmetry comes from the fact that for an infinite

dimensional vector space V, there always exists a map V^ 0 VA -+ (V 0 V )A, but there

isn't neccesarily a map (V 0 V)A -* VA 0 VA going in the other direction.

More generally,

Definition 3.1.4. We define the iterated coproduct

A" : C -+ C®(n+1) (3.1.4)

recursively by setting A 0 = Idc, A' = A, and for every n > 2

An := (A 0 ... 0 Idc) a An~1. (3.1.5)

Note that since A is coassociative, we have

A" := (Idc o... OA O ... 0 Idc) 0 A"- (3.1.6)

as well.

There are simple combinatorial formulas for A", namely, for every s > 1, and every

a.,..., ao > 0, we have

(Aas 0 ... 0 Aao)As - As+i=oa* (3.1.7)
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and for every n > 0, we have

ker(An+1) = { E C A(x) E ker(A") 0 ker"(An) . (3.1.8)

Definition 3.1.5. A coalgebra (C, A) is said to be counital if it is equipped with a

counit: a linear map e : C -÷ k which satisfies

(o Idc) o A = (Idc 0 c) o A. (3.1.9)

That is,

A(X) = e(X(2)) 0 X(1) = X(2) 0 e(x(l)). (1.17*)
(x) (x)

In a slight abuse of notation, we abbreviate (counital) coassociative coalgebra into

coalgebra if no confusion can arise, and we shorten the notation (C, A, E) into (C, A) or

even just C.

Definition 3.1.6. Let (C, A) and (B, r) be coalgebras. A degree j morphism of

coalgebras

f : (C, A) -+ (B, r) (3.1.10)

is a degree j morphism of graded vector spaces that commutes with coproducts, i.e.

r o f = (f 0 f) o A : C -+ B[j] 0 B[j]. (3.1.11)

In Sweedler's notation

E3 f(X) 2 0 f(x)( 1 = f(X(2)) 0 f(X()). (1.19*)
(f( )) (x)

If (C, A) and (B, r) are counital we require the morphism to commute with the counits

as well.

We denote the graded k-vector spaceof coalgebra morphisms as Hom (C, B).
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Lemma 3.1.7. If f : (C, A) -+ (B, F) is a morphism of coalgebras then, for every

n > 1, we have

frf (®3)n+ 1 f)A" : C -+ on+1 B. (3.1.12)

Proof. For n 1 this is the equation 3.1.11, now assume that n > 2 and the claim holds

for n - 1. Then

jnf = (idB 0 pn-)ff = (f 0 F- 1f)A = (f o (onf)An 1 )A - (®Dn+ 1f)A n (3.113)

Definition 3.1.8. Let (C, A) be a graded coalgebra and p : C -+ V a linear map of

graded vector spaces. We shall say that p is a system of cogenerators for C if for

every x c C there exists n > 0 such that

(on+1p) An(x) 7L 0 (3.1.14)

in V®n+1 . Equivalently, p : C -+ V is a system of cogenerators if the map

C -+ on+1V , c F4 (c, Ac, A 2 c, .. ) (3.1.15)
n>0

is injective.

Lemma 3.1.9. Let p : B -+ V be a system of cogenerators for a graded coalgebra (B, F).

Then every morphism of graded coalgebra f : (C, A) -+ (B, F) is completely determined

by the composition p o f : C -+ V.

Proof. Let f, g : (C, A) -+ (B, F) be two morphism of graded coalgebra such that

p o f = p o g. It is sufficient to show that for every x E C and every n > 0 we have

(®n+lp) An(f(x)) = (®n+lp) a An(g(x)). (3.1.16)
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But F"(f(x)) = (on+1f) a An(x) and P"(g(x)) = (on+lg) 0 An(x), so

(0,+lp) 0 A'f(x)) (0&,n+p1 ) (n+1 f n _= (n+ 1(p 0 f)) 0 An(X)

= (0n+1(p a g)) a An(x) = (®n+1p) a (fn+1g) a A" (x) (3.1.17)

= (on+p1 ) a A,(g(X)).

0

Example 3.1.10. For the coalgebra (C = Q[t], A) defined in 3.1.2, the natural projection

Q[t] -+ Q Q- t is a system of cogenerators.

Observe that k with coproduct given by A(1) - 1 0 1 is a counital coassociative

coalgebra over itself. This leads to the following definition

Definition 3.1.11. A coalgebra (C, A) is coaugmented if there is given a morphism of

coalgebras u : k -+ A; In particular if C is counital then e ou = idk. If C is coaugmented,

then C is canonically isomorphic to (k - 1) D Ker(E).

The kernel is often denoted by C, so

C ~ (k -1) e C. (3.1.18)

Definition 3.1.12. Let (C, A) be a coaugmented coalgebra. The reduced coproduct

is the map

.K : Z7 C- o (3.1.19)

A(x):= A(x) -x01 - lox. (3.1.20)

The iterated reduced coproduct is denoted by

(3.1.21)
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The coradical filtration on C is defined as follows: FoC = k - 1, and for r> 1

FC:= (k - 1) E){ x E C A(x)" = 0 for any n r. (3.1.22)

Definition 3.1.13. A coalgebra is conilpotent if it is coaugmented and the filtration

is exhaustive, that is

C UFC. (3.1.23)
r

Example 3.1.14. The vector space

Q[t] = {p(t) E Q[t] I p(O) = 01 = E Qtn (3.1.24)
n>O

with the coproduct

n1-1

A : Q[t] -+ Qt] 0Q[t} , A(t"1) = ti 0 t"-i. (3.1.25)

is a conilpotent coalgebra. The projection Q[t] -+Q[t] which sends p(t) - p(t) - p(O), is

a morphism of coalgebras.

Definition 3.1.15. Let (C, A) be a coalgebra. A degree j linear map

d E Hom (C, C) (3.1.26)

is called a coderivation if it satisfies the (graded) coLeibniz rule

A o d = (d 0 idc + idc 0 d) o A: C - C[j] 0 C[j]. (3.1.27)

We denote the graded k-vector space of coderivation of a coalgebra (C, A) as

Coder*(C).

Definition 3.1.16. A degree j = -1 coderivation d: C' -+ C*-1 is called a codiffer-
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3! .

F(A) >i A

Figure 3-1: Hat extension

ential if

d2 := d o d = 0. (3.1.28)

A differential graded coalgebra (C, A, d) is a graded coalgebra with coderivation.

Let A* be a graded vector space.

Definition 3.1.17. The cofree coalgebra over A is a conilpotent coalgebra TC(A)

equipped with a linear map pi : 3C(A) -+ A, such that 1 '-+ 0 and which satisfies the

following universal condition: any k-linear map

C -+ A , 0(1) = 0 (3.1.29)

where C is a conilpotent coalgebra, extends uniquely into a coaugmented coalgebra

morphism

S: C -+ Y(A) (3.1.30)

called the hat extension (see diagram 3-1). Observe that the cofree coalgebra over V is

well-defined up to a unique isomorphism.

Categorically, 'Tc is a functor from the category of vector spaces to the category

of conilpotent coalgebras. It is right adjoint to the forgetful functor which assigns to

(C, A) the underlying vector space of C:

Homk-vector-space(C, A) 2 HOMconiicoag ((C, A), TC(A)) (3.1.31)

There is an explicit construction of the cofree coalgebras:
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Definition 3.1.18. The tensor co-algebra of A" is the graded coalgebra defined as

the direct sum

TC(A) = k D A (D A 2 ED ... (3.1.32)

equipped with the deconcatenation coproduct

(xS 0..Oxi) + (xs 0 ... G xi+i) 0 (xi o ... 0 xi), (3.1.33)
i=O

where (x, 0 . ..0 xi+1 ) 0 (xi 0 .. .0 x1) E Tc (A) and the former with i = s and the latter

with i = 0 are understood as 1 E T'(A). We denote pi : Tc(A) -+ A*' he projection onto

the i-th graded piece. In particular, po : Tc(A) -+ k is the counit.

Lemma 3.1.19. TC(A) is a coassociative, counital, conilpotent coalgebra. The coradical

filtration is

F,.(Tc (A)) := AO', (3.1.34)
i<r

and the projection

pi : T'(A) -+ A (3.1.35)

is a system of cogenerators.

3.2 A,)-algebras

Let A* be a graded vector space. Write

CCS+t(A, A)t Hom(Tc(A[1]), A) = Hom(A 5 , A) (3.2.1)

for the space of Hochschild elements of length s and degree t.

Definition 3.2.1. The Hochschild space of A* is defined to be

CC'(A, A) := 11 CC (+t(A, A)t (3.2.2)
s>O
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(more precisely, the right hand side is the completion of the direct sum in the category of

graded vector spaces, with respect to the filtration by length s.) It admits a Gerstenhaber

product:

iji

As a corollary of Lemma 3.1.19, this has a simple interpretation in terms of coderiva-

tions, namely,

CC'(A, A) ' Coder*(T(A[1]))[- 1], (3.2.4)

Explicitly, given any coderivation : TC(A[1]) -+ Tc(A[1]), we can obtain a map

Tc(A[1]) -+ A by pre-composing with pi and changing the grading. Note that

# completely determines q by Lemma 3.1.9. Conversely, given a (degree shifted)

homogeneous element q : TC(A[1]) -4 A[l], the so called hat extension

S: Tc(A[1]) -+ T'(A[1]) (3.2.5)

is specified as follows:

4(x8 ®- - -x 1 ) := (1)®. .. xi++ 10<f00 (xi+j,.. ., Xi+i)0ox-0.. xi. (3.2.6)
ij

One can check that it indeed satisfies the graded co-Leibniz rule with respect to

deconcatenation.

Definition 3.2.2. Obviously, the space of coderivations naturally has a Lie bracket.

The corresponding structure on the left hand side of (3.2.7) is called the Gerstenhaber

bracket, and

[#, 4] = (# o 4') - (-)+I''r (0 a #). (3.2.7)

There is a complete decreasing filtration on CC*(A, A), called the length filtration,

given by the subspaces FPCC*(A, A) of maps which vanish on AO', s < p. This is
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compatible with the Lie bracket up to a shift by 1:

[FPCC*(A, A), F CC'(A, A)] c Fp+-ICC'(A, A). (3.2.8)

Definition 3.2.3. An Am-structure is an element

p = (jpv) C F1 CC 2 (A, A)

satisfying p o p= 0.

Explicitly, that means that for every integer s > 1, there is a multilinear map

pt' : A" -+ A[2 - s]

and that these maps are required to satisfy the A,-equations:

pI(PI(xi)) = 0

[I2 (X 2 , pt' (Xi)) + (-1) p2 (I1(x2), X1) + p1(L2(x2, X1)) = 0

(1)1n ps-m+1 (s, ... , Xn++rnl, PM (x+ . , Xn+1), 1Xn, .
n,m

(Differential)

(Leibniz rule)

(3.2.11)

where the sum is taken over all pairs n, m such that 1 < m < s, 0 < n < s - m. The

pair A = (A*, y') is called an Ax-algbera.

Example 3.2.4. If (A*, d, .) is a dg-algebra, we can define an Am-structure with the

same underlying graded vector space, by setting

Al (Xi)

It2 (x 2 , X1 ) :- -l)XII2 -X 1 .

P := 0.

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)

(3.2.14)
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Definition 3.2.5. Given an A,-algebra A, the A, equations can be re-expressed

PO A = 0, (3.2.15)

which is equivalent to the requirement that it2 = 0. We call the resulting dg-coalgebra

B(A) := (TC(A[1]) , A) (3.2.16)

the bar complex of A.

Definition 3.2.6. Let A be an A,-algebra. The cohomology algebra H*(A) is the

algebra whose underlying graded vector space is

H*(A) = H*(A, MA) (3.2.17)

[x 21 - [X1] = (-1)Ix"(2(x 2 , X1)) (3.2.18)

It is associative by the Am-equations.-

We assume that all of our Ax,-algebras are cohomologically unital, meaning that

H'(A) has a unit.

Definition 3.2.7. An morphism of A,-algebras

T: (A, pt ) -+ (B,4p) (3.2.19)

T : A*8 - B[1 - s] (3.2.20)
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satisfying the following polynomial equations:

E E S('(XS, .. ,xSS,+1),...,J8 (x1,...,xi))=
r>1 S+.--+S'=S 

(3.2.21)

E(--J14 _-f+1 (Xs, . ... ,Xk+f+1, P'A(Xk+f, - Xk+1), Xk, - ,3)-

k,t

Again, the equation above has a simple explanation in terms of the bar complex: T

is an A,-morphism if and only if the hat extension _Y: B(A) -+ B('3) is a chain map.

Example 3.2.8. Let F: A* -+ B' be a map of dg-algebras. As we've seen, we can think

of A" and Be as A,-algebras A and 3 with vanishing [t> 3. Then F can be regarded as

an Af-morphism T by setting T1 := F and T 22 := 0.

The equations (3.2.21) imply that the first-order term of any morphism or functor

descends to a cohomology level algebra morphism [T11. We always assume Ax-morphisms

T : A -+ '3 to be cohomologically unital as well, which means the induced map on

cohomology H(T) : H(A) -+ H('3) preserves the unit.

Definition 3.2.9. We say that a morphism T : A -* 3 of A,-algebras is a quasi-

isomorphism if [3T1] is an isomorphism.

3.3 Hochschild cohomology and deformations

Definition 3.3.1. Given an A,-algebra A = (A', p-), we define the Hochschild

differential

by aAQ() := [p, /]. Because [y, p] = 0, OA is a differential, i.e., (1A) 2 = 0. Its cohomology

is called the Hochschild cohomology, denoted HH*(A).

Let A* be a fixed graded algebra. We write A for the trivial A,-structure on A:
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that is the A,-algebra whose underlying graded vector space is A, and where

PA = 0, P (a2, a,) = (-1)11a 2 - a, (3.3.2)

and I vanishes for any d > 3. Note that the Hochschild differential A = [IPA, -I

preserves both the length s and the degree t; As a result, the Hochschild cohomology of

(A, PA) is a bigraded vector space, and we denote

HH5+t(A, A) t = H(CCs+t(A, A)t, D9A) (3.3.3)

where the elements of CCs+t (A, A)t are multilinear maps r : AO' -+ A of degree t.

Definition 3.3.2. The set i(A) is defined to be those A,-algebras whose underlying

graded vector space is A, and where the first two multiplication maps agree with those

given in equation (3.3.2), i.e., pA'= p' = 0 and [2 = p2.

In particular, this means that for any A E U(A) the cohomology algebra H(A) is A

itself.

Definition 3.3.3. Suppose that for A E U(A), we have

p[= 0, for all 2 < s < d. (3.3.4)

Then

1 1 2
0 = -[L~ p LA pa = ({[,', /4 ] + [ p4, pl + ...) =[[pA, p[4] + ( higher length terms

(3.3.5)

so PA is a Hochschild cocycle; We call the class

OA = [P] E HH2 (A,A) 2 - (3.3.6)

the d-th universal Massey product. More generally, it can be defined as the obstruc-

tion to making pd trivial by a gauge transformation which is itself equal to the identity
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to all orders < d - 1 in the following sense: the length filtration of CC*(A, A) yields a

spectral sequence with

E t = HHs+t(A, A)t (3.3.7)

that converges to HH*(A, A) under suitable technical assumptions and if (3.3.4) holds,

then the first potentially nontrivial differential in the spectral sequence is

dd1 =[pi, ] : Et s E s+d-1,t+2-d. (3.3.8)

Then, either A is equivalent to the trivial A,-structure on A (and the spectral sequence

degenerates); or, after using gauge transformations to make as many higher order terms

zero as possible, one eventually encounters a nontrivial obstruction class od for some

d>2.

In particular, note that condition (3.3.4) holds automatically for d = 3, so

A = [p3] E H H2 (A, A)- 1  (3.3.9)

can always be defined. This is the only case we will need in this paper, so when we talk

about a universal Massey product without an additional moniker, we will always mean

the triple universal Massey product.

Definition 3.3.4. We define the group of gauge transformations as arbitrary

sequences of multilinear maps of the form

0 (A) ={9 1 = idA , 92 = A A -4 A[-1], ... , Ad -+ A[1-d ,

(3.3.10)

Two A, A' E U(A) are said to be equivalent if there exists an A,-homomorphism

9 : A -+ A' (3.3.11)

with 91 = id (i.e., if 9 is a gauge transformation.) Conversely, given any A E U(A) and
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9 E 0(A), we can define an equivalent A' E it(A) by solving the A,-homomorphism

equations recursively. It is easy to check that this determines A' completely and there

are no constraints on 9. In other words, there is an action of O(A) on U(A), and the

quotient is exactly the set of equivalence classes.

Lemma 3.3.5. The assignment

U(A) -+ HH 2 (A, A)- 1

(3.3.12)
A -+ o

descends to U(A)/O(A).

Proof. Let A' be equivalent to A by a gauge transformation 9. Then

pi,(a3 , a2, a,) = p'(a3 , a2, ai)

+ 9 2 (a3, Ai(a2 , a1 )) + (-1)a1'9 2(G2(a3, a2), a,)

- PA(a3, 92 (a2, ai)) - i(92 (a3 , a2 ), a,).

But the last four terms are a Hochschild cocycle because

aA92 [A'A, 92] = [Lo 92 _ (-1)IIAI'I9I'g2 0 PA

= p(a3 , 92 (a2, ai)) + (-1)Ia1"'p(9 2(a3, a2), a)

- 92 (a 3 , hAA(a2, a1)) - 9 2 (p2(a3 , a2), a,).

D

3.4 Universal Massey products

Now we move on to consider A,-refinements of A. This are defined as pairs (3, F)

where 3 is an A,-algebra and F A -+ H*(3) an isomorphism of graded algebras.

We say that two such refinements (32, F2 ) and (31, F1) are equivalent if there exists

an A,-quasi isomorphism 9 : 32 -+ 31 such that the induced map on cohomology
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G : H(3 2 ) -+ H*('3 1) fits into a commutative triangle

H*('3 2) G H*('3 1 )

F 
Z F 2

A
(3.4.1)

The Homological Perturbation Lemma. Let (3, F) be an A,-refinement of A.

Then there exists a A E t(A) and an A,-quasi-isomorphism J : A -+ '3 such that

H(T) = F.

This establishes a bijection

i((A) / A) {pairs ('3, F: A -+ H('3))} (3.4.2)
A {A,-quasi-isomorphisms compatible with F}.

and we define the universal Massey product of a pair ('3, F) by choosing a lift (A, T)

and setting

3 3 =[[t3(3.4.3)
0('B, F) :_O-

Note that if ('B1, T1), (B2, T2 ) differ by a quasi-isomorphism that is compatible with F,

then any choice of lifts (A1, 1) and (A 2 , T2 ) differ by an element of 0 (A). So this is

well defined and descends to the quotient in the right hand side (3.4.2). More generally,

Lemma 3.4.1. Let ('B, 1), (B2, T2 ) be A,-refinements of A. Given a quasi-isomorphism

9 : 'B- B2, (3.4.4)

there is a (strictly) commutative diagram

H (1B2) G H('BI)

F1 F2

A G'
(3.4.5)
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where G = H(9) is the induced maps on cohomology. Thus, we can define an automor-

phism of Hochschild cohomology

HH 2(A, A) 2 -d -- + HH 2 (A, A) 2 -d (3.4.6)

by pre- and post-composition

T " G- T o G d (347)

where T A d -+ A is any multilinear map of degree 2 - d. Under (3.4.7), the class

0 3,F1 is sent to o ,(!Bl,F1 )(0A

Proof. The construction in Lemma 3.4 is a special case of the homotopy transfer formula.

That is, if we choose homotopy data for the chain complexes

h (, p ) 3 (A, 0) (3.4.8)

where the the map induced by A on cohomology being F, and

7rp = 0 , 1 A = 0, 7rA = IdA, ( )

Air - IdB = P4h h'B3 ,

then yd4 is a sum over planar trees with d leaves and one root. The contribution from

each tree involves only the i for 2 < k < d and the auxiliary data (3.4.9). For instance,

writing bk = A(ak) one has

AA= r(b, b2, bi) + Sri(hpB(b3, b2 ), bi) + rPI(b3, hpB(b 27 bi)) (3.4.10)

In our case, we can simply choose homotopy data (A, 7r, h) for (32, F2) and note that

(A o G, G- 1 o r, h) is actually a choice of homotopy data for (32, F2 o G- 1 ). But this

differs from (31, T1 ) by a gauge transform as in (3.4.2), so the universal Massey products
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are the same.

Corollary 3.4.2. Suppose that the A,-algebra 3 is formal, i.e., quasi-isomorphic to

its cohomology algebra with trivial differential. Then O3F) = 0 for any F : A -+ H*(3).

Let us assume for now that we have an A,-algebra B and take for simplicity

A = H*(3), F = Id: A -+ H*('3). We want to find a computationally efficient way to

detect the non-vanishing of of3 F), and through it the non-formality of 3. Fortunantly,

there is a reasonable way to "evaluate" of3F) on cohomology classes (which is also the

reason for the name "universal Massey product".)

Definition 3.4.3. Let a3 , a2 , a1 E A be cohomology classes of pure degree which satisfy

the vanishing condition:

P' (a3 , a2) = 0 , p' (a2 , ai) = 0. (3.4.11)

Then we can choose representating cocycles b C 3, i = 1,2,3 with [bi] ai and

homotopies hk E 3, k = 1, 2 such that

/1.3 )= ( i(b2, bi) , i(h2) = [t2(b3, b2) (3.4.12)

Then

c := p4(b3 , b2 , bi) - pt(h2, bi) - pt(b3, hi) (3.4.13)

is a cocycle of degree 1a3 | + |a21 + ail - 1. We define the ambiguity ideal to be

:= (a3 , A) + [p2(A, a,). (3.4.14)

and the triple Massey product as the coset

(a3 , a2 ,ai) = (-l)a2l [c] E A/1. (3.4.15)

Note that the triple Massey product depends only on the original original ai and not on
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the choice of representating cocycles or homotopies.

Lemma 3.4.4. The triple Massey product depend only on o'BF), and not on the entire

A,-structure 1t3.

Proof. If we choose homotopy transfer data and set bi = A(ai) and hk = -h(bk+l, bk),

then c =4(a 3 , a2 , a,) by (3.4.10); Changing M3 by a Hochschild coboundary has no

effect, because the first two terms in equation (3.3.14) are in the ambiguity ideal and

the last two are identically zero.

3.5 Parametrized QMP

Finally, we can now specialize to our specific setup and define the quantum Johnson

homomorphism and matrix Massey products. There are a few minor changes to make

to the general algebraic framework and we comment on them briefly.

" Instead of a field of characteristic zero, our A,-structures are defined over the

Q-algebra F. We define A.-structures over ring in the same way as before,

replacing graded vector spaces with graded F-modules. In fact, we define a

projective A,-structures to be an A,-structure where the underlying space

is a projective graded F-module. In this situation, Ext(V, V2) = Hom(Vi, V2 ),

Tor(V, V2) = V1 0 V2 and all constructions in the A,-world are automatically

"derived" (as is the case for fields.) In particular, all the naive definitions of A,-

homomorphism and their natural transformations, and of Hochschild cohomology

and the length spectral sequence work well for projective A,-structures. Finally,

note that a sufficient condition for projectivity is the existence of finite bases for

the underlying graded module. Since we work exclusively with Morse cochains

this is satisfied automatically and we will deal with this situation alone.

* Let C be a graded Q-vector space, and Cr = C OQ F an extension of scalars (an

example to keep in mind is C = H*(Y) and Cr = QH*(Y).) The ring F has an
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additional energy filtration (in fact, a direct sum decomposition) so the data of

an A,-structure on (Cr, Iy), which can be written as

p d(Xde~d, . ., eA) - eAd+...+A,41 (Xi..iXa

pd z,.,i= Epd A,..x1 . (3.5.1)

Aer

is equivalent to specifying a collection of multilinear operations

d : Cid 0 ... ol Ci - id+...+i+2--2cl(A) ,A c 1 (3.5.2)

on the original graded Q-vector space which satisfy the obvious analogue of the

A,-equations:

A+A'=B n,m (3.5.3)

Ap"',(Xn+-m, .... , Xn+1), u .n . ,z) =0

for any A, A', B c F.

* In practice, the vanishing condition severely restricts the usefulness of Definition

3.4.3 in detecting nonformality. However, this problem can be easily circumvented.

Let n > 1 be an integer and let MA1x(F) be the algebra of n-by-n matrices with

coefficients in F. Given an A,-algebra (CF, tt d) we can form the tensor product

Cr,nxn := Cr OF MA/xn(IF) (3.5.4)

The A,-operations on the new complex (also denoted yd) are defined as follows:

let Xd, .. , X 1 be n-by-n matrices of homogeneous elements in C. We define

A d(Xd,.1 ... , X1) (3.5.5)
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to be an n-by-n matrix Y, whose (i, j)-entry for every 1 < i, j n is given by the

formula Yij := [d(zj) where

zjj : = E (Xd)ikd-_ 0 (X0 _1)kd_,kd_20
1<kd-1,...,kj n (3.5.6)

.. .- (X2)k2ki 0 (X1)klj .

It is easy to see that this definition satisfies the A,-equations (in fact, it is a special,

non-messy case of a more general definition for tensor product of A(-algebras.) A

Massey product in Cr,nxn will be called a matrix Massey product. Note that

Cr,nxa is formal if and only if Cr is.

9 Another source of inconvenience is that while non-formality is "finitely determined"

which means it can already be established by looking at the coefficient of eA for

some fixed A, the triple Massey products as we have defined it involve p d which

is the sum of all of pd for every A E F (and this translated to computing more

parametrized gromov-witten invariants down the line.) To make the most out of

the energy filtration, we fix a homology class A E F and take the tensor product

with the ideal JA defined in Example 1.2.5. The resulting A,-algebra is denoted

Cr,nxn,3A :C Cr,.nxn Or (F/JA). (3.5.7)

It is clear that if Cr,nxn is formal, then Cr,nxn,oA must be formal as well.

Fix a homology class A E F.

1. Let (M, w) be a monotone symplectic manifold. We denote by (C, Apd) the Morse

A,-algebra over Q. This is the rational homotopy type of M. Let (Cr, pd) be the

pearl complex.

2. The cohomology algebra of (C, pd) is isomorphic to the singular cohomology of M,

and we denote it (H*(M), -). The cohomology algebra of (Cr, p d) is the quantum
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cohomology (QH*(M), *).

3. Let 0 : M -+ M be a symplectomorphism. Denote by (Mf, Q) the locally

Hamiltonian fibration over S 1 which is the mapping torus of q. We denote by

(,ftd) the Morse A,,-algcbra over Q. Let (r, Ad) be the "quantization" from

Definition 2.5.15.

4. The cohomology algebra of (C, [td) is denoted (H*(M), -). The cohomology

algebra of ( , jd) is the parametrized quantum cohomology and we denote

it as (QH*(M),*).

Definition 3.5.1. Assume that we have fixed an isomorphism of algebras

F : H*(Cr,A)[t (t2) -+ H(C ) (3.5.8)

The quantum Johnson homomorphism, denoted o, is defined as the universal Massey

product

0 E HH2( H*(Cr,JA)[t]/(t 2 ) , H'(Cr,A)t/( 2 ) )-1 (3.5.9)
(Cr,A ,F)

Let n > 1 be an integer and X3 , X2 , X1 be n-by-n matrices. A triple quantum

matrix Massey product is simply the coefficient of eA in the triple Massey product in

(erXIA, pd). More concretely, we can use F-linearity to reduce to the case where all

elements in Xj, i = 1, 2,3 belong to C' and are of pure degree: p, q and r respectively.

Then,

Definition 3.5.2. A triple quantum matrix Massey products is a partially defined

multilinear operation

K[X3 1, [X2], [X 11) : M0x.(P) ® A x,(e) ® Ax,(C') -+ (3.5.1+)

(3.5.10)
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Vanishing condition Assume that

[X3] *B [X2] = 0, [X2] *B [X1] = 0

for every B E F \ 3 A (that is, B = A or c1(B) < c1(A).)

Ambiguity ideal We define J to be the ideal generated by

[X31 *B Mnxn(QH*(Mo)) + Mnxn(QH'(MO)) *BI [X1]

(3.5.11)

(3.5.12)

where B, B' E F \ JA.

Bounding cochains Assuming that the ambiguity condition holds. We choose matrices

of cochain representative Xj, i = 1, 2, 3 and bounding cochains, i.e., n-by-n matrices

Hk of homogeneous elements in C* such that

(3.5.13)

for every B E B E r \JA and k = 1,2.

Definition We set

K [X3], [X 2], [X1 ]
=[pA(X3, X2, X1)]

- [H2B'] *B [X1]
B+B'=A

(3.5.14)

- [X31|*B' [ H 1
B+B'=A

where both B, B' E I \ JA.

Remark 3.5.3. Note that when the underlying pearl complex is minimal, not only are
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there no bounding cochains to take into account, but we also know that p2 coincides

with the product *A of parametrized quantum cohomology, which can be defined over a

smaller ring. This is a great computational advantage: it means we apriori know that

any pA = 0 for any homology class A which is not in the cone of curves. See Section

8.3.
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Chapter 4

Background on singularity theory

In this chapter, we gather some basic facts related to singularities and deformations

that we will need to prove Proposition 1.5.5. In particular, we recall some elements of

Picard-Lefschetz theory and the properties of Milnor fibers which would allow us to

conclude that the monodromy is a product of generalized Dehn twists. All classical

facts are taken from the beautiful survey [A' L;\, and their symplectic counterparts

appeared before in [ ],[ ,[ and [ 1. The connection with algebraic geometry

and representation theory (coupled with an extensive historical discussion - including

many references to the original papers) is summarized in G ], [ 1.

Remark 4.0.1. This chapter is "the local theory", in order to reduce the proof of

Proposition 1.5.5 to the situation described here, we will also need some theorems from

algebraic geometry regarding the moduli space of cubic 3-folds. Those would be discussed

in the next chapter (along with the proof itself.)

The singularities we are interested in are of a specific type:

Definition 4.0.2. On the set 9' of pairs (X, x) consisting of an analytic space X and a

point x E X, we say that (X, x) is equivalent to (Y, y) and write (X, x) ~ (Y, y) if there

exist a neighborhood U C X of x, a neighborhood V C Y of y and an biholomorphism

f : U -+ V such that f(x) = y. This is an equivalence relation; let the quotient set be
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denoted 9 := 9'/ -. An element of 9 is called a germ of the analytic space and we

denote it by a representative (X,x).

Definition 4.0.3. Let f : Crn+l -+ C be a holomorphic function such that f(0) = 0,

df |o = 0 and df # 0 on the punctured ball BS*(0), some sufficiently small 6 > 0. An

isolated hypersurface singularity is the germ

X = (V(f),0). (4.0.1)

From now on, whenever we say "singularity" we mean "an isolated hypersurface

singularity". We also assume that m > 2.

Finally, one point we wish to remark upon is that we will not keep track of the

difference between the algebraic and analytic realms. This is reasonable because,

Theorem 4.0.4. Let (X, x), (Y, y) be germs of analytic spaces, then the following are

equivalent:

1. There is an equivalence

(X,x) ~ (Y, y). (4.0.2)

2. There exists an isomorphism of C-algebras

9 X,X C-- Oyy. (4.0.3)

3. There exists an isomorphism of C-algebras

OX,X L- OrYY, (4.0.4)

where R? denotes the completion of a Noetherian local ring R by its maximal ideal

m C R in the m-adic topology.

Theorem 4.0.5 (Artin's Algebraization Theorem). For a germ (X, x) of analytic space,

if x is an isolated singularity, there exists a complex algebraic variety Y and a point
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y c Y such that:

(X, X) ~ (y, Y) (4.0.5)

4.1 Miniversal deformations

To every singularity, we can associate a number of algebraic gadgets:

Definition 4.1.1. The Jacobian ideal is the ideal generated by all the partial deriva-

tives:

J(f) := ( ,.. ) C C[[Zi, .. . , Zm+I]]- (4.1-1)Az 9/zm+1

Definition 4.1.2. We define the Milnor algebra as the quotient

Af := C[zi, ... , Zm+1]]/J(f). (4.1.2)

The algebra A1 does not depend on the choice of local coordinate system. The length of

this algebra

p(f) = dimc Af

is exactly the Milnor number from Definition 4.2.2.

Definition 4.1.3. The Tjurina algebra, denoted Tf), is defined to be

C[[z 1 ,. .O.,z+]]/(f ,. Of
azi OZm+1

The length of these algebra is called the Tjurina number and we denote it

T(f) = dimc TJ.

Let X = V(f) be a hypersurface. Then there is an exact sequence

(4.1.3)

(4.1.4)

(4.1.5)

(Nif ZPI9 f
8

i OM+ 1

123

(4.1.6)



which yields

T', if j-=1
Exti (Q , Ox) - (4.1.7)

0, if j > 2

so by Grauert's theorem (see [ }), there exists a miniversal deformation whose basis is

just the Tjurina algebra, and the obstruction space vanishes.

Clearly p ! T, with equality iff f belongs to the Jacobian ideal. The Milnor algebra

and the Tjurina algebra coincide in the case of a weighted homogeneous singularity by

the Euler identity.

4.2 Milnor fibers

Let f be a singularity.

4.2.1 As smooth manifolds

Let h : Cm+1 -+ R be the function given by

h(xo,.. .,X.) = Ixo1 2  + IXm+112 . (4.2.1)

The restriction h f~ 1(0) -+ R is a real algebraic function. By the curve selection

lemma (see Chapter 3 in [ I]), it has isolated critical values. Let 6J be the smallest

positive one. For any J < Jf and sufficiently small e,5, we have f 1(e s) rh SI(0), where

SI(0) is the sphere of radius vf about the origin.

Definition 4.2.1. The Milnor fibre of f is the smooth manifold with boundary

f '(es) n B,(0), for any such J < 6f and e / 0.

Topologically, the Milnor fiber is homeomorphic to the wedge sum of half-dimensional

spheres

Mf VSm (4.2.2)
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Definition 4.2.2. The number [ is called the Milnor number. For any hypersurface

singularity f, the number of critical points in a Morsification j equals the Milnor number

[(f). In particular, it is independent of the choice of perturbation.

Despite all the choices we made in the construction, the differentiable structure (as

a smooth manifold) of the Milnor fiber is canonical. In fact, instead of standard height

function h, we can consider any real algebraic function

h : Cm"+ -+ [0, oo) (4.2.3)

such that h- (0) = 0. The curve selection lemma still applies: the restriction of h

to f1 (0) also has isolated critical values. For sufficiently small 6 and E6, f-'(E() is

transverse to the 6-level set of h, and the manifolds

f-1 (e) n {h(xo,.. ., m+1 ) < 6} (4.2.4)

are also diffeomorphic copies of the Milnor fibre. This can be shown by linearly

interpolating between h and h, and noting that all the intermediate functions are real

algebraic, with the same properties as used above.

4.2.2 As symplectic manifolds

The affine space C'+1 comes with a standard exact symplectic form, which is the usual

Kdhler form on Cn+1: Wstd = dOtd, where

Ostd = 4 xidti - xidxj- (4.2.5)

This restricts to an exact symplectic form on any of the Milnor fibres. By construction,

the associated negative Liouville flow is the gradient flow of h(x) with respect to the
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standard Kdhler metric. Suppose we use the cut-off function

hA(x) = IIAxI 2  (4.2.6)

for some A E GLrnm+1(C). On C'+, the negative gradient flow of h points strictly

inwards at any point of the real hypersurface I IAx 2 = 6. (This is of course true for any

J, though we only need it for 6 < 6 f,A.) In particular,

Definition 4.2.3. For sufficiently small 5 and Eb, the Milnor fibre is the exact symplectic

manifold with contact type boundary (i.e. a Liouville domain) (M1 , Wf, Of, af) where

Mf f -(ec) n {hA(x) 6},

WI =WstdIM, 1(4.2.7)

Of Otd I pf
co :=wfI8M,
Cf Wf Jamf

As usual, we can attach cylindrical ends to it using the Liouville flow on a collar

neighbourhood of the boundary.

Definition 4.2.4. We call this the completed Milnor fibre of f, and denote it

(Mfg Iy 6,, 7 Of7). (4.2.8)

To make the notation less cumbersome, we usually shorten (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) to Mf

and Mf.

Lemma 4.2.5 (2.6 in V1 1). Given a holomorphic function f : C'+1 -+ C, the completed

Milnor fibre Mf is independent of the choice of A, 6 and e up to exact symplectomorphism.

Lemma 4.2.6 (2.7 in [ 1). The completed Milnor fibre Mf does not depend on the

choice of holomorphic representative of f. More precisely, suppose f = g o p, some

holomorphic change of coordinates p. Then there is an exact,.symplectomorphism from

Mf to Mg.
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4.2.3 In families

Assume that we are given an (m + 1)-parameter deformation

(4.2.9)

of a singularity f. That is, a family of polynomials of the form

f, (x) = f(x) + E w fj (x), (4.2.10)

where fo = 1. A Theorem of Milnor states that if we take a sufficiently small 6 > 0,

then

fo1 (0) n {hA(x) = 6} (4.2.11)

is transverse. We fix 6f > 0 such that the above holds for every 6 < Jf. Then for

every w E Cm+1 with jwI < r (here r is a fixed, sufficiently small positive number), the

intersection

fu1(0) n {hA(x) = 6} (4.2.12)

remains transverse.

Lemma 4.2.7. The smooth family of contact manifolds

f-1(0) n {hA(x) = 6}, (4.2.13)

admits a trivialization, which is unique up to homotopy.

Proof. Follows from Gray's stability, because B,(0) C Cmn+1 is contractible. El

Definition 4.2.8. The Milnor fibration of the deformation (fm) is symplectic fibration

E over (W, {^>}) defined as follows:

(a) Let W C B,.(0) be the subset of those w such that ff(o) nf {hA(x) < 6} is smooth.

It is open and connected, because its complement is a complex hypersurface (the
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discriminant).

(b) We define

E = {(x,w) E Cmn+l X W xi < r, fa,(x) = 0} (4.2.14)

and ir : E -+ W the projection onto the second factor. We give r-'(w) a Liouville

domain structure in the same way as we did in (4.2.7). In fact, after we attach

conical ends, r-1 (w) is exact symplectomorphic to the completed Milnor fibre of f

as defined in Lemma 4.2.5 (see Lemma 2.18 in [ K1).

(c) We choose some base point 7b E W and set

(M, w, a) = (E, Wf,, I af). (4.2.15)

(d) By restriction, any trivialization as in Lemma 4.2.7 defines a contact trivialization

-r : M x W -+ OE.

(e) Take r : M -+ Ei, to be the identity map.

We caution that different fibres of the Milnor fibration are not necessarily symplecti-

cally isomorphic, but they become isomorphic after attaching an infinite cone.

By Proposition 6.2 in [S..] one can associate to it a homomorphism

PS = pE : 7ri(W, tb) -+ iro(Symp(M, DM, w)) (4.2.16)

Definition 4.2.9. We call p, the symplectic monodromy map associated to the

deformation. The composition

p. :,7r,(W, 7b) -+ 7ro(Symp(M,&M, w)) -+ 7ro(Diff+(M, aM)) (4.2.17)
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is called the geometric monodromy. Finally, the induced action by automorphism on

the middle dimensional homology of M is denoted pH-

We have obviously made many choices in the process of defining the monodromy

map, but as remarked in [., p. 63J, -r is unique up to homotopy. Therefore p, is

independent of the choice of r (up to symplectic isotopy.) Changing the value of r can

modify W, but the fundamental group remains the same for all sufficiently small r, and

we will assume from now on that r has been chosen in that range. As for the dependence

on the choice of base point d): given a path in W from wo -to wl, one can identify

7ro (Symp (EwO , OEw , wwo)) 70 r(Symp(Ew,,, (9Ew, ww )) (4.2.18)

and this fits into a commutative diagram with the corresponding isomorphism 7ri(W, wo) a

7ri(W, wi) and with the symplectic monodromy maps at these base points. For a similar

reason, making 6 or ej smaller does not affect iro(Symp(M, OM, w)) or p,. Finally one

can choose (fw) to be a miniversal deformation of f, and then the resulting symplectic

monodromy map is really an invariant of the singularity. We call the monodromy

representation of the singularity.

4.3 Artin and Coxeter groups

We fix a Dynkin diagram F of type Tk E {Ak, Dk, E6 , E7 , E8 } and recall some facts

concerning the Artin groups and finite reflection groups.

r is a weighted graph with vertices indexed by a set I and with an edge for each

pair of vertices i, j with i $ j labeled with an integral weight mij > 2 (and possibly oo).

We can associate to it two groups:

Definition 4.3.1. 1. The Artin group Art = Art(F) is the group generated by
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{ti}ic, subject to the relations:

(4.3.1)

where both sides have mij letters.

2. The associated Coxeter group W = W(F) (of Weyl type) as the generators

{ss},, satisfying the same relations (4.3.1), with the additional condition that

each generator is an involution, i.e.,

s= 1. (4.3.2)

In particular, note that there is a natural epimorphism

Art - W. (4.3.3)

Since we have fixed a set of generators {ti}ic: for Art and their projections {si} 1,, in

W, there is a given Weyl chamber in the real vector space V, where V contains the

associated root system R = R(F).

Definition 4.3.2. The Coxeter element of W is the product of the generators

s1 - . . . - s E W, (4.3.4)

The order of the Coxeter element, denoted h, is called the Coxeter number.

It is well known that h is always even, except in the Aeven case.

Definition 4.3.3. The corresponding product*

(4.3.5)

of the generators will be called the Artin-Coxeter element.
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We set 0 E Art to be the Garside element which is a specific lift of the longest

element wo E W (determined by the choice of Weyl chamber).

Lemma 4.3.4 (5.8 in [ 1). Up to conjugacy,

D 2 =Hh (4.3.6)

In fact, except in the A2k case, one has (up to conjugacy)

S= [Jh/ 2 . (437)

Artin groups appear as fundamental groups in the following way: let VV be the

real vector space containing the root system R and let C C V be the Weyl chamber

associated to the generators of W determined by I'. Let X' = V OR C, X = X'/W,

and A' = - = UaER(H D R C) be the associated hyperplane arrangement. Let

(X' 0 = X' \ A' be the complement of the hyperplane arrangement. Similarly, set

X = (X')0/W; i.e. the complement of the discriminant. Note that the longest element

wo E W is also distinguished by the fact that it sends C to -C. Identifying ' = V OR C

as V E iV, we have C C X'.

Fix a base point *' E C C (X')O with image * E X. We are interested in understand-

ing the fundamental groups of X0 . As described in [ 2, p.1951, there exist contractible

(analytic) open subsets

U+ C (XI) 0  
(4.3.8)

U~ C (X')*

such that for each w E W, we have w(*') E w - C c U+ f U-. Thus for each w E W,

there is a path -Y+ (resp. 7-;) contained in U+ (resp. U-) connecting *' to w(*'), unique

up to an end-point fixing homotopy.
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Definition 4.3.5. We define maps

t+ W -+ 7r1(X, *) (4.3.9)

t- W -+7 Tr(X', *

by sending w to the class of the image of the path -y+ (resp. 7,-).

Proposition 4.3.6. The assignment

tj '-+ t+(si) = (ti(si))1  (4.3.10)

induces an isomorphism

Art -+ 7r1(*, *). (4.3.11)

Under this isomorphism t+ and t- are sections (as maps of sets) of the homomorphism

Art -+ W, and

t+(wo) = (t-(wo)) 1 = , (4.3.12)

is the Garside element.

Proposition 4.3.7. 1. Let C X' be a small simple loop around the origin based

at the point * E X0 and lying in the complexification of a line in V spanned by

the origin and the point *. Consider y as an element of 7,(X, *). The under the

isomorphism (4.3.11)

(4.3.13)

up to conjugacy.

2. Let a C (X') be a small simple loop around the origin based at the point ' (X')

and lying in the complexification of a line in V spanned by the origin and the

point *1. The push-forward map, together with the isomorphism (4.3.11) give an

inclusion

iri((X') 0 , *') + r1(X *) ~ Art (4.3.14)
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into the Artin group. Under this identification (and up to conjugacy),

o- = IIh. (4.3.15)

4.4 Simple singularities

Definition 4.4.1. Two polynomials fi c C[x1,. . . , Xm 1] and f2 E C[xi,... , Xm 2 ] are

said to be stably equivalent if there exists an m3 > max(m, "m 2 ) such that

C[[2 ,., x,..]] rJ C[[X1, ... , ]]

(fi+x2 1 + 2..+x1) (f2 + X 2 +1  - 2

Two hypersurface singularities are said to be stably equivalent if they are defined by

stably equivalent polynomials.

A basic observation is that the mini-versal deformation spaces (and the discriminants)

for stably equivalent hypersurface singularities can be identified. This justifies the

following classification:

Definition 4.4.2. The m-dimensional ADE singularity T E {Ak, D4 , E 6, E7 , E8 } is

an isolated hypersurface singularity that can be defined by the vanishing of a single

polynomial:

1a M+.+~ M+1 = 0;

fD4  2 + ... + Xt+l1(X + x 71) = 0;

fE6  ' - - + x3 + x 1 0 (4.4.1)

fE 7  - - - + xm(x m+1 )=0;

fE - -+ - + +m n+1

Let f be an m-dimensional ADE-singularity of type T. One can equip the middle-

dimensional homology of Mf,

H,, (M ; Z) e Z, (4.4.2)
1(0)
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with a bilinear form called the intersection form o (for instance, formally, using

cohomology with compact support). It is symmetric for m even and alternating for m

odd.

One can also describe it more geometrically: consider a generic 1-parameter defor-

mation of an ADE singularity of the form f,(x) = f(x) + w defined over a small disc

UW C B,(O). Let -y be a small loop, that corresponds to the boundary of B,(O), traversed

once positively (this is the same y as in Proposition 4.3.7.) We would like to understand

Definition 4.4.3. Let f be a singularity. A generic small perturbation to a Morse

function f is called a Morsification of f. It has a collection of non-degenerate critical

points near 0. We will always assume f has distinct critical values.

Considered as a disc in the miniversal deformation, f, meets the discriminant locus in

a non-transverse intersection point (which corresponds to the singularity at 0), however,

note that we can perturb the disc by morsifying f -+ I and considering instead the

deformation Aw(x) = f(x) + w. Let ~y be the boundary loop of the perturb disc. Then if

we choose f to be sufficiently close to f, it is clear that p8([H]) = ps([~]) (because the

two Milnor fibrations are in fact cobordant.)

Fix a Morsification f and pick a regular value e of f.

Lemma 4.4.4 (2.18 in [I]). Let 6 and E5 be as in Definition 4.2.1. Then provided

the perturbation is sufficiently small, f' (es) intersects SI,(0) transversely, f-1 (c) n

BE (0) is a Liouville domain, and moreover, after attaching conical ends, this is exact

symplectomorphic to the Milnor fibre of f. Call this space F,,.

Definition 4.4.5. A distinguished collection of vanishing paths is an ordered

family of vanishing paths -yj between E and the singular values x8, with i = 1,. . . ,(f

such that:
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1. They only intersect at e.

2. Their starting directions R+ -7j(0) are distinct.

3. They are linearly ordered by clockwise exiting angle at e.

The resulting vanishing cycles give an ordered, so-called distinguished basis for the

middle-dimension homology of the Milnor fibre.

Every vanishing cycle is a half-dimensional Lagrangian sphere, and as in [S8, Propo-

sition 1.51, we can "double" each distinguished path to form a loop and the monodromy

of FE, around the loop is Hamiltonian isotopic to a generalized Dehn twist along the

corresponding vanishing cycle. In particular, the action of a fixed sphere L on homology

is given by the Picard-Lefschetz formula

T[]([X]) = [X] + (-1)m(m+1)/ 2 ([X] o [L]) - [LI. (4.4.3)

Thus, when m = 2(mod 4), there is an isomorphism between (H,(Mf), o) and R and

using 4.3.11 the monodromy representation PH of the miniversal deformation gives the

standard action of the Weyl group on the root lattice and (See [AG V, p. 1291.)

Definition 4.4.6. The automorphism PH (y) : Hm(M) -+ Hm(Mf) is called the clas-

sical monodromy operator.

It follows from Proposition 4.3.7 that when m =_ 2(mod 4) the classical monodromy

operator acts as the Coxeter element. Now the general case follows via stabilization

(See [.AG1, p. 63-64]): That is, it is known that is we denote Mf the Milnor fiber of

a stably equivalent singularity of dimension 2 and by p'f the corresponding homology

representation, then there exists an isomorphism of middle dimensional homology

v: H2 (M'; Z) -+ Hm(Mf; Z) (4.4.4)

such that

PH b) _(-Id)om o ( -1. (4.4.5)
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Thus

= PH(Y") = (-Id)h. (4.4.6)

But the Coxeter number is even (except in the case that T = Aev) SO

Corollary 4.4.7. When T = Aeven and n is odd, PH(0-) = -Id. Otherwise PH(a) = Id.

Remark 4.4.8. When n is even, the result is obvious, because passing to the Weyl cover

X' - X makes the entire geometric monodromy representation trivial. However, when

n is odd, there exists elements in the monodromy group of infinite order. Nevertheless,

Corollary 4.4.7 shows that the classical monodromy operator of an ADE-singularity is

always of finite order, regardless of parity.

4.5 The Aodd-Milnor fiber

Now we specialize to the case of a singularity of type (Ak) for k odd and m> 2.

" The Milnor (and Tjurina) algebra of the m-dimensional Ak-singularity is

XAk = C[t1, ... tk, tk+1]/(tk+1) = C[ti,..., tk]. (4.5.1)

" If we define

ht.(m+1) -k+1 + tXd+1 + ... + tk (4.5.2)

Then the miniversal deformation space (see e.g. Theorem 7.9, Corollary 7.10, and

Example 7.17 in [ j) is given the ring map

C[ti, ... , tk) C[tti ... t] [+ 1 ... , xM+1). (4.5.3)

" Note that the discriminant locus of the deformation, denoted AA,, is exactly the
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set of (t1, . .. , tk) where h acquires a double root, i.e.,

C [ti,.. tk+11 / (t+l, D(ti, ... ,tk,1)).- (4.5.4)

The complement is canonically isomorphic to the configuration space of (k + 1)-

points

'K0 a Confk+1(C). (4.5.5)

" As we can see from the Dynkin diagram, Art(Ak) = Bk+1 the classical Braid

group on (k + 1)-strands. It is generated by {uo-,.. ., -2 } subject to two relations

0-0 0 0 0 0

Figure 4-1: The Dynkin diagram for Ak

a-Um = ro-og- 3 if ji - j = 1, (4.5.6)

Uo-j= jo o if i - j> 1.

* The Weyl group is isomorphic to the symmetric group on (k + 1)-letters:

W(AO) Ek+l. (4.5.7)

* The classical monodromy operator has order h = k + 1. In fact since k + 1 = 2f

and

fAk(AfiOXo, ... , A A Xk) = AO fAk(Xo, ... , Xk) (4.5.8)

for (o....,,3) ... ,, 1), 3 = k + 1. The singularity V(fAk) is weighted

homogeneous with weights (1,. , ) It follows that p(-yh) = p(-) is the

symplectic isotopy class of the boundary twist from [, Lemma 4.16j, thus can be

represented by a symplectomorphism that is supported in a tubular neighbourhood

of the boundary of the Milnor fiber.
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Chapter 5

Families of curves and cubic 3-folds

This chapter is dedicated to proving Propositions 1.5.3 and 1.5.5.

Notation and conventions. We work in the category of schemes of finite type

over the field of complex numbers. We will say a scheme X has a singularity of type

T at a point x E X if the completion of the local ring Ox,x is isomorphic to the

standard complete local ring with singularity of type T. All our schemes would be

ADE-schemes, which means that they are either smooth everywhere, or have a finite

number of ADE-singularities. A curve will be a reduced, connected, complete scheme

of pure dimension one (of finite type over C) - but not necessarily irreducible. A cubic

threefold is a hypersurface of degree 3 in four-dimensional projective space.

5.1 The canonical model of a genus four curve

Let C be a smooth, non-hyperelliptic curve of genus g = 4. Denote by Xc the canonical

divisor.

Definition 5.1.1. By (geometric) Riemann-Roch, the map

Ox : C -* Ca,, c PHO(C, Xc)v ~ pg-1 (5.1.1)
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defined by linear system IXcI embedds C in P3 as a non-degenerate curve Ccan of degree

2g - 2 = 6. The embedded curveCcan = /x(C) is called the canonical model.

Consider the short exact sequence of sheaves

0 -+ Jccan -+ (Op3)Ica + cc.( := (Op3)Cca./JCcan -+ 0 (5.1.2)

where ]c,. is the ideal sheaf and occan is the structure sheaf of the can. For any

m E Z, tensoring with the restriction of Op3 (M) to the curve is an exact functor, so we

get

0 -+ Jccan(m) + (0p3(m))Icc.n -+ (9Qcanc(M) -+ 0 (5.1.3)

Pulling back by Ox and taking cohomology, we get a long exact sequenence

0 -4 H (CI q5cca(m)) -+ H (C,# 0p3(m)iccan) - H(CI Occ.a (M)) ...

(5.1.4)

By definition, the pullback OKbOcn(M) is Oc(m), so there is a map on vector spaces

H'(P3, Op3 (m)) = Sym'C [Xo, . . . , X31 -0- HO(C, OC(M)). (5.1.5)

Lemma 5.1.2. Can lies on a unique irreducible quadric surface Q = V(q). The rank

of q is at least 3.

Proof. Consider the restriction map (5.1.5) for m = 2:

H0 (P3,O1 ,a(2)) : H0 (C, Oc(2d)). (5.1.6)

The dimension of the domain is (32) = 10 (stars-and-bars), but the dimension of the

target is 2d - g + 1 = 12 - 4 + 1 = 9 (Riemann-Roch). So there exists at least one

quadric polynomial q such that can C Q := V(q). The canonical curve can not lie

on a plane, so Q must be non-degenerate. Now if there were two linearly independent

quadrics such that Ccan C Q, Q', can would also be contained in the intersection Q n Q',
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which is a degree 4 curve (B6zout). But Cca has degree 6, so that's impossible. 0

Lemma 5.1.3. There is a 4-dimensional linear system L of cubic surfaces which contain

Cnn, which contains at least one smooth surface.

Proof. Again, we consider the restriction map (5.1.5) for m = 3:

HDOp(3)) :4 HO(C, Oc(3d)). (5.1.7)

The dimension of the domain is (33) = 20, but the dimension of the target is 3d- g +1

18 - 4 + 1 = 15. So the kernel is at least 5 dimensional. Ccan does not lie on a plane, so

the only reducible cubics that contain Ccan are hyperplane sections of Q, which form

a 4 dimensional family. Thus, we can choose an irreducible smooth cubic such that

Cca, C S := V(s). But if there were two such linearly independent cubics S and S',

then Cca, would be contained in a degree 9 curve for the same reason as before. Thus

the kernel is indeed 5-dimensional. l

Lemma 5.1.4. Ccan is the scheme-theoretic complete intersection of Q and S. Con-

versely, any smooth complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic is its own canonical

model (in particular, it is not hyperelliptic).

Proof. Since Ccan is a sextic, by B6zout, Cca,, = Q n S is a complete intersection.

Conversely, a (2,3)-complete intersection C has degree 6. Applying the adjunction

formula shows that YCc is the product (2 + 3 - 4)H - 2H - 3H = 6H, but this is exactly

0C()- 0

There are different notions of what it means for a variety X C Pn to be cut out

by hypersurfaces. One is that X is the set-theoretic intersection of these; one can also

requre that X is the scheme-theoretic complete intersection; and yet a third option is

that the homogeneous ideal Jx of X is cut out by the ideals of these hypersurfaces.

Note that in general, these are not equivalent: scheme-theoretic complete intersection

only implies that the homogeneous ideal of X is generated in sufficiently high degrees by
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the equations of the ideals of these hypersurfaces. However in our case, Max Noether's

AF + BG theorem implies that we can strenghten 5.1.4:

Corollary 5.1.5. The ideal 3C,_ is generated by q and s. El

Since q and s have no common irreducible factors

resolution of the ideal sheaf 9Ca:

0 -+ 3(-5) s, 3(-2) ® 0,3(-3)

in this case, we get the Koszul

q

-+4 ]ca -+ 0. (5.1.8)

Restricting to the curve, we see that

(c.a/jc )|ca - ((9p3(-2) ( (3(-3)) ICranI (5.1.9)

so

Corollary 5.1.6. The pullback of the normal bundle fcan/p3 to the curve is

(5.1.10)

5.2 The 'Watchtower correspondence"

It is classically known that for every canonically model Cc n the linear system H from

Lemma 5.1.3 defines a rational map

(5.2.1)

sending a point x (E P3 \ Ocan to the hyperplane {H E H x E H} which consists of

cubics which contain Can U {x}. To understand the image, we choose a generic hyper-

plane H C P 3 and consider the image of the restriction p1H in P4. We know that the

the intersection H n can consists of six points in general position, so the image of the
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map given by cubics passing via these points is must be a Del Pezzo surface of degree 3,

and this is a linear section of X. Thus X is a cubic 3-fold.

To obtain a more precise description of p, we observe that a cubic hypersurface

containing Cca, that contains also a point of x E Q \ 0 can automatically contains the

entire quadric (B6zout). Therefore the image of such a point is independent of the choice

of x and the entire open part Q \ Cca, is contracted; however, Ox(C) itself is blown up

to a Pl-bundle, the projectivized normal bundle of Ox(C). Thus, X can be obtained

by first blowing up P3 along Ox(C) and then blowing down the proper transform Q of

Q. So X has one singular point p, which is the image of Q. It is easy to see that if Q

is smooth then point p is an Ar-singularity (and if singular then an A 2 ). Conversely,

starting from a cubic 3-fold X which is smooth everywhere except at a unique double

point p, we can consider the projection from p to a generic hyperplane

Irp : X -+ P3. (5.2.2)

If we resolve the indeterminacity by blowing up X at p, then 7r, is a dominant birational

map and the image of the exceptional divisor is a quadric in P3 ; However, tangent lines

to X at p that actually lie in X blowdown onto a smooth genus 4 curve (the point p

is sometimes called the watchtower, and C the associated sextic for the obvious

reasons.) We denote

Y = BlpX = Blox(C)p3. (5.2.3)

To summarize the discussion so far,

Corollary 5.2.1. The projection from a singular point of a cubic threefold gives a natural

correspondence between smooth non-hyperelliptic genus 4 curves and cubic threefolds

with a unique singularity of type A1 or A 2 . The singularity is A2 if and only if the

corresponding curve has a unique g (i.e., if Q is a quadric cone).

Proposition 5.2.2 (Finkelberg). Let f be a line in X. If p E f then f is a line PTY with
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x E Ccan; Conversely, every x E Ccan defines a unique line in X that passes via p. A

line f which does not contain p is mapped onto a line r = r,(f) C P3 not contained in Q

which either connects two points of Ccan or is a tangent to a point x E Ccan. Conversely

every such line is the image of a line in X.

There is a generalization of the above story which allows more interesting singularities.

Our presentation follows the series of papers: [11, [M1M 1, and [ ] which

deal with alternate birational compactifications of M 4 .

Remark 5.2.3. Actually, the connection with the log minimal model program of Hasset-

Keel runs deeper. We briefly explain the idea later in Section 5.5.

Given any cubic 3-fold X C P4 with a singular point p E X of multiplicity two, say

p = [0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0], an equation for X can be written as

X2 -q(XoX1,X3,X 4) + s(Xo,X1,X 3,X 4) (5.2.4)

with q and s homogeneous of degrees 2 and 3 respectively. The ideal (q, s) defines a

scheme in P of type (2,3). Conversely, given a (2,3)-complete intersection scheme

C together with a choice of generators q and s of the defining ideal, there is a cubic

hypersurface X with a singularity of multiplicity 2 at the point [0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0] defined

by equation (5.2.4). In a more coordinate invariant way, there is a commutative diagram:

Q C Y E,

1-- p CP (5.2.5)

where ir, is the projection, Q, is the projectivized tangent cone at p (as before), C, is

the scheme parametrizing the lines on X passing through p, and E, is the exceptional

divisor of the blowdown map g. We remark that as in the smooth case (Proposition

5.2.2), the loci of lines lying on X and passing through p is exactly the cone over C,
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and Ep is the proper transform of it.

We now recall the well known connection between the singularities of C and the

singularities of X and Y. Namely, let p 5 q E X be another singular point, then since p

has multiplicity two, the line pq must be contained in X (Bezout). Thus for every such

singular point, we have 7rp(q) E C. The following are well known (see e.g. [WI):

Lemma 5.2.4. Let us fix a point x E CP, and denote e = px.

1. If Cp is smooth at x, then X is smooth along f except at p.

2. If C, has a singularity at x and Q is smooth at x, then X has exactly two singular

points p, q on the line E. Moreover, Cp has a singularity of type T at x if and only

if X has a singularity of type T at q.

3. If C, has a singularity at x, Q is singular at x, and S smooth at x, then the only

singularity of Y along the line f is at p itself. Moreover, if C, has a singularity of

type T at x if and only if Y has a singularity at of type T at x (where we have

identified the exceptional divisor with the quadric in P3 using the projection).

4. If Q and S are both singular at x, then Y is singular along the line f.

As mentioned in [ m, Remark 1.21, if x is a singular point of a complete

intersection of Q and S, then x is a hypersurface singularity if and only if Q and S are

not both singular at x; thus the comparison of types above is well defined using the

stabilization of singularities.

Proposition 5.2.5. X has isolated singularities if and only if C, is a curve with at

worst hypersurface singularities. Assuming either of these equivalent conditions hold, let

p E X be a singularity of corank < 2. With notations as above, we have:

1. C, is a proper (2, 3)-complete intersection in P3;

2. C, is reduced (but possibly reducible);
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3. The singularities of C, are in one-to-one correspondence (including the type!)

with the singularities of Y. More precisely, if p is a singularity of type Ak, then

Y = BlX has a unique singular point along the exceptional divisor, which is of

type Ak-2 (smooth for k < 2). Similarly, if p is a D4 , then there are exactly three

A1 's along E,.

Furthermore, Y is the blow-up of P3 along the reduced scheme C,. In particular, E, is a

ruled surface.

Proof. This is classical. See e.g. [C , p. 7].

A more detailed analysis leads to the following.

Corollary 5.2.6. Let X be a cubic threefold and p an isolated singular point. Then the

singularities of X are at worst of type T E {Ak}kEN U {D4 } if and only if the singularities

of C, are at worst of type T E { Ak}kEN U {D4 } and either Q, is irreducible, or Q, is

the union of two distinct planes and C, meets the singular line of Q, in three distinct

points. Moreover, under either of these equivalent conditions:

1. The singularity at p is A 1 if and only if Q, is a smooth quadric;

2. The singularity at p is A 2 if and only if Q, is a quadric cone and C, does not

passes through the vertex of Q,;

3. The singularity at p is Ak for k > 3 if and only if Q, is a quadric cone, C, passes

through the vertex v of Q,, and the singularity of C, at v is Ak-2;

4. The singularity at p is D4 if and only if Q, is the union of two distinct planes and

C, meets the singular line of Q, in three distinct points.

Proof. See [CML, Corollary 3.21. L

Let C be the complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic. The only planar

singularities of multiplicity two are the Ak-singularities. They are divided into two types:

those that separate the curve and those that do not. Note that the type of singularities
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on such curves (and thus on cubic 3-folds) is severely restricted: since the arithmetic

genus of C is 4, and the the local contribution of an Ak-singularity to the genus is rn,

it follows immediately that C cannot admit an Ak-singularity with k > 10; and if C

possesses a separating singularity of type A2k, then C = C1 U C2, where C1 and C2 are

connected curves meeting in a single point with multiplicity k. In fact, a case-by-case

analysis shows that

Proposition 5.2.7 (2.1 in 1_2]). There exists a reduced (2, 3)-complete intersection

possessing a non-separating singularity of type Ak if and only if k < 8. Moreover, if C

is a (2,3)-complete intersection with a separating Ak singularity at a smooth point of

the quadric on which it lies, then one of the following holds:

1. k = 5, and C is the union of a quintic and a line.

2. k = 7, and C is the union of a quartic and a conic.

3. k = 9, and C is the union of two twisted cubics.

5.3 Moduli of cubic 3-folds

Let C be the space of all nonzero cubic forms in homogeneous variables X0,..., X4 . For

such a form f let F = V(f) be the cubic threefold in P4 it defines. We write Co for the

set of f E C for which- F is smooth (as a scheme) and A := C \ C0 for the discriminant.

We let

T ={(f, XO: : X4]) E e X P4 I f(Xo, ... ,I X4) =0} ,(5.3.1)

denote the universal family of cubic threefolds and write ir for the projection T -+ e.

Note that the total space of T is smooth (To see this, we differentiate the defining

equation with respect to the coefficients of f and note that the simultaneous vanishing

of all partial derivatives with respect to these coefficients forces Xo = ... = X4= 0.) We
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write To for the topologically locally trivial fibration which is the restriction of (5.3.1)

to Co " C.

The group G = SL5 (C) acts on e by substitution of variables.

Definition 5.3.1. We say that two cubics F = V(f) and F' = V(f') are projectively

equivalent if f and f' belong to the same G-orbit.

We introduce the following family of cubic forms

fA,B := A . X23 + XOX32 + X2X 4 - XOX2X 4 + B -X 1X 2X3  (5.3.2)

where at least one of constants A and B is nonzero. Denote the associated cubic threefold

as FA,B. Let k # 0 be any scalar, by rescaling the variables

(Xo, X1 , X 2, X3, X4) -+ (k~ 2/ 3 - Xo, X1, k2/ 3 -X 2, k1/ 3 -X3, X 4) (5.3.3)

we see that FA,B is projectively equivalent to Fk2A,kB. We denote

# := 4A/B 2 E C U {oo}, (5.3.4)

and write [F]9 for the projective equivalence class of FA,B. This is justified because

Lemma 5.3.2. FA,B and FA',B' are projectively equivalent if and only if

Proof. See [A2, Lemma 5.51.

If 3: # 0, 1 then FA,B has just two singularities, both of them of type A 5 . If /3 = 0

then FA,B has an A-singularity at p = [0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0] as well as two A5-singularities.

If /3 = 1 then FA,B is the secant variety of a rational normal curve of degree 4, which is

called the chordal cubic. It is singular along the rational normal curve.

Lemma 5.3.3. Any cubic with two A5 singularities is in the projective equivalence class

[F]6 for some / : 1.
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Proof. Follows from [ , Theorem 5.71.

Denote q : X1X 3 - XOX4,s.max := XoX3 + X2X 4 and

Qmax V(q..) , Smax : V(smax) C P'. (5.3.5)

Corollary 5.3.4. Up to projective equivalence, there is a unique cubic threefold Fmax

with with two A5-singularities and one A 1 -singularity. It is defined by the cubic form

frax X2 - qO + so (5.3.6)
= XOX3 + X 2X4 - XOX2X4 + X1X2X3.

Since Qmax ~ P' x P1 we can write

XO = YY 2 , X1 = YY 3 , X3 =Y1 Y2 , X4 = Y1 Y3, (5.3.7)

where Yo, Y1 resp. Y2 , Y3 are homogeneous coordinates on P1. Setting p = [0: 0: 1 : 0 : 01,

and projecting

ir, : P4 -+P3 ,
p. p(5.3.8)

[XO : X 1 : X3: X4] F- XO : X1 : X3: X41.

we see that the curve Cmax V (qmax, smax) is a complete intersection of bidegree (3, 3)

given by

Y3Y 1(Y1 Y2 + YoY3) (5.3.9)

in the bihomogeneous coordinates in Qmax. It consists of three rational curves: two lines

L1 and L2 in the same ruling (1,0) and a smooth (1,3) curve, denoted L 3 , that meets

each line Li at a unique point qi. See Figure 5-1 for illustratiom

These intersection points are highly non-transverse (in fact, tangent with multiplicity

3); and the points qi are A 5 -singularities for Cmax (as in Proposition 5.2.7, see also the

analysis in [A2, Theorem 3.5].)
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LI L L2

Figure 5-1: The curve Cmax sitting inside the quadric

Definition 5.3.5. Following [ 1, we call Fmax (resp. Cmax) the maximally degen-

erate 2A5-cubic (resp. maximally degenerate 2A 5 -curve).

5.4 Deformations and Monodromy

Definition 5.4.1. By a meridian around an irreducible divisor, we mean the boundary

circle of a small disk transverse to the divisor at a generic point of it, traversed once

positively.

The degenerate cubic 3-fold Fma, has three singular points

{p, ql, q2} = {[0 : 0 :1: 0 : 01,[1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0],[0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1]} (5.4.1)

of types T, = A1 and Tq,, T,2 =A5 , and no other singularities.

Lemma 5.4.2. The family of cubic 3-folds C induces a simultaneous versal deformation

of all singularities of Fmax.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1 in [df VN, it suffices to show that the sum of the Tjurina numbers

of p, qi, q2 is less than 16. But because the singularities of Fmax are quasihomogeneous,

their Tjurina numbers coincide with their Milnor numbers and 1 +5+ 5 < 16 satisfy

the inequality.

Remark 5.4.3. Though we will need this result, we point out that Lemma 5.4.2 is a

particular case of a more general phenomena: the family of cubic 3-folds induces a
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simultaneous versal deformation of all singularities of any cubic 3-fold with only Ak or

D4 singularities. See the proof of Lemma 1.5 in [ J.

As an immediate consequence, there exists an open neighborhood U of F in C

biholomorphic to

U XAi xKA5 X xA5 x C24 (5.4.2)

and under this identification,

A - U C (XA 1 - AA1 ) x (XA 5 - AA5 ) x (XA 5 - AAs) x C24 . (5.4.3)

In particular, a choice of meridians around each irreducible component of the discriminant

determines an isomorphism

ri(U - A) B2 x Bx B6 . (5.4.4)

Lemma 5.4.4. For a sufficiently small 6 > 0, there exists a family of cubic 3-folds

X >, B(0) x V4

{s Is

B6(0) > B6 (0)
(5.4.5)

such that:

1. The central fiber s = 0 is Xo = Fmax.

2. For every s = 0, X, is smooth everywhere except at a single node at p = [0 : 0 : 1:

0: 01.

Proof. The versal deformation space XA, r Spec(C[t1]) = C. We choose any generic
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disc of sufficiently small radius 6 such that

B6(0) c {O} x XA x 'KA x C24 (5.4.6)

We fix an open neighbourhood U as in (5.4.2) and take the inverse image under the

identification as the base of our 1-parameter deformation. 0

Explicitly, we can choose a generic cubic form si in homogeneous coordinates

Xo, X 1 , X3 , X4 and consider the pencil

ft := X2 - qO + [t - si + (1 - t) - so]. (5.4.7)

The cubic 3-fold F := V(ft) has an Ar-singularity at p for every t, and the fiber over

t = 0 is Fm,. By Lemma 5.4.4, it is clear that for a sufficiently small 6 > 0 the family

e = {ft} _+ B,(0) (5.4.8)

is a simultaneous versal deformation of the A5-singularities with a fixed node at p as we

wanted.

Definition 5.4.5. Denote P : B6 (0) -+ Pl for the constant section '(s) = p. Let

' c B6 (0) x BlpIP4 (5.4.9)

denote the family of 3-folds obtained by blowing up the family X along '.

Lemma 5.4.6. The total space of J is smooth.

Proof. Away from the singular points in the central fiber Xo that is obvious. Near p,

the family X is given by the vanishing of a single polynomial

f(Xi, x2 , X 3, t) = (X + X + X ) + (X2 _ 0) = X2 + X2 + X + X 2 (5.4.10)
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where (x1 , x2 , X3, x4 , t) E C4 x C. Consider for example the coordinate patch where

x, 7 0. Then the blowup is described by the coordinate substitution

(x1,X 2 ,X 3 ,x 4 ,t) = (y1 ,y 1y2 ,y 1 Y3 ,Y 1y4 ,t) (5.4.11)

The family is given in these local coordinates by the vanishing of a polynomial

f(yi, y2 , Y 3, y4 , t) y (1 + y2 + y2 + y4) (5.4.12)

and is clearly non-singular. Similarly for the x 2 7 0, x 3 5 0 etc. The versal deformation

space of an A5 -singularity is given by the vanishing of

g(x1 , x2 , X3 , x4 , ti, ... ,t) = (X2 + X2 + X2) + (X6 + tiz + (5.4.13)

and is clearly non-singular (because 89 = 1.) Note that a generic complex line in&t5

'KA C5 through the origin does not lie in the hyperplane t5 = 0. Therefore the local

model of the total space of the smoothing near qi and q2 has no singular points. f

Note that B1,P4 is a closed subvariety of P4 x P3 defined by demanding that a pair

of bihomogeneous coordinates ([Xo : ... : X4 ], [Y1 : . .. Y4]) satisfy

XZY - X3Yz = 0 (5.4.14)

for all 1 < i, j < 4. In turn, we identify P4 x P3 with the Segre variety E4,3 C P1 9 which

is defined as the image of the projective embedding

: P4 x P3 _ p19

([XO : X1 :---:X41, [Y : Y1 :...:Y3) - [XOYO : XOY Xi Y X4Y3,

(5.4.15)

(the XiY are arranged in lexicographical order.) Finally, we embed the entire family
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J c B6(0) x P19 c P1 x P1 9 into a large projective space pN where N = 2-20-1 = 39. We

want to consider the restriction of the Fubini-Study form to J. Near each A5-singularity

of the central fiber, there are local analytic coordinates z3 on pN such that image of J

is defined by the equations

{fA5(ziz2 ,z3,z4) = t , zj = 0 Vj > 5}. (5.4.16)

By the same argument as in the proof of [ Lemma 1.71, there is an isotopy wt of Kdhler

forms on PN, starting with the Fubini-Study form WO = WFS and compactly supported

near each singular point, which yields a form w, which in our analytic coordinates is

exactly the standard form WCN in a small neighbourhood of the singularities. Most

importantly, since the isotopy is through Kdhler forms they are all non-degenerate on

the image of J (because j is complex submanifold of pN) -so we define can restrict w,

to ' and get a symplectic manifold which near (0, qi) and (0, q2 ) looks like the total

space of a Milnor fibration.

Corollary 5.4.7. In a general fiber, there exist vanishing cycles V,.. . ,V' and V', .. .,

and the monodromy is the product of the total monodromy of two A 5-singularities.

Remark 5.4.8. We note that while the p2 is defined over r', the parametrized quantum

Massey product can actually be defined over the cone of curves. To utilize this property,

it would be advantageous to choose minimal Morse functions (or at least ato understand

the differentials explicitly) as we will do late on.

5.5 Remarks on birational models

The goal of this subsection is to make the construction seem a little less ad-hoc by

placing it in a more general context.

Let M4 be the moduli space of genus four curves. Let M 4 denote the Deligne-

Mumford moduli space of semistable curves. This is a proper smooth stack over Spec(Z).
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The boundary divisor J is defined to be the complement of M4 in 3 4 , it consists of

three irreducible components:

u4 \ M4 = 60 U 61 U 62. (5.5.1)

The generic point of 60 corresponds to a curve with a single node whose normalization is

connected. The general point of 6i, i = 1, 2 corresponds to a curve that has a single node

whose normalization consists of two smooth curves with genus i and 4 - i respectively.

Let 'K4 denote the hyperelliptic locus in M4 and Mhn the open substack parameterizing

nonhyperelliptic curves. Let Z be the Petri divisor in Mn, i.e., the locus in Myn

consists of non-hyperelliptic curves whose canonical embedding lies on a singular quadric

surface in P3. We denote the closure of Z in M4 as Z. Note that Z contains the

hyperelliptic locus. We denote the universal genus four curve as 7r : M4,1 -+ M4 and we

set W = wM4 1/ 4 to be the relative dualizing sheaf.

Proof of Proposition 1.5.3. Choose a generic point on 62, and a generic 1-parameter

rational curve in M 4 that passes through it. Pulling back the universal family gives

us a family of genus 4 curves over P1, with only finitely many non-smooth fibers. A

dimension count shows that it does not meet H4 and only meets 2 at finitely many

points. Now we pass to the complex-analytic world via GAGA and take a small disc A

centered at our original nodal curve. If we consider the canonical embedding via the

ample line bundle we/A and denote the bundle of projective spaces as ' P3 x A*

then a global version of the proof of Lemma 5.1.4 gives a quadric bundle T* C F. Since

the entire family C* (including the singular fiber) does not meet the Petri divisor, we

can trivialize

Q* Qx A* (5.5.2)

where Q = P1 x P C P3 . Thus the resulting family C* + A* has all the required

properties. 0

Remark 5.5.1. Note that A* ~ S1, so there are no non-trivial complex vector bundles.
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Since A* is a Stein manifold (like any non-compact Riemann surface), the Oka-Grauert-

Gromov principle tells us the same should be true for holomorphic bundles. Thus the

projective bundle

PA.(R'(7r.)*w,/A.), (5.5.3)

which we called P* is actually holomorphically trivial as well.

There is a well-developed theory of canonical models for singular curves (see [I M] for

a modern account), but the main obstacle to understanding the monodromy < : C -+ C

comes from the fact that the canonical embedding cannot be extended to the central

fiber of e -+ A. Thus we turn to studying alternate compactifications of the moduli of

curves, hoping to replace 62 with another divisor. The Hassett-Keel program outlines a

principle that suggests we look at spaces of the form

Mg(a) :=Proj H0 (M9, n(Kg, + aJ)), (5.5.4)

where 6 is the boundary divisor in M,, K, is the canonical divisor and a E [0, 1] nQ.

One has M 9 (1) = Wt and M9 (0) equal to the canonical model of Mg for g > 0 (see[]

for a survey with many references to the original papers.) The general prediction is that

as a decreases, the various tail loci are replaced by loci of more complicated singularities.

For g = 4, much of this conjectural picture has already been proven (thanks to the works

of: [f , 1, C , ). In particular, we have a detailed description of

M4(') where J2 is replaced by the maximal A5-curve. This model also affords a modular

GIT-interpretation connected to the ball quotient model for cubic 3-folds (introduced in

[A2].) This is the background to the construction in the previous Sections.
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Chapter 6

The toy model: Morse A,,-algebras

This chapter provides summary of Morse theory, both in order to fix notation, and

because Morse theory serves as a "toy model" for many of the paradigm that would

play a pivotal rule in our later constructions. We will mostly follow the treatment in

[A] and [5] (although we change the notations a bit). For more background see: ,

[],[ ,[A1 ,,[f 1(to name just a few of the many classical references).

6.1 Handlebodies and Morse functions

Let X be a manifold of (real) dimension n.

Definition 6.1.1. An n-dimensional k-handle hk is a copy of Dk x Dn-k attached to

the boundary of an n-manifold X along ODk x Dn-k by an embedding D: ODk x D'ngk a

Ox.

There is a canonical way to smooth corners, so we will interpret X UO hk again

as a smooth n-manifold. We will call Dk x {O} the core of the handle, {O} x Dn-k

the cocore, 4 the attaching map, Dk x Dn-k (or its image) the attaching region,

Dk x {} (or its image) the attaching sphere and {O} x D -k the belt sphere.

Note that there is a deformation retraction of X UO hk onto X U (core of hk) (where

the attaching map is the restriction of q to the core), so up to homotopy, attaching
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a k-handle is the same as attaching a k-cell. The number k is called the index of the

handle.

Definition 6.1.2. Let X be a compact n-manifold with boundary 0X decomposed as a

disjoint union oX U +X of two compact submanifolds (either of which may be empty).

If X is oriented, orient a X so that 9X = a+X JJ aX in the boundary orientation.

We will call such (X, CX) a compact pair. A handle decomposition of X (relative

to -X) is an identification of X with a manifold obtained from I x 0_X by attaching

handles, such that YX corresponds to {O} x OX in the obvious way. A manifold X

with a given handle decomposition is called a relative handlebody built on aX, or if

OX = 0 it is called a handlebody.

It is well known that:

" Any handle decomposition of a compact pair (X, CX) as above can be rearranged

(by isotoping attaching maps) so that the handles are attached in order of increasing

index. Handles of the same index can be attached in any order (or simultaneously).

" A (k - 1)-handle hk_1 and a k-handle hk (1 < k < n) can be cancelled, provided

that the attaching sphere of hk intersects the belt sphere of hk_1 transversely at a

single point.

Defirotion 6.1.3. A Morse function f : X -+ R is a smooth function with non-

degenerate critical points. That is, at each critical point p E Crit(f), the Hessian

D2 f|l : TpX x TpX -+ R is a nondegenerate (symmetric) bilinear form. The dimension

of the negative eigenspaces of D2 fIl at p is called the Morse index |pj E N.

The Morse lemma. Given a critical point p of a Morse function f : X -+ R, there

exists an open neighbourhood p E 0(p) C X and a local chart Op : Bn"~lpl x Bf'I -4 (p)

that bring f into the normal form

1 12 + + X2).*f (X1, . .. , Xn) = f (p)+ z + . .X . + xn 1Pi) -(n-,+ +n i) 61
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Every smooth, compact manifold pair (X, (_-X) as above admits a handle decom-

position, he basic idea is that any smooth function f :X -+ [0, 11 with f-1(0) = (_X

and f- 1 (1) = a+X can be perturbed into a Morse function, and then the normal form

Lemma shows that given a Morse function f : X -+ R, the sublevel sets of f provide a

decomposition of X in terms of handle attachments.

Definition 6.1.4. Any handle decomposition on a compact pair (X, _X) determines

a dual handle decomposition on (X, O+X) as follows.

* We glue a collar I x &+X to X, and remove the collar I x _X on which the

handlebody is built.

* Each k-handle Dk x D -k can be interpreted as an (n - k)-handle glued to the

part of X above it (reversing the roles of core and cocore).

We will often say that we flipped the handle decomposition "upside down". In terms of

Morse theory, we are replacing a Morse function f by 1 - f.

The connection between handlebodies and Morse theory would play an important

rule in Section 12, where we will use a variant called embedded Morse theory to construct

a very specific of the 7-dimensional mapping torus. However, for the rest of the paper,

we are mostly interested in studying Morse functions from a dynamical systems point of

view. For that we need to fix an auxiliary choice of Riemannian metric g : TX S TX -+ R

(we will also usually assume that X is closed, or the function satisfies some convexity

condition which ensures that gradient trajectories can not see the boundary). This

enables us to extract topological information about X by studying the flow lines of the

gradient vector field. More precisely, let

T : R x X -+ X , (s, x) i ,(x) (6.1.2)

denote the group of diffeomorphism generated by negative gradient flow equation

d
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Then we can consider the unstable (descending) and stable (ascending) manifolds for

each critical point p E Crit(f):

Wp= x E X r lim T,(x) = p , W,8 = x E X I lrm I,(x) = p. (6.1.4)F L 8. 0 5 -++00 -

These are smooth manifolds of dimension IpI and n - Ipl, respectively; see , Chapter

61. We denote Wu and W,8 for the closure in X.

Definition 6.1.5. The degree of p, denoted deg(p), is n - IpI = dim(W,").

The idea is to use (f, g) to construct a cochain complex that computes H*(X; R).

The complex CM*(f) is freely generated by the critical points, and is equipped with

a differential pL1 that counts intersections of stable and unstable manifolds, as well as

higher operations. But to do this it is better to focus our attention to special Morse

functions that satisfy the following extra two conditions:

Definition 6.1.6. The pair (f, g) is called

(i) Euclidean if for each p E Crit(f ) there exists an open neighbourhood p E U(p) C

X and a local chart O,: B, 1 '' x B ÷ 0(p) such that both f and g are in normal

form:

,. = f(p)+ (x 2+...+x21i,) - (11+1 + ... + x),

#*g = dx 2+ ... dx 02

(ii) Morse-Smale if for every pair of critical points p, q E Crit(f), the unstable and

stable manifolds intersect each other transversally, Wpu rh W,".

This is hardly a restriction at all, because

Theorem 6.1.7. Given any Morse function and metric (f, g), there exist L2-small

perturbations of the metric on annuli around the critical points that yield Morse-Smale

pairs. In particular, given a metric of normal form near the critical points, such a

perturbation yields a Euclidean Morse-Smale pair.
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Theorem 6.1.8. The gradient flow TI, of any Morse-Smale pair (f, g) is topologically

conjugate to the gradient flow T'I of some Euclidean Morse-Smale pair (f', g'). That is,

there exists a homeomorphism h : X -+ X such that h o =T' o h.

6.2 Spaces of gradient trajectories

It will be important for us to isolate the boundary component given by zero length

trajectories from all other boundary components given by broken trajectories. Unfor-

tunantly, there are broken trajectories with endpoints near a critical point arbitrarily

close in the Hausdorff topology to the zero length trajectory at the critical point. In

order to separate those boundary components [ uses the natural blowup construction

of including the length of a trajectory in the Morse trajectory space, thus introducing

a constant trajectory at the critical point for every non-negative length L E [0, +oo),

converging to a broken trajectory with domains [0, oo), (-oo, 0] as L -+ oo (a similar

framework was used in [ to construct gluing maps for Seiberg-Witten Floer theory).

Definition 6.2.1. We introduce the different versions of Morse trajectory spaces

for a general Morse-Smale pair (f, g) on X.

Infinite For two critical points p- # p+, the space of unbroken Morse flow lines is the

space of parametrized gradient flow lines T : R -+ X modulo time shift,

M(p-,p+) =-y R -+ X Iy = -Vf(), lim -y(s) = p }/R (6.2.1)
s-+ oo

~(W;_ n W," )/R ~ Wp_ n W,9, n f l(c). (6.2.2)

Denote the open interval in R whose endpoints are f(p_) and f(p+) as I. The

space of unbroken Morse flow lines is canonically identified with the intersection of

unstable and stable manifold modulo the R-action given by the flows, or their in-

tersection with a level set f 1 (c) for any regular value c E I. In either formulation,

they carry canonical smooth structures, see e.g. ["., Section 2.4.1].
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We will consider the constant trajectories at a critical point as part of a larger

trajectory space below, hence it is our convention to set

M(pp) = < (6.2.3)

for any p E Crit(f ).

Half-infinite For open subsets U-, U+ C X and critical

spaces of half infinite flow lines

M(U, p+) : : [0, oo) -+ X = -Vf(-), 7(0) E

M(p_, U+) := {y: (-oo, 0] -+ X = -Vf(Y), rlim

points p_, p+ E Crit(f ) the

U_ , lim Y(s) = p+} Ws n u_
S-+OO

(6.2.4)

-y(s) = p-, y(O) E U+} ~ Wf_ n U+

(6.2.5)

Finite Let U, U+ be open subsets of X. The space of finite unbroken flow lines,

M(U-, U+) {'y: [0, L] -÷ X jL E [0, oo), ' -Vf(y), 7(0) E U_, -y(L) E U+}

(6.2.6)

~ ULcIO,OOU- nIJ(U+) = ([0, oo) x u-) n 1-'(U+) (6.2.7)

is identified with an open subset of M(X, X) C [0, oo) x X since the flow map T

is continuous. Hence it naturally is a smooth manifold with boundary given by

constant flow lines.

From the smooth spaces of unbroken flow lines we obtain topological spaces of broken

flow lines as follows: To unify notation we denote by U c X a set that is either open

U+ = U or a set consisting of a single critical point U = p .

Definition 6.2.2. For two such subsets U c X (of same or different type) we define
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the set of k-fold broken flow lines (also called the k-stratum) by

M(U-, U+)k U M(U-,p) x M(p1,p2 )... x M(pkU.), (6.2.8)
(P1- .Pkr) C~ritseq(f U,It,+)

Here and throughout we use the notation of critical point sequences between U

k E No, Pi, .-. ),Pk E Crit(f)
Critseq(f,u_,U+j ) {(P17 ... Pk) -

M(U_, Pi), ]V(Pi, P2) .. ,M(Pk, U+) 7 0

To simplify notation we identify p E Critseq(f, U-, U+) with the tuple p = (U-,pi, . .. ,pU+),

and denote po := U_, Pk+1 := U+. Critical point sequences form a finite set since they

have to decrease in function value. For k = 0 we only have the empty critical point

sequence and hence M(U-, U+)o = M(U_, U+). Now,

Definition 6.2.3. The Morse trajectory space is the space of all generalized tra-

jectories,

M(U-,U+):= UkENoM(U--,+)k-

In the following we denote broken flow lines by y = (70, Y1 . . . , k) E M(U-, U+)k

and also write y = -y E M(U-, U+)o for the unbroken flow lines. Note here that, by

slight abuse of notation, we write -yj instead of [-yi] for the unparametrized flow lines in

M(pi,pi+ 1 ). If U- resp. U+ is a critical point, then -yo resp. 7k is an unparametrized

flow line as well, otherwise it is defined on a half interval and hence parametrized.

With this notation we can make the following definitions.

Definition 6.2.4. We define the evaluation at endpoints maps

ev_ : M(Xp+) X,

ev+ : M(p-, X) X, (6.2.9)

ev- x ev+ : M(X, X) -+ X x X,
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by ev (yo, .. . , y) = -yo(0) for any k E No, by ev+(70, .... , Yk) = Yk(0) for k > 1, and by

ev+(70 : [0, L] -+ X) = -yo(L) for a single trajectory k = 0.

Let

HcX (6.2.10)

be a submanifold of codimension 1 whose closure is transverse to Vf (i.e., Vf is

nowhere tangent to H), and such that XFR+ (H) n H = 0, where R+ = (0, oo). Then

IR_ (H), XFR, (H) are open subsets in X. A particular example of this are level sets

H = f-(c), c is a regular value for f.

Definition 6.2.5. Given such an H, we can define the evaluation maps at a local

slices to the flow

evH M(U-, U+; XFR_ (H), X (H)) -+ H, -y '-+ im-y n H.

for all trajectories that intersect H but do not end there.

Next, we define a metric on the Morse trajectory spaces

dV(y, _y'):= dHausdorff(im'mY) + f(-) - t(7) 1

by the Hausdorff distance and the renormalized length

f: M(U_,U+) -+ [0, 1],
;7= (-y: [0,L] -*X),

; otherwise.

Here the image of a generalized trajectory -/ = (0, ... , 7k) is the union of the images in

X of all constituting flow lines (which is independent of the parametrization),

imy := iMyo U ... U iny C X.

The closure im-y contains in addition the critical points lim8 s,, ,Y_1 = lim-_j 7j for
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j = 1 ... k as well as i 'yo resp. lim,_, 0 -yk in case U_ resp. U+ is a single critical

point, and hence im-y is a compact subset of X. We use closures since the Hausdorff

distance

dHausdorf(V, W) = max{sup inf dx(v, w), sup inf dx(w, v)},
vEV wEW wEW VEV

is a metric on the set of non-empty compact subsets of X.

Lemma 6.2.6. The evaluation maps (6.2.9) and (6.2.11) are continuous with respect

to the Hausdorff distance. When restricted to the subsets of unbroken trajectories

M(p-,p+), M(Xp+), M(p_,X), resp. M(X,X), the evaluation maps are smooth. In

fact, eVH :M(p-,p+) D dom(evH) -+ H, ev- : M(X,p+) -+ X, ev+ : M(p_,X) -+ X,

and ev_ x ev+ : M(X, X)* -+ X x X are embeddings, where M(X, X)* denotes the

nonconstant trajectories.

Proof. See page 14 in [1.

Lemma 6.2.7. The identifications of the spaces of unbroken flow lines as above

m(p_, p+) ~Wpu n Wp-s n f -1(c),

M (X p +)~WPS ,M (P_, X)~ -W ,

M(X, X) [0, oo) x X,

are homeomorphisms with respect to the metric dV.

Proof. This follows from the continuity of the flow in one direction and from the

continuity of the evaluation maps in the other (as well as the continuity of the length

conversion L i L in the finite case).
1+L

Remark 6.2.8. Even though they induce the same topology, on M(p-,p+), M(X,p+),

and M(p_, X) the Hausdorff distance dV is not equivalent to the distance on W' nWA8 'n

f 1 (c) resp. Wp, resp. Wp. A counterexample for M(S', p+) is a Morse function with

one maximum and one minimum at p+. Then consider Morse trajectories starting near

the maximum. These initial points can be arbitrarily close, but if they lie on different sides
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of the maximum then the associated Morse trajectories have large Hausdorff distance.

Similarly, on M(X, X) the distance dV(-y: [0, L] -+ X, y' : [0, L'] -+ X) is not equivalent

to the distance dx(-y (0), 7'(0)) + IL - L'I on [0, oo) x X (but they still generate the same

topology).

The Morse trajectory spaces for open sets U C X are open subsets M(U_,p+) =

ev-i(U-), M(p_, U+) = evi'(U+), M(U_, U+) = ev 1(U_) n evi-(U+) of the Morse

trajectory spaces for U = X. So from now on we can restrict our discussion to the

Morse trajectory spaces M(U_, U+) for U = X or U p E crit(f).

The following is Theorem 2.3 in

Theorem 6.2.9. Let (f, g) be a Morse-Smale pair and let U__ U+ denote X or a critical

point Crit(f). Then:

1. The moduli space

is a compact, separable metric space and can be equipped with the structure of a

smooth manifold with corners. Its k-stratum is W(UN, U+)k, with one additional

1-stratum {0} x X given by the length 0 trajectories in case U- = U+ = X.

2. If the pair (f, g) is Euclidean, the smooth structure on each M(U-, U+) will be

naturally given by the flow time and evaluation maps at ends (6.2.9) and regular

level sets, as detailed in [W , Section 4.31.

This "folk theorem" can be deduced from much stronger constructions of global

charts for Euclidean Morse-Smale pairs. See [W, Theorem 2.6 and 2.71 and the proof

thereof.
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6.3 The Morse-Smale-Witten complex

Assume that we have fixed a Morse-Smale pair (f, g) on X.

Definition 6.3.1. The orientation line at p E crit(f ) is the abelian group generated by

the two orientations of W,*, with the relation that the two opposite orientations satisfy

[Q] + [-Q,] = 0. (6.3.1)

We denote this group by \oPj.

Note that if pi, po are two critical points such that deg(pi) = deg(po) + 1, then

M(pi, po) is zero dimensional. Counting rigid morse trajectories with sign induces a

canonical map (the precise definition of which is given in Appendix B) on the orientation

lines, denoted

1t: |op,| -+ |O1Pj. (6.3.2)

Definition 6.3.2. Given a Euclidean Morse-Smale pair (f, g), we define the Morse

complex as

CM'(f, g) := OPI, (6.3.3)
deg(p)=i

The differential is defined to be the sum of p-terms multiplied by a global sign:

P1 (I op1) = E (1)n (I op). (6.3.4)
deg(po)=deg(p1)+1

Lemma 6.3.3. pio pi = 0.

Proof. The signed count of boundary points in a one dimensional compact 1-manifold

is zero.

Hence, the cohomology

HAI''(f, g) = H*(CMA(f, g), pl) (6.3.5)
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is well-defined as the quotient of the module of Morse-cycles

ZMk yfg) = a = Zai - IopmJ It(a) = 0}. (6.3.6)

by the boundaries

BMkfg) - ). (6.3.7)

By virture of Conley's continuation principle, we have the following invariance result.

Theorem 6.3.4. Let (fo, go) and (fi, gi) be two Morse-Smale pairs on X. Then there

exists a canonical homomorphism

,o : H*(fo, go) -+ H*(fi, gi) (6.3.8)

such that if (f2, 92) is another Morse-Smale pair, then

(D12 0 1 = %2, 1oo = id, (6.3.9)

In particular, every such homomorphism is in fact an isomorphism.

Let us recall the construction of <bol from [ J. Given the Morse-Smale pairs (fo, go)

and (fi, g1), we choose an asymptotically constant homotopy over the real line, denoted

(f,, 9s),SEi. This gives rise to the trajectory spaces which consist of parametrized flow

lines -y satisfying

= -Vs8 f8 (y) (6.3.10)

with suitable asymptotics

lim -Y(t) = po,
t ++00 (6.3.11)
lim -y(t) = p1 .t-+-OO

For a generic choice of the homotopy, these spaces are finite dimensional manifolds of
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dimension

deg(po) - deg(pl) (6.3.12)

and compact in dimension zero. As in the definition of the boundary operator, we define

401 : CM*(fo, go) -+ CM*(fi, g1) (6.3.13)

by counting solutions with the apropriate signs. Moreover, it is shown in [2 that on the

level of cohomology, the homomorphism 401 is independent of the choice of homotopy

(U, g.

6.4 Differentiable correspondences

One reason that Am-algebras are interesting is because they arise naturally in geometry

when one looks at the combinatorics of the codimension one boundary of many classical

moduli spaces. The connection between geometry and algebra is mediated via the theory

of operads.

To formalize this, Fukaya introduced the following definition in J: consider a

diagram of smooth maps

(k+1

roI
Mk 72 X (6.4.1)

where X is a closed oriented manifold and Mk+1 is a compact oriented manifold with

boundary and corners (thought of as a moduli space of some geometric objects with

evaluation maps to the manifold and a structure map to Ok+1, which is some version of

the topological A,-operad.) We assume

dim(Xk+l) = dim(X) + dim(Ok+l) = dim(X) + k - 2. (6.4.2)
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Then one can define a multilinear linear operation on C*(X) via the following push-pull

construction. Let fi.: P -> X be "chains" of dimension dim(X) - di. We consider the

fiber product

(Mk+1) ri x X A (P 1 x ... x Pk) (6.4.3)

Assuming transversality can be achieved, (6.4.3) is a smooth manifold with boundary

and corners. 7 2 = evo Mk+1 -+ X induces a smooth map evo from (6.4.3). Let

A (P1 x ... x Pk) = (evo) * ((Vk+1) 71x Xfi>.. f, (P1 x ... x Pk)) (6.4.4)

This is a chain of dimension

dim(X) + k - 2 + Z(dim(X) - di) - k dim(X) = dim(X) - (di - (k - 2)) (6.4.5)

Using Poincar6 duality, we identify chains of dimension dim(X) - d on X with cochains

of degree d. Then (6.4.4) induces a map of degree k - 2 on cochains. This is (after

degree shift) a map with required degree.

Provided some natural compatibility conditions are met (see [V , Definition 4] for

the precise formulation), we say that the diagram is a A,-differentiable correspondence

or just an A,-correspondence for short, and

Theorem 6.4.1 (4 in [1'3]). If there is an A,-correspondence on X then there exists a

cochain complex C*(X; Z) whose homology group is H*(X; Z) and such that C*(X; Z)

has a structure of Ax,-algebra (see 3.2 for the algebraic definition.)

The precise choice of chain complex is actually quite important here. In general,

chain level intersection theory is still rather mysterious, but for Morse cochains it is

immediate: we simply replace f with -f, which has the effect of reversing the direction

of the gradient flow. Thus, the Poincar6 dual of an unstable manifold is the stable

manifold and vice verse. It will also be analytically simpler to construct the manifolds
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(6.4.3) directly, where the "chains" enter as asympototic conditions (and correspond to

critical points in the Morse complex.)

Finally, we remark that in a similar fashion, there are (more complicated) "cor-

respondences between A,-correspondences" that define A,-homomorphism and A,,-

homotopies. See Definition 8, 11 and Theorems 6, 10 respectively in ['4 for details.

6.5 Metric trees

Building upon our initial success with the differential, we want to look at higher op-

erations on the Morse complex defined by Am-correspondences. The first step to find

a relevent incarnation of the chain operad of the Tamari-Stasheff polytope (in the

notation of the previous subsection, this is the same as chains on Ok+1.) For Morse

theory, this is the space of metric ribbon trees. This sequence of finite CW-complexes

was constructed by Boardman-Vogt ([ 1] [!L21) as a special case of a more general

procedure called the W-construction. This construction comes equipped with a natural

cubical decomposition, which would be useful to us later on.

Let d > 2.

Definition 6.5.1. The d-th Stasheff moduli space, 7d, is the moduli space of all

metrics on ribbon trees with d + 1 external vertices all of which have infinite type.

The topology of T d is such that the operation of contracting the length of an internal

edge connecting two vertices is continuous. We identify a tree T E 7d with an edge

e = (v-, v+) of length zero with the tree obtained by collapsing e and merging the two

vertices together. In [i 1, Stasheff showed that cd is homeomorphic to Rd 2 (see also

Fukaya and Oh in [ J).
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Definition 6.5.2. We denote the universal family over Td by

Ud -+Td. (6.5.1)

Definition 6.5.3. There is natural compactification 7d c Td, called the Stasheff

polyhedron, which is simply obtained by adding singular Stasheff trees: stable

singular ribbon trees with d + 1 external vertices (again have infinite type). The induced

partial compactification of the universal family is denoted

Ud -+ Td. (6.5.2)

The topology is such that a sequence of trees with fixed topology having an edge

whose length becomes unbounded converges to a singular tree with a bivalent vertex

precisely at that edge. The partial composition operations on trees are continuous and

yield collections of maps

oj : TdX X 2 -+ (6.5.3)

whose image exactly covers the boundary of Wd.

Let (T, gT) be a singular metric ribbon tree. Note that every flag f = (v, e) E Flag(T)

determine a unique orientation and length preserving map

e -+ R (6.5.4)

taking v to the origin and e to the appropriate segment on either side of the origin.

Definition 6.5.4. Let T = (T, gr) be a singular Stasheff tree. The combinatorical

type TT is the singular ribbon tree obtained by forgetting the metric, but keeping track

of:

. The set of edges of combinatorially zero length.
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* The set of edges of combinatorially infinite length.

The set of edges which are not of combinatorially zero or infinite length are called edges

of combinatorially finite length. We denote these three subsets of edges as

Edge(T), Edge (T), Edge inite (T). (6.5.5)

respectively. We define the combinatorial type of a singular Stasheff forest T (which

is just a disjoint union of trees) as the disjoint union of the combinatorical types of its

connected components.

For later, we note that the operations we described previously can be also be seen in

terms of morphism on the combinatorical types.

Definition 6.5.5. A morphism f : TT' -+ TT of combinatorical types is a graph

morphism which is surjective on the set of vertices Vert(TTI) -+ Vert(TT) obtained by

combining the following elementary procedures:

1. Cutting at a bivalent vertex. If there exists a bivalent vertex v and two adjacent

edges e- = (v-, v),e+ = (v, v+), necessarily of combinatorially infinite length, we

may remove the vertex v, and introduce two new external vertices instead. The

resulting graph is disconnected, and we denote the connected component that

contains e- (respectively e+) as TT- (resp. TT+). The disjoint union of both of

them is the forest TT. The inverse operation (combining two trees by feeding the

output of one with the j-th input of the other) is called grafting.

2. Making an edge length finite. In the case we have an edge e = (v, v+) which

is either in Edge (T) or Edge (T). The map f is a bijection of vertices and edges

and just changes the combinatorical type of the edge to Edgefinite (T).

Operation (2) can be used to give a partial order on combinatorical types and obtain

a corresponding stratification of Td. In fact, the space TId has two nice stratification.
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The other one is called the cubical cell decomposition. The cells

7[T -+ To] (6.5.6)

are defined in the following way: consider all the surjective maps of ribbon trees

T -+ T*O, where both T and T are ribbon trees with d inputs, and such that the

inverse image of every vertex is a connected tree. The stratum 7[T -+ T'] determined

by such a map consists of metrics on such trees T whose finite edges are those collapsed

in T'. In particular, the set of infinite edges in such a stratum is fixed,,so the structure

of a metric tree is determined by the lengths of the remaining edges and we have a

canonical isomorphism

7[T -÷ Too] - (0, +00)Edge(T)-Edge(T), (6.5.7)

which is just a product of copies of (0, +oo) indexed by edges e E Edge(T) that get

collapsed by T -+ T'. The closure of each cell is simply obtained by allowing edges to

reach length 0 or oo, so:

'[T o T*] - [0, +OO1Edge(T)-Edge(T*) (6.5.8)

and the cell structure on -[T - T* ] induced from its inclusion in 'Td is compatible

with the natural cell structure on [0, +oo]Edge(T)-Edge(T ). Note that uncompactified

moduli space Td itself can be described in this manner as T[T -+ TJ], with T' taken

to be the corella (see 6,1).

Let us once and for all fix a smooth structure on [0, +oo using the gluing profile

e6 : [0, +ao] + [0, 1]. (6.5.9)

This gives the closure of every cell '[T -+ T*] the structure of a smooth manifold
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Y TY

(a) 'T3  (b) T4

Figure 6-1: Cubical decomposition of the nioduli of Staslieff trees.

with corners. The result of this entire discussion can be summarized as

Proposition 6.5.6. The Stasheff polyhedron T d has the structure of a compact manifold

with boundary and corners, whose interior is homeomorphic to R d- 2 and whose boundary

can be described by the fiber product

OTdB U U 'YdO Oi o d2.

d1+d 2 =d+1 1<j<di

Moreover, 'd is naturally stratified by smooth manifolds 'T[T ], whose closure T[T ]

are smooth manifold with corners homeomorphic to a closed cube. E

6.6 Perturbation scheme for gradient trees

Building on our initial success with the differential, we want to look at higher operations

on the Morse complex defined by Ac-correspondences.

Let (T, 9T) be a Stasheff tree. Every e E Edge(T) is isometric to a segment in R.

Denote te for the induced coordinate.

Definition 6.6.1. A gradient tree is a continuous map 4 : T -+ X whose restriction

to every edge is a smooth map e - X which solves the equation

d'e,(dte) = -Vgf. (6.6.1)
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However, even as we try and define the cup product, we immediately stumble onto

the first roadblock: given three critical points P = (pO, Pi,P2), the po component of

A2 (P2, Pi) should count triple intersections between the stable manifold of po, and the

unstable manifolds of pi and P2. Unfortunately, this space is necessarily empty unless

Pi = P2! (in which case the intersection is not transverse ... )

This demonstrates the basic difficulty in constructing A,,-operations via Theorem

6.4.1: we must take our original moduli spaces of Morse trees Mk+1 and replace them a

regularized space Vk+, which is a manifold with boundary and corners (or at least a

nice stratified space like a manifold with ends). Usually this involves writing down a

Fredholm problem, constructing a universal moduli space and applying Sard-Smale.

Remark 6.6.2. For pearl tree maps, this is the content of Sections 10 and 11.

In the Morse theory case, it turns out we can "cheat" and use topological conjugacy

to obtain a smooth structure on the trajectory spaces. In order to make fiber products

transverse, we observe that the space above that defines the cup product admits

a description as the moduli space of maps T -+ X from the unique trivalent tree

(T, gr) E 72 with three infinite external edges eo, e1 , e 2 , which converge at the respective

ends to the critical points po, pi and P2, and which solve on each edge the negative

gradient flow equation (6.6.1). So the most natural way to achieve transversality is to

perturb this moduli space by modifying the differential equation obeyed on each edge as

we approach the intersection point.

Definition 6.6.3. A choice of gradient flow perturbation data on (T, gT) assigns

to every e E Edge(T) a smooth family of vector fields

Y : e - C'(T X) (6.6.2)

which vanish away from a bounded subset.

Definition 6.6.4. Given such a choice, a perturbed gradient tree is a continuous
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map V : T -+ X whose restriction to every edge is a smooth map be e -+ X which

solves the equation

doe(it) = -Vsf + Ye. (6.6.3)

If pf (po, pi, . ,Pd) is a sequence of critical points of f, we define

r(pf) (6.6.4)

as the set of isomorphism classes of perturbed gradient trees such that the image of the

k-th incoming leaf is Pk, and the image of the unique outgoing leaf is po. Similarly, the

cubical cell T[T T* |(j) has an obvious meaning. It is easy to see that the grafting

operation on Stasheff trees (see A.2.11) extends to trees with Morse labels. Thus, this

moduli space admits a regularization J(p) obtained by adding all singular perturbed

gradient trees.

Lemma 6.6.5. r(p) is a compact, metrizable space. L

Note that this is particular implies that T[T r - T"](p) is a compact, metrizable

space as well.

Remark 6.6.6. In the original j * Fukaya's used multiple Morse functions to define

a structure of an A.. pre-category (a similar approach was taken by Betz, Cohen and

Norbury in a series of papers 1 _?, 1 J, [C :j,; as well as the more recent { , I I.)

However, to turn (CM*, p') into a full-fledged A,,-algebra, we have to organize these

perturbations into a coherent datum, in the spirit of Seidel's construction for Lagrangian

Floer theory in [ 1A. and closely following the discussion in [ A31 and [A. 1, keeping our

notation as similar as possible.

Let d > 1, and assume we have been given a choice of perturbation data for

every element in cd. We fix a ribbon tree T with d + 1 external edges and a flag

f = (v, e) E Flag(T). Note that every choice of metric gr determine a unique orientation

and length preserving map

e -+ R (6.6.5)
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taking v to the origin and e to the appropriate segment on either side of the origin. In

particuler, given a cubical cell T[T -+ T ], the flag f determines a polyhedral subset in

[0, + O]Edge(T)-Edge(T *) x R (6.6.6)

whose fibre is the image of the segment e under (6.6.5).

Definition 6.6.7. We say that the choice of perturbation data is smooth, if given a

flag f = (e, v) E Flag(T), and a cubical cell [T -+ T'], the choice of perturbation data

for the edge e extends to a smooth map

[0, +00Edge(T)-Edge(T ) x R -+ C' (TX). (6.6.7)

A priori, each edge in a singular ribbon tree is equipped with at least two perturbation

data: one comes from the singular tree, the other from the (smooth) tree wherein the

edge lies. Compatibility with the gluing is the requirement that these two perturbation

data agree. This is essential: in order to construct an Aco-correspondence, one of the

conditions (the Maurer-Cartan axiom) is that the first boundary stratum (excluding the

higher corner strata) is the fiber product of the interior of lower dimensional moduli

spaces

M'_i xev M'v . (6.6.8)

If we choose the perturbations haphazardly, this clearly would not hold anymore - so

we must be careful to make all of our choices coherent, which usually mean pulling

back a universal choice from an abstract moduli space (i.e., in the notations of equation

(6.4.1), the choices should be parametrized by Ok+1. In the Morse theory case this is

the k-th moduli space of Stasheff trees, and in the case of pearl trees, this is the moduli

space of pearl trees we construct in the begining of Section 10.)

Definition 6.6.8. A universal consistent perturbation datum for trees is a

choice of a smooth family of perturbation data for every element of every Stasheff
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moduli space, which is compatible with the gluing maps and invariant under the auto-

morphisms of each tree.

Note that the condition of invariance implies that the perturbation datum van-

ishes whenever there is only one input (because the R-translation symmetry forces

a non-vanishing perturbation datum to have non-compact support, contradicting the

boundedness requirement of Definition 6.6.3.

Lemma 6.6.9 (7.2 in [1). Every smooth and consistent choice of perturbation data

on the union of the Stasheff moduli spaces

(6.6.9)
d'<d

with the k-skeleton of Wd extends smoothly and consistently to the k + 1 skeleton of T d.

Moreover, the restriction map from the space of all perturbation data to the space of

perturbation data for a given singular Stasheff tree (T, gTr) is surjective. L

Every maximal cell in 7(p) determined by a combinatorial type T = [T -+ T'] has

a fiber product description.

Definition 6.6.10. We define the edge space to be the product of Morse trajectory

spaces over all edges of T of the moduli spaces of gradient trajectories:

EdgecTrs = X Me(...,...
eEEdge(T)

Me(..., ... ) =

J 4mor(pv, X ),I Mor (X, Pv+),

mrseM(X, X),

if v_ is a leaf

if v+ is the root,

if both vertices are internal.
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There is an evaluation map, denoted

eve: 2e(. )- X X (6.6.12)

where

{p,_ } x ev, if v- is a leaf,

eve ev x {Pv+}, if v+ is the root, (6.6.13)

ev_ x ev+, if both vertices are internal .

The product of all evaluation maps is called the Morse pseudo-cycle with boundary.

Definition 6.6.11. We define the Flag space to be the product

Flag7= X Xf (6.6.14)
fEFlag(T)

over all flags f = (v, e) of copies of the total space, i.e., X1 = X; The vertex space the

be the product

Verty = X X,. (6.6.15)
vevert(T)

with A Verty -+ Flag., being the obvious product of diagonal inclusion maps.

For every combinatorial type T, asymptotics p, the space 'TT(p) is given by the

following fiber product diagram

Vert(T)

evT
E-dge (, > Flag(T,p (6.6.16)

Since perturbing of the gradient flow equation on a bounded subset of an edge integrates

to an essentially arbitrary diffeomorphism (see Lemma 7.3 in [A,} and the discussion

preceding Definition 2.6 there), it is clear that
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Lemma 6.6.12 (7.4 in [ ). All moduli spaces 7(f) are manifolds of the expected

dimension for a generic choice of universal perturbation data. G

Let P= (Pd, ... ,po) be an ordered tuple of critical points, pi E Crit(f). We define

their virtual dimension to be

d

vir. dim(p) := d - 2 + deg(pi) - deg(po). (6.6.17)
i=1

Corollary 6.6.13. Given a generic choice of universal perturbation data, if the virtual

dimension of P is zero, then 7(p) has a finite number of points. If vir. dim(p) = 1, it is

a one-manifold with ends.

From now on, assume we have a fixed such a choice of perturbation data for trees.

Note that if the virtual dimension of ' is zero, the fiber product description of T(p)

determines an isomorphism

A(T(p)) 0 A(Xd+l) A(X) 0 A(Td) 0 A(Ws(po)) 0 A(Wu(ffin)) (6.6.18)

by (B.1.2) in Appendix B, where W,(in) is the product of the descending manifolds,

of the critical points pin = (Pd,... , P1). Whenever 0 is a rigid tree in T(p), the above

isomorphism and Equation (B.2.4) give a natural map

p i: Op .d.. Op -+ oP.. (6.6.19)

Definition 6.6.14. We define the d-th Morse higher product

d = Ad : CM'(f, g) 0 ... CM*(f, g) -+ CM*(f, g)[2 - d] (6.6.20)

to be a sum over the induced maps jpO on orientation bundles

[Pd] 0 ... 0 [P1 1-+ (-1)(+1)dim(po)+t(pj),([pd] 0 ... [P11) (6.6.21)
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where the sign is given by:
d

t(P) = Z kpk (6.6.22)
k=1

Proposition 6.6.15 (2.15 in [ ]). The operations p satisfy the axioms of an A,-

algebra.

Note that uniqueness follows from existence: given two choices (fo, go) and (fi, gi)of

Morse-Smale pairs on X, along with perturbation data for gradient trees Xo and X1

respectively, we equip the interval [0, 1] with a metric gstd = dt2 coming from the

standard inclusion in R, and a Morse function fstd that has two degree zero critical

points at t = 0 and t = 1 and a unique degree one critical point at t = 1/2. Consider a

1-parameter family (ft, gt) interpolating between our two choices. Then we can construct

a new Morse-Smale pair (F, G) by

flo,l](t, x) := f td(t) + ft(x) (6.6.23)

and g[o,1 IIty y = gt7 p2fo,1] = dt2 where P2 : X x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] is the projection onto

the second factor. It is clear that we can extend our perturbation data for gradient trees

to a new choice X in such a way that it coincides with the previous choices for t = 0 and

t = 1. Then (f4o, 1], 9[0,1], Z[o,11) give rise to an A,-structure on CM*(f[o,1, g[0,1]) which

comes with quasi-isomorphism from the given Aoo-structures defined by (fi, gi, Xi) for

i = 1, 2 (by embedding them from the t = i boundary.) This can be thought of as a

chain-level version of the continuation method from Theorem 6.3.4.

Remark 6.6.16. This is essentially the same as the explicit [0, 1] x C' model (See

Section 4.2 in [F1 O 11) given by Fukaya in [ I.O2, p. 8].

As a result of this construction, we see that

Corollary 6.6.17. The Morse A,-algebra is independent of all choices up to an A,-

quasi-isomorphism.
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Note that the same interpolation trick also applies to prove that in the case of a

mapping torus X = MO, the Morse A,-algebra depends only on the isotopy class of <0.

Remark 6.6.18. The method we used does not require a geometric model for an A,-

homomorphism. However, it is by no means the only way to prove Corollary 6.6.17.

One possible approach is to introduce quilted metric trees (or mangroves): these are

planar metric trees with a subset of colored vertices such that every simple path from the

root to a leaf meets precisely one colored vertex, which also satisfy a certain balancing

condition (see the original [ and II for a detailed summary.) We can define

multilinear operations which count solutions to perturbed gradient equations based on

families of quilted metric pearl. The moduli space of such trees is a model for the for the

multiplihedron, so the result should satisfy the Ax-homomorphism equation. This is the

approach to invariance taken in [ ].
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Chapter 7

Computation (I): the Johnson

homomorphism

In this chapter, we will compute some of the higher operations /A of Morse A,,-algebra

on the mapping torus of surface.

A few preliminary remarks: this computation happens completely in the surface

(mapping torus), which we think of as an abstract curve, i.e., we ignore the embedding

in P'. To emphasize this, we choose to denote E for the genus 4 surface. The purpose

of this section is to serve as an illustration of the connection to r2 , as well as a basis for

our computation of the main term in the quantum Massey product in Section 12. The

construction proceeds by cutting the surface to pieces and looking at a few standard

models: the circle, the annulus, the genus 2 surface with one boundary component, and

then gluing this local models together.
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7.1 The circle

Consider the circle S = S' is parametrized as

S = eM s E [0, 2]}. (7.1.1)

We consider a minimal Morse function fS : S -+ R with a degree zero critical point

at s = 0, and a degree one critical point at s = 1, and the standard metric gs = ds2

Denote them 1, t, respectively. We also fix a choice of a universal perturbation datum

for trees.

7.2 The annulus

Consider the annulus A of positive area 2e > 0. Fix a constant 0 < 3, < -. Let us give

the annulus radial coordinate r E [-f, e] and angle coordinate 0 and choose a smooth,

monotone function k : R - R with even derivative such that

k(r) = 0 <-> r < -(

k(r) = 1 <-> r ;> 3e.

Definition 7.2.1. The map

T: (r,6) 0 (r,9+ k(r))

is called a Model Dehn twist around the core curve. See Figure 7-1 for an illustration.

Lemma 7.2.2. Any two model Dehn twists are isotopic. E

This justifies talking about "the Dehn twist", which is the mapping class -r = [T].

Remark 7.2.3. We are being a bit cavalier here by blurring the distinction between

the ordinary mapping class group and the symplectic mapping class group, especially
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Figure 7-1: The effect of the model Dehn twist on the annulus

considering the fact that surfaces are not simply connected - thus the later should be

equipped with the Hamiltonian topology. However one can check that this poses no

additional difficulties and the standard 'results of mapping class group theory still hold in

this setting, See [A 1, Appendix B] and [I" \ll.

Let AT be the mapping torus of the Delin twist. Let fA(r) be any smooth, positive,

strictly monotone function in the radial coordinate. Then,

Lemma 7.2.4. The pair

(f AT (tr)gAT) (fS(t) + f.A(r ), (dO + tk(r)dr)2 + dr 2 + dt2 ) (7.2.2)

is Morse-Smale pair on AT.

Proof. The Morse function is well defined on the cylinder S' x A, and manifestly

invariant under the monodromy, so it descends to the mapping torus. As for the metric,

note that if we pullback by the monodrony,

([dO + k(r )dr] + (t - 1)k(r)dr)2 + dr2 + dt2 = d(O + tk(r)dr ) 2 + dr2 + dt2. (7.2.3)

1-
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7.3 General remarks

Let E be any closed surface of genus g. There is a standard presentation of the surface

which comes from gluing the edges of a 4g-gon in the way prescribed by the labeling

(aibia-b-1) - (a2b2a b-1) ... . (agbgag-1 b- 1) = [ai, bi] - [a2 , b2] ... [ag, b,] (7.3.1)

of the sides starting from a vertex and labeling in the clockwise direction. We fix a

point m+ in its interior and denote the vertex m. Now we can find two 2g-tuples of

"standard" pairwise disjoint arcs, (61, ... , (2g) and (r/1 , ... , r72g) such that (i intersects r/-

if only if i = j, in which case the intersection is transverse at one point. The curves

((2i-1, (2i) coincide with the edges labelled (ai, bi) and the curves (r72i-1, 772i) connect the

midpoints of ((2i-1, (2i) radially to m+, see Figure 7-2 for an illustration in the genus

g = 2 case.

77

Figure 7-2: Standard Morse-Smale diagram

We define a standard Morse-Smale pair (fE, gJ) to be a minimal Morse function with

m+ being the unique critical point of degree 0; m- the unique critical point of degree 2;

and g pairs of critical points {ai, bi} of degree 1 with separatrix (which is a 1-manifold

diffeomorphic to the circle that can be obtained by smoothing the compactified ascending

manifold) {(, ri}.

Remark 7.3.1. Conversely, given a minimal Morse function and a metric, cutting

along the separatrix of the critical points of index 1 gives a presentation of this form.
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We begin with a few simple observations.

" Let 2 < k < oo be an integer. Lemma 6.6.9 implies that if we manage to

choose a perturbation datum that defines an Ak-structure (that means smooth,

consistent and coherent) we can always extend the choice to an A,,-structure

without modifying our previous choices.

" If we choose a small disc around m and remove it, the resulting Morse-Smale pair

on the surface with one boundary component E is boundary-convex, so we can

assume that all gradient trees that start from a critical point of degree > 0 do not

meet the regular level set f- 1 (c) where c = m+ - e for some e > 0 small. Note

E retracts onto the union of the 1-skeleton. Moreover, it is possible to define a

choice of perturbation datum for trees that defines an Ak-structure where each

time-dependent vector field is taken to have support in any open subset which

contains the union of the separatrix, small discs around the critical 1-points, and

a small disc around m_ (from now on, we refer to such small discs as caps and

always assume that they are contained in a local Morse chart around the critical

points.)

" Given any choice of smooth, coherent perturbation datum for trees on Ue<k 7,

the recursive choice of time-dependent vector fields needed to make to make it

regular is a "small choice" (in the sense that their C2-norm can be taken to be

arbitrary small).

Let us introduce some convenient terminology.

Definition 7.3.2. Given a critical point p E Crit(f) with a choice of cap p E D C E,

we define a point-pushing map T, to be the time-1 map obtained by integrating a

time-dependent vector field Xt, compactly supported in D, and such that (in the local
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Morse chart on the cap):

supp(Xt) C BE/2(0),

'I'(BE/ 2 (0)) C BE(O) (7.3.2)

X1(O) # 0.

for some fixed e > 0 and 0 < t < 1.

Definition 7.3.3. Given a simple closed curve y C E, we define a small pushoff 4

in the following way: we make a choice of tubular neighbourhood TY C E. Then <b1 is

the isotopy obtained by integrating a time-dependent vector field,

a
Xt,,,2 := p(t, s, x) - -

p(t, s, x) 0 if Ix| > e/2, (7.3.3)

p(t, s, x) 0 if x = 0,

Here e is some fixed, sufficiently small positive number and we require that (I takes

the disc bundle of radius e/2 into the disc bundle of radius f and 1i,(-y) n - = 0. The

coordinates in equation (7.3.3) come from fixing an isomorphism between the cylinder

and the normal bundle of the curve

(s, x) E S' x R X- c---- Ty. (7.3.4)

Remark 7.3.4. Later we will want to consider surfaces with boundary as well. We note

that Definition 7.3.3 generalizes to simple arcs (mutatis mutandis) in the obvious way.

We start by considering the product, p2 . We need to specify a time-dependent vector

field for each edge of the unique trivalent tree

{>} = 'Y2. (7.3.5)

This can be done by making a generic choice of point-pushing vector field at each critical
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point'; along with a small pushoff of each separatrix. See Figure 7-3 for an illustration

in the case of the torus and the genus two surface (obtained by identifying opposite

sides, as usual.)

a, -1Ial~

a,

a1
2

b2

b1

a2

Figure 7-3: Computing p2(P2 ,pi), where deg(pi) deg(p 2 ) 1

Next, we consider the 1-parameter family necessary to define p 3. We choose some

perturbation for the corolla. Note that there are no triple intersections (see Figure 7-4).

> '73. (7.3.6)

We interpolate between our choice of the corolla and the boundary values coming

'In fact, we can do slightly better: there is actually no need for point-pushing around the unique

degree zero critical point.
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from the choices for &'T3 inherited from the broken Stasheff trees (i.e., one should imagine

the purple lines converging to the blue ones on one side, and to the green ones on the

other.)

b1

a1

b-

--Ial

I

Figure 7-4: The corolla for p3 (P3, P2, PI) where deg(pi) = 1

Note that even though the cohomology algebra of any surface is intrinsically formal,

that just means that the Massey products vanish. It is still possible to have nontrivial

3

7.4 Morse-Smale pair on the mapping torus

Now we specialize to our case. From now on, E is a genus 4 surface with an action of a

separating Dehn twist # : E - E of genus 2.

Remark 7.4.1. The genus restriction is of course extraneous, but due to our intended

application (and to keep the discussion concrete and the pictures pretty) we leave it

as it is. The reader may replace g = 4 with g > 4 everywhere and make the obvious

modifications.

The first thing we wish to note is,
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Lemma 7.4.2. There exists a collar neighbourhood

N^I c E (7.4.1)

with a symplectomorphism

(A 2c, dO A dr) -+ (NY, w) , (r, 0) i-+ e(r, 0) (7.4.2)

such that -y is the core curve, and

e-1 o # o e (7.4.3)

is a model Dehn twist. E

The situation is depicted in Figure 7-5 below.

H3  H4

N-

H1  H2

Figure 7-5: The surface E
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Definition 7.4.3. We denote the two resulting collars

Z- := e((-e, -Jj] x S') , Z+ := e([e,, E) x S'). (7.4.4)

Cutting along -y separates F, into two subsurfaces. We denote the one which contains

the collar Z as E ; they will be referred to as the upper subsurface and the bottom

subsurface (because we visualize our gradient flow as coming from a height function.)

Without loss of generality, we normalize our minimal Morse-Smale pair (fr, g') and

assume that it satisfies the following properties:

(a) There is a unique minima m_, a unique maxima m+, and eight saddle points,

which we denote

{ai, bi, a2 , b2 , a3 , b3 , a4 , b4 }. (7.4.5)

The pair {ai, bi} corresponds to the one-handle Hi, i 1, ... , 4 in figure 7-5.

(b) All critical values are distinct. f(m-) = -2, and f(m+) = 2. The critical values

of the saddle points in the lower subsurface are between -3/2 and -1. The critical

values of the saddle points in the upper subsurface are between 1/2 and 1.

(c) Under the symplectomorphism e : N -+ A2E from 7.4.2, the function fE is r, the

radial coordinate. Moreover, N, =f c]).

Definition 7.4.4. We define a Morse-Smale pair (f, g) on the mapping torus EO in the

following way:

f = f F(x) + f S(t). (7.4.6)

The metric g is defined by setting it to be the sum

_I(z )xsl =g zIF + gS (7.4.7)

when restricted to the mapping torus of the upper and lower subsurfaces, and by the
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requirement that the restriction to the mapping torus of the tubular neighborhood is

(7.4.8)
9 (N,)5 =g AT

Now, we need to construct a coherent system of perturbations. We will consider the

genus 4 surface E from Figure 7-5 can be decomposed as the connected sum of a cap

around the minima, a genus 2 surface with two boundary components, a tube around y,

another genus 2 surface with two boundary components, and a cap around the maxima.

See Figure 7-6.

a,b--
bi

a2
-1

1-1

a2

a3

-1-a4

b4 _1

3a4
m+

Figure 7-6: Computing p2 (p2,pl), where deg(pi) = deg(p 2 ) = 1

Note that this induces a decomposition of EO as well. In fact, the only piece influenced

by the monodromy is the tube, where the behavior is described by a standard local

model (see Section 7.2.) However, this in turn would heavily influence any bounding

cochain that connects critical points that lie above and below the tube.
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b2

b1  2

a 2

a,

Figure 7-7: The bottom subsurface

7.5 A standard model for the bottom subsurface

To analyze the new contributions to p 3 clearly, we want to modify the standard pertur-

bation datum from Section 7.3 a bit and pull all the intersections of {aj, bi} with i = 1, 2

(which happen near m+, as usual) into the lower subsurface. Let us look more closely at

E and the flow lines of critical points of index 1 as in Figure 7-7. We fix i C {1, 2} and

choose the i-th colored rectangle Ri (for a schematic picture see Figure 7-8.)

Denote R = Ri. Inside R, there is a vector field '9 which is transversal to theajo

gradient flow everywhere. We want the restrictions of our time dependent vector fields

to the square R to all be of the form

a
XC = p'(t, r, 0) - ,(7.5.1)

0

for certain functions pe(t, r, 0) which depend on the edge e.

We start by considering the product, p 2. We need to specify a time-dependent vector

field for each edge of the unique trivalent tree

{ } = ' 2. (7.5.2)
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i

-E

F 6,

a,

I I Y

Figure 7-8: The square R (with ascending manifolds)

We perturb the gradient trajectories on the upper-right (in green) by a small pushoff.

We choose the scaling function p(r, 0) on the upper-left (i.e., the blue) edge so that the

time-i map would generate an isotopy sending the ascending manifolds marked in 7-9

(in black) to the blue ones.

Next, we consider the 1-parameter family necessary to define y'. Starting from the

corolla

E cT3. (7.5.3)

We choose the scaling functions of the appropriate edges to give the isotopy in Figure
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(I1, (1, 1), ) 1, b

r C

(Ii 0(i

Figure 7-9: The square R (with perturbation data for the trivalent tree)

7-10. This extends to the left interval as well

{ 7 . (7.5.4)

We can extend the perturbation we choose over [0, +o) as well, but in this case we

must choose an interpolating family between the different pe(t, r, 0) assigned to different

edges. See Figures 7-11 (purple 1 green) and 7-12 (purple -4 blue) for an illustration.

The vector field 0 can be extended to the entire subsurface. We recall the following

standard definitions:

Definition 7.5.1. Consider the partition of E by the connected components of level-
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(I / (I 1 ),i l

Figure 7-10: The square R (with perturbation data for the corolla)

sets of f. The corresponding quotient space, denoted 1,(f), has the structure of a

one-dimensional CW-complex and is called the Kronrod-Reeb graph of f. Notice that

the vertices of the graph are of the following three types.

0-vertex Connected components of the boundary.

e-vertex Local extremes of f.

c-vertex Critical components of level-sets of f (a connected component w of a level-

set f-(c) is called critical if it contains a critical point of f ; otherwise, w is

regular.)

Definition 7.5.2. We introduce the structure of a one-dimensional foliation with singu-

larities A5 in the following way: a subset w is a leaf of this foliation if and only if w is

either a critical point of f or a path-component of a set f '(c) \ crit(f ) for some c E R.
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0( I (1, (i 1),

r -F

Fr 6C

Figure 7-11: The square R (A family of perturbations over the right interval)

Let F be a vector field tangent to the boundary. We denote by (D,(x) the flow

generated by F, and Fix(1b) the set of fixed points of the flow.

Definition 7.5.3. We say that F is locally linear if for each z C Fix(<b) there

are local coordinates (x, y) in which z = (0,0) and F is a linear vector field, i.e.

F(x, y) = V - (x, y)', where V is a constant 2-by-2 matrix.

Lemma 7.5.4. There exists an locally linear vector field F on the surface whose

trajectories are precisely the leaves of Af. In the standard coordinates in every Ri,

F = a (7.5.5)
0

Proof. Consider G, the Hamiltonian vector field of f. Then the trajectories of G are

precisely the leaves of Af. Moreover, since f is constant on the connected components
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1)

' -6

Figure 7-12: The square R (A family of perturbations over the right interval)

of the boundary, we conclude that G is tangent to the boundary.

Let z be a critical point of f and (Xi, X2) be a local Morse chart centered at z = (0, 0)

such that
1

f (xI, x2) = f (0, 0) + -i
2 1

12

2'2
(7.5.6)

Then we define a vector field near z by setting:

Fz(x, y)= (X2, -Xl). (7.5.7)

Evidently, Fz is linear and its trajectories are subsets of leaves of the foliation. Moreover,

Fz is collinear with G. Now using the partition of unity we glue G with all the local

vector fields {FZ} zecit(f), so that the resulting vector field F will be locally linear. E
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Using the vector field F we extend the vector fields we have described for R1, R2

to the entire collar Z_ and then the entire subsurface E_ so that we will have no

intersections involving critical points of degree 1 in E_ \ (R1 U R2 ) at all. The only

additional thing that we need to pay attention to is a coherent choice of a compactly

supported, time-dependent vector field in the small cap around the minima m_. These

choices can be done coherently (see the discussion in subsection 6.6), and extended to the

higher Stasheff polytopes to give an Am-algebra. Since the mapping torus (Z_, is simply

the product E_ x S', we construct our perturbations as a sum, acting independently

in the base and fiber directions. In the next section, we construct an extension of this

perturbation datum to the entire mapping torus and obtain an A,-algebra, denoted

E (CM(E; Q), ,1, /t, ...). (7.5.8)

We conclude the section by noting the following fact.

Observation. The perturbations we have constructed already "spend" all the neces-

sary intersections in R1 and R2 .

To make this a little more precise, consider the spaces of Morse gradient trees involved

in computing any higher product p(. ... ,.,... ) whose inputs are all in {a, bi, a2 , b 2 }.

In the generic situation, the image of the Morse pseudocycle of the saddle points is

homeomorphic to S', and we can smooth it out and treat it like a closed, differen-

tiable 1-manifold (see, e.g., the discussion in the beginning of I 1\ I] regarding isotopies

and smooth vs. topological manifolds in the two-dimensional case). The intersections

of the compactified ascending manifold with the subsurface form arcs Wu(ai) n E-,

Wu(bj) n E_ (i = 1, 2). Then a fter we turn on the perturbations the arcs no longer

bound half-bigons (rVNM, Section 1.2.7].)

As another way to think of this, we note that the product of the evaluation maps
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a) from definition 6.2.4 gives d pairs of points on

S' x S' \ {(X,X) x xe S} (7.5.9)

for every gradient tree. The perturbations act on this configuration and "untangle" it,

i.e., if we assign to every pair of points the short arc on the circle between them. Then

after perturbation arcs that belong to the two different pairs must either contain one

another or be disjoint. See Figures 7-13a-7-13b and 7-14a-7-14b for some examples in

the case d = 3.

(a) Before perturbations (black and blue
coincide)

(b) After perturbations

Figure 7-13: A gradient tree with asymptotics (a,, a,, bi)

(a) Before perturbations (black and blue
coincide)

(b) After perturbations

Figure 7-14: A gradient tree with asymptotics (bi, b2, a2 )
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7.6 A standard model for the upper subsurface

The upper subsurface is a genus 2 surface (E+, w) with one boundary component. We

fix a cap D2, - E+ around the maxima (see figure 7-15 below). Denote

Dc = f{(r, 0) E- D2c Irl < 6}{(r, ) C F E}(7.6.1)

S2, = OD2e, S, = OD,.

'M+

H3  H4

a3 -b 3 a4  b4 M+

Figure 7-15: The subsurface E+ with the cap D 2, (in red)

Outside the smaller cap D6 , the story is very similar to what we've discussed in

the previous section: the place of Z_ is taken by the annulus D 2, \ D,. We construct

perturbations in small tubes around Wu(ai) n (E+ \ D,) and Wu(bj) n (E+ \ D,) and

extend them to the rest of the E+ \ D,. In D itself however, we extend by a generic

time-dependent vector field (which integrates to a point-pushing isotopy). This could

have been a potential source of trouble, but since the points on S, are not "entangled",

they can not bound a half-bigon, so the algebraic intersection number between them is

zero. This is also easy to see by direct verification, as is demonstrated in figure 7-16 for

d = 2. More generally, we note that the same true for every critical point in the surface

(in particular, the saddle points), so we can modify our existing perturbation datum by

adding a small, generic, compactly supported coherent system of time-dependent vector

fields around each critical point. This works well because we have also chosen our initial

shifts (i.e., consider the upper boundary of figure 7-12) so that the various configurations
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of pairs of points formed by perturbed trajectories would not

be important later on.

(a)

(c)

Figure 7-16: There are no contributions

be entangled. This would

(b)

(d)

to p 2 from intersections occuring in the cap

7.7 Differentials and products in the mapping torus

Much like E-, the mapping torus of the upper subsurface (E+)e is just the product

E+ x S'. However, if we want to extend the previous discussion, our perturbations

would have to accomodate the gradient trajectories coming from (E),. Solving the

ODE (6.6.1) with respect to the metric (7.2.2), we see that as the base parameter t E S

rotates, Morse flow lines passing through the "neck" (N-,)p must undergo a full rotation

as well:

Remark 7.7.1. If we glue the top and bottom boundary tori of (N,)O, we will get a

nilmanifold. It is well known that such manifolds (except the tori) are never formal.

From that perspective, the existence of non-trivial Massey products is to be expected.

We would like to construct a perturbation datum on the mapping tori by taking an

S1 -parametrized family of perturbation datums on the fiber, and take the sum with
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(a) t 0 (no rotation)

(c) t ~~ 1/2 (d) t =1 (a full Dehn twist)

Figure 7-17: The effect of (N,)O on gradient trajectories (in purple)

I
the perturbation datum of the base. But there is a complication: in a 1-parameter

family, the rotation in (N_,), causes the ascending flow lines to necessarily intersect the

descending manifolds of the saddle points in E+ (see figure 7-18).

However, a more careful examination of the local model reveals that we meet every

critical point in the upper subsurface twice with opposite signs. Thus, the new differen-

tials cancel out.

I
Note that since we have shown that the Morse function on the mapping torus is

minimal, p,2 coincides with the product on cohomology. It follows from Lemma 1.6.22

that there is an isomorphism of graded associative algebras

I
(7.7.1)

where t is a formal parameter of degree one.
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H3

Figure 7-18: The rotated gradient flow lines (in purple) give rise to new differentials

7.8 Higher multiplication

Given a pair a standard pair of critical 1-points coming from E, we constructed the

perturbation datum for p3 to ensure that the intersection between the ascending mani-

folds 2 can only happen in (E_) E_ x S', or in the D x S', where D is the cap of

the maxima. Since we are only interested in the terms of the form t . zo in /1 3 (z3 , z 2, z1 )

where deg(zi) = 1, we note that only the former type of intersections can contribute (the

critical 1-points lie below the cap.) Note that the 1-manifold in which two perturbed

gradient lines meet in (E_)o is either: empty, a (generic) section

{p} x S1 c- E_ x S' (7.8.1)

where p e E_ is a generic point, or two generic sections with opposite orientations. If we

have any critical point z, in the upper-subsurface, the intersection with the descending

manifold of

t Z t -bi if z = al 782if I: (7.8.2)
t vra. if z = b

2 The intersection corresponds to the unique vertex in a Stasheff tree T E- 'YT3 connected to two leaves.
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a2  b2 . a b3

some time

t = to

Figure 7-19: At some time to E SI, a finite length Morse trajectory connects the two
sections.

gives is a 1-manifold

{q} x S' C Y,+ x S1 (7.8.3)

where p E E+ is a generic point, and vanishes for any other descending manifold of the

form t - z' with deg(z') = 1 and z' .

The proof of Proposition 1.6.23 now follows immediately once we make the following

observation: as they rotate in the neck, perturbed gradient line emanating from a generic

section in the bottom sub-surface wraps around the entire upper-subsurface once and

must meet a generic section of the upper-subsurface at a unique point. See Figure 7-19.

I
Proof of 1.6.24. The vanishing condition holds

a, b1

0 Jk(-b2

(M0

0)
- (m_) 0
0 0)
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b1  0 b1 b 3  _0 0 (78.5)
-b 2 0 ) (0 0 ) 0 0)

so the Massey product is well-defined. Second, because the Morse function f is minimal,

the Morse Am-algebra is minimal as well (i.e., f' = 0) and there are no bounding

cochains. So we only need to compute the main term. In fact, note that it is enough to

consider only the t-part of the Massey product and show that it is nontrivial. Let E be

the t-part of

P 3( ),a i ib (7.8.6)
(\0  0 -b 2 0 (10 0

which is a 2-by-2 matrix whose entries are cohomology classes of degree 2 = 1+1 + 1 - 1

(thus of the form t -z with deg(z) = 1.) Unwinding the definition,

2 3 a1 a 2  b1  0 b1 b3
E8i3iO = E p3- (7.8.7)

,1,2=1 0 0 -b 2 0 0 0 ii

for 1 < i3 , io K 2. We can immediatly disregard all sequences (i3 , j2 , i1, io) where i3 = 2

or i1 = 2 because the result would be zero. Thus,

021= 2 2 = 0. (7.8.8)

We can compute the t-part of the following products using Proposition 1.6.23:

3(a, a2 b1 0 bi b3

0 0 -b2 0 (0 0 (7.8.9)

= p 3(a,, bi, bi) - A
3 (a,, b2 , bi) = 0.
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(7.8.10)

3 a, a2 bi 0 b b3 )

(0 0) -b2 0 0 0 )

=3 p(a,, bi, b3) _ P3 (a,, b2, b3) = tb3.

It remains to show that 9 is a nontrivial coset. First, we compute the relevent degree

two piece ambiguity ideal J. By definition, it is generated by

ta1 ta2 mi M 2  t(miai + m3 a2 ) t(m 2a 1 + Maa2)

0 0 M3 M4 0 0
(7.8.11)

where the mi and

false (i.e., 9 E 3) and

ni n2 tb tb nibi tnib3  (7.812)
n3 n4) 0 0 n 3bi  WA)

nv are arbitrary integer numbers. We assume that the Claim is

arrive at a contradiction: Let us denote

z W)
(7.8.13)

with entries X, y, z, w E t - H1 (Eo). Then by definition 9 can be written as a sum

of matrices of the form (7.8.11)-(7.8.12). So on the one hand, we must have ni = 1

(because 012 = tb3 ), but on the other hand the only solution to

t(miai + m 3a2 + nibi) = 0 = 01, (7.8.14)

is ni = mi= M3 = 0. El
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Chapter 8

Computation (II): Quantum

Cohomology of Y = BCp 3

In this chapter, we concentrate all cohomology level computations like the ordinary co-

homology of Y and the Gromov-Witten invariants of classes relevent to the computation

of the ambiguity ideal.

For the convenience of the reader, we provide a summary of the principal actors and

notation of Section 5:

" The base S = S' is parametrized in the following way:

S={ e s1 E [0, 2] (8.0.1)

" Our ambient space is the trivial family

(S1 x CP 3, Q) (8.0.2)

equipped with a vertical 2-form which restricts to the standard Kdhler form WFS

on each fiber.
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" X c S' x CP3 is an S-family of canonically embedded, genus 4 smooth algebraic

curves. We denote the abstract S-family as C.

" The holomorphic fiberwise normal bundles

NK/CP3 = 09K(2) D KS(3) (8.0.3)

to each space curve piece together to form, a smooth, (real) rank 4 bundle, which

we denote as N -+ K.

X c Q is the S-family of quadric hypersurfaces which contain the genus 4 curves.

It comes with a fixed trivialization

Q 2 Si x CP1 x CP1 (8.0.4)

e W is an S-family of 3-folds with fiber

Y, = BlK, P3,3 (8.0.5)

the complex manifold obtained as the algebro-geometric blowup of projective space

at the complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic for every s E S. X is an

S-family of cubic 3-folds, and each Y, has an alternate description as the 1-point

blowup of X,.

e There is a smooth blowdown map

7r: w -+ S1 x P3 (8.0.6)

which is holomorphic in each fiber.
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9 The S-family of exceptional divisors is denoted

E C 3(8.0.7)

9 The fiberwise normal bundles NE,/p3 form a smooth bundle N -+ E.

8.1 A standard model for Toto(_l)

We open with a preparatory computation. Recall,

Definition 8.1.1. A Hirzebruch surface is a holomorphic CP1 -bundle over CP1.

These are all complex surfaces by the remark above. In fact, any Hirzebruch surface

arises as the projectivization of rank two holomorphic bundle over CP'. The latter are

all split, so any such surface is a projectivization of the form

Fk -=P(Ocpi ( Ocpi(k))

for some k E N>O which is determined uniquely as minus the minimal self-intersection

number of the section. If k = 0 then FO = CP1 x CP1 and there is a whole CP' worth of

such sections; otherwise it is holomorphically rigid and it is in fact unique. Differentiably,

Fk is the unique non-trivial S2-bundle over S2 for k odd and the trivial bundle S2 x S'

when k is even.

Following Seidel's [2, section (5c)1 and keeping our notation as close as possible, we

denote YtoY for F1 = BlptCP2 , considered as a toric symplectic (and Kdhler) manifold.

It is characterized symplectically by its moment polytope,

{(ti, t2 ) E R2  t, t> 0, 6 < ti + t2  e. (8.1.2)

for some constants 0 < 6 < e. The preimage of t1 + t 2 = E under the moment map is
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the line at infinity in CP2 , denoted by L"y a CP1 . The preimage of ti + t 2 = 6 is the

exceptional divisor EOy. In particular,

c1 (Poyt) = -PD([Eoy]) + 3PD([Loy]). (8.1.3)

Write ytoy = Ytoy\Loy for the complement of the hyperplane at infinity. This is a disc

bundle over the sphere and a non-compact symplectic manifold, but because the divisor

we remove has positive normal bundle, doing pseudo-holomorphic curve theory in its

complement is unproblematic.

From the standard handlebody description of D2-bundle over S2 (see e.g., [ 8, p.

1031) it follows easily that there is a perfect Morse function,

f yto : iY* -+ R (8.1.4)

that is quadratic at infinity with respect to some Hermitian metric and with two critical

points 1, b C E _ CP1 of degree zero and two, correspondingly; as well as a suitable

perturbation datum. On the cohomology level, we denote by F the class of a fiber in

Etoy, and by u = PD([Eoy]) E H2 Ytoy) the negative Poincare dual of the exceptional

divisor. With this sign convention,

u(F) = 1, (8.1.5)

c1 (Ytoy) = u, (8.1.6)

[WytoY] = 27r6 u, (8.1.7)

u2 = -PD([point]), (8.1.8)

where in (8.1.6) and (8.1.7) we have mapped u to H2 (yty). It follows that Y ' is

monotone:

c1(Yto) = g [wytoy] E H 2 (ytoy; R). (8.1.9)
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Yo" is a line bundle over E'OY, and the fibres are Poincar6 dual to u G H2 (ytoY), as

one can see from (8.1.8). The contribution of lines lying inside the exceptional divisor is

fytoy (U *F U) U= (U, U, )F'(8...0
= (u~u~~ 1.(8.1.10)

(U, U)"= 1

Comparison with (8.1.8) yields

U *F U= -U. 81.1

In principle, the multiples mF, m > 1, could also contribute to the quantum product. But

the virtual dimension of the associated moduli space of three-pointed holomorphic spheres

is 4 + 2m > 6, while the image of the evaluation map is contained in CP1 x CP1 x CP1 .

Hence the virtual fundamental cycle maps to zero under evaluation.

8.2 The ordinary cohomology ring

We fix a base point * E S' be fixed. In this subsection we compute the cohomology ring

of a fiber Y = Y, of the 7-dim mapping tori. As we recall from (5.2.5), we can approach,

such a Fano 3-fold from two different perspectives:

Q' Y E

a b

{p X ----- --E------+4p3 C

where in the diagram above: X is a cubic 3-fold, p is a fixed ODP, 7r is the projection,

Q' is the projectivized tangent cone at p (as before), C is the genus 4 smooth curve

which parametrized the lines on X passing through p, and E is the exceptional divisor

of the blowdown map b. We introduce the following additional cycles:

e L is the preimage of a generic line under b : Y -+ P3.
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* H is the preimage of a generic hyperplane under b : Y - P'.

f H is the preimage under u- : Y - X of the of a generic line in X c P4 .

o F is a fixed exceptional fiber.

o {A, Bi} where i = 1, . . . , 4 are fixed cycles defining a standard symplectic basis

of H1 (C, Z) ~ Z* equipped with the intersection form. See Figure 8-1 for an

illustration.

A 1  2  AB 4

Figure 8-1: The standard basis

o {j'} and {"} for i = 1, . . . , 5 are the vanishing cycles coming from the degenera-

tion of X. We take them to be contained in small disjoint copies of the A5-Milnor

fiber.

Notation. Note that the map b o i : Q' - P3 identifies Q' with the unique quadric Q
containing C. To keep notation compact, we will usually not differentiate between them

(the distinction should be clear from context). We also use the same symbols cycles and

their homology classes (this should be clear from context) and denote the Poincare dual

cohomology classes by the corresponding small letter e.g. PD(A) =-a etc. Finally, as in

the local model, we denote u = -PD(F) -f. We treat this cohomology class as a

formal variable of degree 2.

Lemma 8.2.1. The following relations hold:

Q=2H-E, H=3H-E, H= H -Q, E=2H-3Q. (8.2.2)

Proof. Let XO, .... , X5 be coordinates in C5 such that p = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0). Then X0 .

X4 are homogeneous coordinates in p4 and the rational map = b o o-- is just the
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projection

[XO : X1 : X2: X3: X4] - [Xo : X1 : X3: X4].

As in (5.2.4), the equation for cubic 3-fold X can be written as

X2 -q(Xo, X 1, X3 , X4) + s(Xo, X1, X 3, X4 )

where q and s are homogeneous forms of degree 2 and 3 respectively. Recall that o- is

the blowup of the genus 4 curve

C = {q(Xo, X, X3, X4) = s(Xo, X1, X3, X4) = 0},

so the inverse map 7r-1 = o b- 1 is given in these coordinates by the formula

[XO: X, : X3: X4 ] -+ [Xo -q(Xo, X1, X 3, X4 ): X 1 -q(Xo, X1, X3, X 4 ): -s(Xo, X 1, X2, X 3, X 4)

X 3 -q(Xo, X 1 , X3 , X4 ): X 4 -q(Xo, X1, X 3, X4 )]

(8.2.3)

It follows that the proper preimage of the quadric Q = V(q) C p3 is contracted by

a, whence Q = 2H - E. Similarly, the proper preimage of the cubic S = V(s) C P3

is obtained by setting X 2 = 0, so H = 3H - E. The last two relations are an easy

0lconsequence of the first.

Lemma 8.2.2. The first Chern class is

ci(Y) = 4h - e = 2I - q E H 2 (Y)

Proof. Follows from the adjunction formula.

(8.2.4)

El
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The pushforward and the pullback

H'(E) -+ H+ 2 (Y) , H*(P3 ) -+ H*(Y) (8.2.5)

respectively, are both injective, their images are disjoint, and together they span H*(Y).

Using Leray-Hirsch we then write

(8.2.6)

Lemma 8.2.3. We have the following presentation for the middle dimensional homology:

(8.2.7)

Proof. By the blowup description, there is no torsion in homology and H3 (Y) a uH1(C)

has rank 8. On the other hand, the vanishing homology of each of the A5 -singularity

is a copy of the A5 root lattice. Comparing ranks, we see that must have at least two

relations. But given any homology relation

AiW == 0, Wi E H3 (Y) (8.2.8)

we can intersect it with another H3-class W to obtain

Ai(W -W) = 0. (8.2.9)

Since the two balls B' and B" are disjoint, it is clear that vanishing cycles coming from

different singularities are orthogonal under the intersection pairing. By examining the
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nullspace of each individual A5-intersection matrix,

0 -1 0 0 0

1 0 -1 0 0

0 1 0 -1 0 (8.2.10)

0 0 1 0 -1

0 0 0 1 0

we see that the only possible relations are the two written above. 0

The following relations above are known to hold in the Chow ring.

Lemma 8.2.4. Let C C P3 be a smooth curve of degree d and genus g. Then

E E = (4d + 2g - 2)F - dL,

E H = dF, (8.2.11)

E .F = pt

Proof. See [F ., Section 6.7].

Note that comparing the cohomology decomposition (8.2.6) with the description in

Fulton, we see that the natural maps A.(Y) -+ H2.(Y) are isomorphisms, and the same

relations hold for the Poincar6 duals: h, u, f and f.

Lemma 8.2.5. We have the following presentation for the cohomology of Y:

e HO = Z (y), where the class y = PD(Y).

* H'=0.

* H2 = Z (h,u), with h = PD(H) and u =-PD(E).

* H3 = Z (uai, ubj) where i = 1, . .. ,4. Each class is Poincare dual to the total
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transform of one of the standard cycles in C under a-. Alternatively,

u -a = PD(V11) , u - b1 = PD(V2'),

u a2 = PD(V), u - b2 PD(V),(8.2.12)

u -a3 = PD(Vi"), u -b3 =PD(V2"),

u -a4 = PD(V'), u-b4 = PD(V").

* H4 = Z (f, f), with i = PD(L) and f = PD(F).

SH 5 =0.

* H6  Z (pt), the Poincare dual of the point.

The ring structure is

U y h u u-ai u -b f pt

y y h u u -a u -b t f pt
h h f -6f 0 0 pt 0 0
u u -6f 30f - 6e 0 0 0 Pt0

u -ai u-ai 0 0 0 -6-& - pt 0 0 0
u -bj u -b 0 0 Sn -pt 0 0 0 0

f | pt 0 0 0 0 0 0
f f 0 pt 0 0 0 0 0
pt pt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proof. Since y is the unit in cohomology, the first line and column in the multiplication

table are immediate. Since H5 = 0, h - (u - ai) = h - (u - bj) must vanish. Similarly,

u -(u -ai) = u-(u -bj) = 0. It is clear that h2 = f, h - = h3 =pt, and h-u = -h-e = -6f.

A generic line in projective space does not meet the curve C, so u -F= 0. Using the

local model gives u -f = pt, as well as (u - ai)(u - bj) = -pt. The relations in Lemma

8.2.4 allow us to determine u - u. Now the identification of the H3-classes with the

Poincare dual of the vanishing cycles follows from (8.2.10) and the non-degeneracy of

the cup-product.

Lemma 8.2.6. The second Chern class is

c2 (Y) = 12h2 + 24f (8.2.13)
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Proof. Since the curve C has degree 6, it is clear that c = PD(C) = 6h 2 . The total

Chern class of projective space is given by

c(P3) = (1 + h)4 = 1+ 4h + ()h2 +... (8.2.14)

we see that c1 (P3 ) = 4h, c 2 (p
3 ) = 6h2 . The result now follows from the previous Lemma

and , p. 6101.

8.3 Cone of curves

Let (Y, J) be a complex manifold. Recall that a complex valued (1,1)-form W is real if

aJ = w. In that case, if we define g(v, w) := w(v, Jw), then g is a smooth, symmetric

bilinear form on Y. We say that w is positive if g is a Riemannian metric.

The triple of data (J, w, g), where J is an almost complex structure, w is a real

positive (1, 1)-form, and g is the associated Riemannian metric as defined above together

define the structure of an Hermitian manifold on Y, with h = g + i as the Hermitian

metric.

Definition 8.3.1. We say that Y is Kdhler if dw = 0.

In that case, the closed form w is called the Kdhler form. Alternatively,

Definition 8.3.2. A Kdhler manifold as a symplectic manifold (Y, W) equipped with a

choice of a compatible integrable almost complex structure J.

The two definitions are obviously equivalent: given a Hermitian manifold (Y, h, J)

with a closed h, the form

cc= (h-h) (8.3.1)
2

is symplectic and compatible with J. Conversely, any symplectic form c compatible

with an almost complex structure J must be a (1, 1)-form, written locally in coordinates
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as

W = hjk(z)dzj A dfk (8.3.2)
2

j,k

where hjk are smooth functions. Since w is real-valued, closed and non-degenerate, it

easily follows that hjk is a Hermitian metric.

Definition 8.3.3. We define the Kihler cone as the set

K C H1' (Y; R) (8.3.3)

of cohomology classes of Kdhler forms. This is an open convex cone.

It is interesting to consider the algebraic analogues K, which consist of suitable

integral divisor classes

Definition 8.3.4. An R-divisor on Y is a finite sum jj aiDi with a ( R and each Di

an irreducible divisor (codimension one subvariety) in Y. The Neron-Severi space

N'(Y) C H2 (Y; R) (8.3.4)

is defined as the image in cohomology of divisors modulo the relation of numerical

equivalence: D, ce D2 if the intersection numbers D1 - C = D2 - C are equal for all

irreducible curves C in Y.

A very important fact is that the "Neron-Severi part" of the Kifhler cone

KNS = K n N1(Y) (8.3.5)

can be characterized in simple algebraic terms.

Definition 8.3.5. A line bundle L on a projective variety Y is very ample if it has

enough global sections to give an embedding into projective space. L is ample if some

positive multiple L d is very ample. The cone generated by all ample divisors in N'(Y)

is called the ample cone.
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It is well known that KNS is an open cone and coincides with the ample cone.

Definition 8.3.6. The dual vector space N1 (Y) C H2(Y; R) is the space of real 1-cycles

E a2Cj modulo numerical equivalence. This is the space spanned by all algebraic curves.

A 1-cycle is effective if all ai 0. The cone in N1 (Y) spanned by the classes of all

effective one-cycles

NE(X) := a [Ci] Ci C X is an irreducible algebraic curve ,ai > 0 N1 (X)

(8.3.6)

is called the cone of curves.

Proposition 8.3.7 ([ ], p. 52). The closure NE(Y) C N1(Y) in the usual R-topology

is a closed cone, called the closed cone of curves.

There is a numerical characterization of ampleness which showes that if we know

the closed cone of curves, we understand the ample divisors on Y as well.

Proposition 8.3.8 ([1, p. 53). A divisor D is ample if and only if D - C > 0 for all

0 -p C E NE(Y).

Lemma 8.3.9. NE(Y) C N1 (Y) is generated by F and R = L - 3F.

Proof. We immediately see that in our case WFE(Y) c Ni (Y) is generated by F and R,

where R should correspond to the strict transforms of space curves C' c P3 of degree m

which intersect C in n points, with the ratio n/m maximal (it is not apriori obvious

that R should correspond to an actual effective curve). So let C' be an irreducible

degree m which intersect C in n points. If C' is not contained in the quadric Q, then

n ; C' - Q = 2m. If C' is contained in the quadric, then it has some bidegree (a, b)

where a + b = m and it meets the curve C at 3a + 3b = 3m points. Thus the slope of R

is bounded by 3, and is achieved by any generic hyperplane section H n Q. U

In particular, m -F lies on the boundary of cone of curves for every m > 1. Thus,

the only solution to A + B = m - F, where A and B are algebraic curves is A = mA - F,

B = mB - F with mA + mB = m and MA, mB > 1-
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Corollary 8.3.10. The ample cone is gqeriated by It and a + 3h.

Note that this inplies that. Y is Fano because the class of the anti-canonical divisor

is c1 (Y) = t + 41h,.

Remark 8.3.11. In |, Blanc-Lamy classliied all smooth carves ni IP : ;hose blowup

is (weak) Fano. Our qenus-degree pair (fdJ = (4, 6) 's the last in the set they called A,.

F I

(a) The cone of curves (b) The aniple conie

8.4 Exceptional fibers

In this subsection, we consider holoiorphic curves u : S2 --+ Y of homology class

A = i - F E H2(Y; Z) , "m > 1.

Let Jag be the integrable almost complex structure. When in = 1, Regularity of

JVO, 3 (A, J( ) is ensured by , Lemma 3.3.31. Indeed, the moduli space consists of

the fibers of the projection C x P- C and so it smooth and of the expected dimension

6 + 2c1(F) + 6 - 6 = 8. (8.4.2)

Lemma 8.4.1. The Gromov-Witten nvariarnt GW4 A,3 vanishes forim > 1.
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Proof. Assume that is not the case. Then the moduli space 2VtO, 3 (A, J) is non-empty for

every w-tame almost complex structure J (if not, J would be regular for trivial reasons,

which would force the GW-invariant to vanish.) In particular, this is true for Jaig,

so there exists a stable genus zero pseudo-holomorphic curve in Y, whose irreducible

components represent classes

A',..., A', A,... , A'' (8.4.3)

The notation is such that the components representing A are those which lie inside

the exceptional divisor (and therefore inside a single fibre of E -+ C.) Since h(A) =

m - h(F) = 0, and [Wp3](Ai) = h(A') = 0,

S

h(A'') = 0. (8.4.4)
i=1

The remaining components are not contained in E, hence satisfy

A = -u(A') > 0, (8.4.5)

[wy] (A') = u(A"') + 4h(A') > 0.

If s > 0 we would get a contradiction with equation (8.4.4). Therefore, s = 0 and all

spheres are multiple covers of exceptional fibers. This reduces the computation to the

local model, but we have already determined that the invariant vanishes in this case. E

To compute GWF,1, we consider cohomology classes in H4 (Y):

* GWF,1(f) = 0. A generic line of this homology class does not meet the exceptional

divisor.

* GWF,1(f) = -1. The intersection number of the exceptional divisor and an

exceptional fiber.
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To compute GWF,2 , we consider pairs of cohomology classes (x 2 , x 1 ) such that deg(x 2 ) +

deg(xi). By the symmetry axiom, we can restrict to the case where deg(x 2 ) deg(x1)

2. If deg(xi) = 2, we can reduce to the previous case by the divisor axiom. So

deg(x 2) = deg(x1 ) = 3 and the only possible cases are

" GWF,2 (U. ai, u -aj) = 0. Since the projections to P' do not intersect.

" GWF,2 (U ai, u bj) = 6ij. If i $ j, the invariant is zero for the same reason as

before; otherwise the image of the 2-point Gromov-Witten pseudo-cycle is

{(x,y) E Y x Y I b(x) = b(y) E C}c Y x Y. (8.4.6)

Choose standard chain representatives Ai and Bi which intersect transversely at a

single point p E C, and consider

{(x,y) E Y x Y I b(x) E Ai, b(y) E Bi}c Y x Y. (8.4.7)

We wish to compute the intersection number these two cycles. Note that since the

intersection is transverse in the base direction, we can restrict to the fiber over p.

This means we need to compute the self-intersection number of the diagonal in

the toy model

{ (x,x) I x E EtO} c YV x tY. (8.4.8)

By definition, this is

e(EOJ)2 = c (EtO/) 2 = (_1)2 = 1. (8.4.9)

" GWF,2 (U' bi, u aj) = -6ij. Follows from the symmetry axiom.

" GWF,2 (U bi, u . bj) = 0. Since the projections to P3 do not intersect.
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To compute GWF,3 , we consider triples of cohomology classes (X 3 , X2, XI) such that

deg(x 3) + deg(x 2) + deg(xi) = 8 and deg(x 3) > deg(x2) > deg(x1 ) > 2. This forces

deg(xi) = 2 which reduces to the previous case.

Lemma 8.4.2. Let k > 3. Up to permutation and sign, the only nontrivial k-point

Gromov-Witten invariants in the class F are

GWF,k(f,~ u, . . iU) I GVVFk('U, U, . .. ,u) , GVIF~k(U -ai, u - bi, .... , u) (8.4.10)

Proof. The lemma follows from the following observations:

1. We can use the divisor axiom to bring GWFk(X) to a reduced form: either k = 3

or there are no more degree 2 classes.

2. If h appears anywhere, the invariant vanishes because h(F) = 0.

3. Any Gromov-Witten invariant where one of the insertions is f or pt must vanish

(because they can be represented by cycles whose support is disjoint from the

exceptional divisor).

4. Any Gromov-Witten invariant where two of the insertions are f must vanish

(because they can be represented by cycles whose support is taken to lie on

different fibers).

5. The same is true for the case where there are more then three insertions of degree

3, because their image under blowdown is represented by three 1-cycles, say D1, D2

and D3 (taken to be in generic position), then the triple product

Di x D 2 x D 3 cCxCxC (8.4.11)
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does not intersect the triple diagonal

A3 := {(x, x, x) I E C1.C X C x C. (8.4.12)

8.5 Lines and recursion

Let L E H2 (Y; Z) be the class of a line. Each rational curve in the homology class L

can be blown down to a line that does not meet C. The Hilbert scheme of lines in P3 is

G(2, 4) of complex dimension 2(4 - 2) = 4. It is clear that in the Grassmannian, lines

that meet the curve have codimension > 2 and the moduli space Mo,3 (L, Jaig) is smooth

of the expected dimension

6 + 2c(L - 3F) - 6 = 8 (8.5.1)

so the Gromov-Witten invariants are enumerative. Essentially by definition, it is clear

that any GW-invariant GWL,k(...) that includes an exceptional class: u, u- aj, u - bj

or f must be automatically zero. Other classical computations are:

GW4,L(h, h, h, h) =2

GW3,L(hh,pt) = 1 (8.5.2)

GW2,L(PtPt) = 1

which correspond to: the number of lines that meet four hyperplanes, and the fact that

a point and two hyperplanes (or two points) determines a unique line in P'. All follow

from basic Schubert calculus.

To define the quantum ring structure, it is convenient to choose an integer basis
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To= y

T1 = h

T2 =U

T2k+1 = ak

T2k+2 = bk

(8.5.3)

T12 =e

T1= pt

of (the Z-module) H*(Y). Define the integer matrix gij := fy Ti U T and let g 3 be the

inverse. Explicitly,

gij = =

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1.0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 '

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(8.5.4)
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Definition 8.5.1. Given a homology class A E H2 (Y), four classes t1,... [t4 and a

collection of classes x = (x, . .. , x1 ) such that

d

2 codim(x) + 2 codim(pi) = 2c 1 (A) +2n+2(k+4) -6

We have the following relation (which is really the WDVV equation in disguise)

0= E Z(gi-GWA(y,1i 2, Ti)-
A1,A2 y,z i~J

- gis -GWA, (y, ILIi, P, T)

(8.5.6)

where the sum is taken over:

1. All effective classes A 1 , A 2 E H2 (Y) with A 1 + A 2 = A,

2. Ally = (xi, .... , Xin) and z = (xi1,. .. , x 2 ) such that

(8.5.7)

the two sets of indices are disjoint, and

(8.5.8)

(i.e., "the classes of x get distributed in all possible ways onto the two factors").

3. All 0 < i, j q.

Equation (8.5.6) would be denoted as FA(K; P1, 2 1 A3,/4) .

The following Lemma is a small modification of the one that appeared in

5.11.
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, Example

GWA2 (Z, pA, A4, Ty)

-GWA2 (z, P2, iP4, 7T)

{ i, ., I U -Ji ,..., ja,} = {1, ... , n}



Lemma 8.5.2. Let A = L + aF. Consider a GW-invariant GW A,k (xk,.. . ,x 1) and let

b be the number of fiber classes in x = (Xk,... ,x 1 ) and assume that deg(xi) 7 2 for all

1 < i < k. Then

(a + b) - GWA,k(X) + Z(-1)- GWA,k1 (y, f) = 6 - (7 + 2a) - GWA+F,k+1(!, f)

+ ((a + 1)2 - 6) - GWA+F,k+1 (, e)

(8.5.9)

where the sum is taken over all pairs of (xj = u - a , x j2= u - bi) and (xjl = u - bi, x 2 = u* aj)

in x. In the first case the sign is positive and in the latter case negative.

Proof. We separate the terms with A 1 = 0 and A 2 = 0 and simplify the relation

F-A+F (x;i h, h Iu, u):2

0 = GWA+Fk+3(x, h, h, u -u) + GWA+F,k+3(X, u, u, h- h) (8-5.10)

- GWA+F,k+3(, h, u, h -) - GWA+F,k+3(x, h, u, h -u) (8.5.11)

+ E Y> g j-GWA,(y, h, h, T) -GWA2(z, u, u,I T) (8.5.12)
A1 ,A 2/0O yzJ

- S E5 g -GWA,(y, h, u, T) -GWA 2(z, h, u, T). (8.5.13)
A1 ,A2 04O y,& i~

Note that u(A + F) = (a + 1) and h(A + F) = 1, so by applying the divisor axiom

and Lemma 8.2.4 to lines (8.5.10) and (8.5.11), we obtain the righthand side of (8.5.9).

By Lemma 8.3.9, the only possible way to split A + F = L + (a + 1)F in NE(Y) is

into L + (a + 1 - c)F and cF. But any Gromov-Witten invariant in the class cF, c > 1

vanishes identically. So the only terms that contribute are A = L + aF and F. Since

h(F) = 0 we apply the divisor axiom to the terms in the sum and find that line (8.5.13)

cancels and the only terms in (8.5.12) that can survive is

Ey, ' - GWA(y, h, h, T) - GWF _, u,u, Tj) (8-14)
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By Lemma 1.5.8 and Lemma 8.4.2, the only nontrivial contributions come from

1. GWF(u, u, T11) = GWF(f) (with z empty).

2. GWF(f,u,U,T 2) = GWF(f,U).

3. GWF(Z, u, , T2 ) = GWF(u- a, u - i, U, , U).

4. GWF(,L, u, u, T2) = GWF(U bi, u -a, u, u, ).

From (1) we get a - GWAk(x), and from each (2) we get 1 - GWA,k(x) (and there are b

fiber classes). Finally, the contribution of each (3) term is

GWA,(y, h, h, T1) = GWA,(y,h,f) (8.5.15)

where y = (,.. . , 'i, ... , ub, ... ). Similarly for (4) with negative sign. 0

We can apply the Lemma to compute some Gromov-Witten invariants for the

homology class A = L - F. We immediately see that

GWL-F(, Ef) = 12 , GWL-F(e, Pt) = 6 (8.5.16)

and by definition any invariant of the form GWL-F( ... ) with two insertions xi = xj = f

must vanish. Applying EL(e, ; h, h Iu, f) and EL(pt; h, h U, f), we see that:

GWL-F(fe, ) = 1 , GWL-F(f, pt) = 1 (8.5.17)

As for the odd classes,

Lemma 8.5.3. Let w2 ,w 1 E H1 (C). Denote x 2 = U - w2 and x1 = U - w 1 . Then

GWL-F (f, X 2 , XI, f) = deg(w 2 -w)- (8-5.18)
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Proof. and by Lemma 8.5.2 with a = -1 and x = (C, f, x 2, x 1 )

-GWL-F, 4 (f, C, x2 ,x1) 1)' GWL-F,3(CL, f) = 6- (7- 2) -GWL, 5 (e, ,x 2 ,x 1, f)

+ (0 - 6) -GWL,5 (e, e, X 2 , X1, f).

(8.5.19)

The entire left hand side is automatically zero (because xi are exceptional). Now simplify

using (8.5.17).

8.6 Secant lines

Let T = L - 2F E H2 (Y; Z). By the description of lines in Section 5.2, we see that the

rational curves in MO,3 (T, JaIg) parametrize the strict transform of lines in P' which are

either secant or simply tangent to C. Thus, the moduli space is smooth, and of the

expected dimension

6 + 2c(L - 2F) + 6 - 6 = 10 = 4+ 2+ 2+ 2. (8.6.1)

There is a unique degree 6 class (pt) and

GWT,l(pt) = d(d-3) + 1 - g = 3 - 3 + 1 - 4 = 6 (8.6.2)
2

by Lemma 8.5.2. To compute GWT,2 , without loss of generality, we consider cohomology

classes (x2 , x1 ) with deg(x 2 ) ;> deg(x1 ) > 2 and deg(x 2 ) + deg(x1 ) = 8. Since there are

no 5-classes, the only possible combination is 8 = 4+4. Repeated application of Lemma

8.5.2, and using the values previously computed in (8.5.17), yield

" GWT, 2 (f, f)= d(d - 2) + 1 - g = 21.

* GWT, 2 (,f) d - 1 = 5.
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" GWT,2(f, f) = 5. By symmetry.

* GWT,2(f, f) = 1. Using the relation FL-F(f; h, hlu, f).

Remark 8.6.1. Of course, these numbers can also be obtained by more classical methods

like Schubert cycle computations, e.g. given a smooth nondegenerate curve of degree d

and genus g, it is well known (see for example [ ,., Section 3.4.3]) that the class of the

locus of chords to C is

((d 2 1) - g) - 02 + ( -o,1 E A 2 (G(1, 3)) (8.6.3)

so the number of chords to C that meet two given lines in P3 is the degree of

((d 2 1) - ) 2 O2  + (2 crl'10 E A4(G(1, 3)) L Z (8.6.4)

which is (( ) - 4) + (|) = 10 - 4 + 15 = 21. Similarly for the others.

It remains to consider GWT,3(X3 , x 2, X1), using symmetry and divisor we only need to

consider cohomology classes whose degrees satisfy deg(x 3) > deg(x 2) deg(x1 ) > 2 and

Er deg(x%) = 10. The only possible decomposition is 4 + 3 + 3 = 10,

Lemma 8.6.2. Let z2 ,z1 E H'(C). Denote x2 = U - z2 and x1 = u - z1 . Then the

following relations hold

GWT,3(f, x 2, x 1) = deg(z 2 - z1) (8.6.5)

GWT, 3 (f, x2, x 1) = 5 deg(z 2 - z1) (8.6.6)

Proof. By Lemma 8.5.2 with a = -2 and b = 1,

(a + b) -GWT,3(f, x2, X 1 ) + E(-1)t -GWT, 2(f, f) = 6 . 3 -GWL-F,3(f, x2, 1 , f)

+ ((-1)2 - 6)GWL-F,3 (f,x 2 ,x1,e)

(8.6.7)
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The right hand side vanishes because the blowdown of a rational curve in class L - F

must can not meet C in more then one point. Simplifying the left hand side gives (8.6.5).

Applying Lemma 8.5.2 again

(a + b) -GWT, 3 (e, x 2 , X 1) + (-1). GWT,2 (e, f)= 6 - 3 -GWL-F,3(f, X2, X1, f)

+ ((-1)2 - 6)GWL-F (f, X 2 , XI, E)

(8.6.8)

The GWL-F, 3 (e, X2 , X1 , f) term is zero for the same reason as before. By Lemma 8.5.3,

-2 - GWT,3 (X 2, X) + 5 deg(z 2 - zi) = -5 deg(z2 - z 1 ) (8.6.9)

Remark 8.6.3. Note that when deg(z 2 - z1) 7 0, these five lines are exactly the five

lines that are incident to a fixed line and the exceptional fiber over the intersection point

of the 1-cycles in the curve.

Proof of Lemma 1.5.10. For the Gromov-Witten invariants, we apply the divisor axiom,

the Lemma 8.6.2 above and use the fact that h(T) = h(L - 2F) = 1 and u(T) =

-2u(F) = -2. All products h*T h, u *T h,U *T have degree 2+ 2 - 4 = 0, so they are

a multiple of y. The coefficients are computed via Poincare duality as before. Similarly

pt *T h = and pt *T u have degree 4, and

j(pt *F h) U h = GWF,3(pt, h, h) = 6,

f(pt *F h) U u = GWF,3 (Pt, u, h) - -12.
(8.6.10)

(pt *F u) U h = GWF,3(pt, h, u) = -12,

J(pt *F u) U u = GWF,3 (pt, U, U) = 24.

Similarly for all the others.
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8.7 Ruling lines

Let R = L - 3F E H2 (Y; Z). Appealing to Section 5.2 once more, the rational curves

in MO,3 (R, Jaig) parametrize the strict transform of two families, each comprising an

Pl-worth of ruling lines in the strict transform Q' of the quadric Q C p3 . This moduli

space is smooth, and of the expected dimension

6+ 2c1 (L - 3F) - 6 + 2 =4 = 2+ 2. (8.7.1)

To compute GWR,1, we note that the image of the 1-point evaluation pseudocycle

restricted to each of the P'-families is exactly Q' C Y. Thus by Lemma 8.2.1

GWR,1(f) = 2(2H - E) - L = 4, (8.7.2)

GW,1(f)=2(2H-E)-F=(4H -2E)-F=2.

Remark 8.7.1. We remark that these numbers (that we computed explicitly), could

also be deduced from the classical predictions for the virtual number of 3-secants (due to

Cayley). A modren account appears in [ L, and the formulas for 1-point GW invariants

that were computed in [G, Example 9.1].

To compute GWR,2 , applying the symmetry and divisor axioms as before, we only

need to consider pairs of cohomology classes of degree 3.

* GWR,2 (u- aj,u- a).

" GWR,2 (u. a, u- bj).

* GWR,2 (u. bi, u -a).

" GWR,2 (u - bi,u- b).

These can be easily computed using recursion.
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Lemma 8.7.2. Let w 2 , w 1 E H1 (C). Denote x 2 = U - w 2 and x1 = u -'w 1 . Then

GWR,2(x 2, Xi)= 2 deg(w 2 - 71). (8.7.3)

Proof. By Lemma 8.5.2 with a = -3 and the GW invariants computed above,

-3. GWR,3 (X 2 , x 1) + 2deg(w 2 - WI) = 6 -deg(w 2 - Z 1 ) - 2 5 - deg(w 2 - U1 ) (8.7.4)

To compute GWR,3, we note that because of degree considerations, we can always

use the symmetry and divisor axiom to reduce the computation to the previous cases.
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Chapter 9

Computation (III): determining the

ambiguity

Our goal in this chapter is to prove Proposition 1.5.13, as well as establish some results

that would help with the computation of the main term in the quantum Massey product.

Recall that the proof of Proposition 1.4.9 is based on the fact that for suitable choices

of J and J, the unparametrized moduli space M(A, J) can be identified with a fibre of

the projection M(A, J) -+ S1. In other words: we observe that 1 x 1 x t is Poincar6

dual to the submanifold

C3 := x x Yto C V3x3 (9.0.1)

So if we let o denote the intersection product on

He( x 3) c He'() ® He(J) 9 HQ(J), (9.0.2)

(where the identification was by a Kiunneth isomorphism), then

(ev3) [M(A, J)] o [C3] = (i x i x i)*(ev3),[M(A, J)]. (9.0.3)
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Note also that the support of the Poincar6 dual of 1 x t x t can be taken to be

(9.0.4)

with to 5 t1 , thus disjoint from the image of the 3-point Gromov-Witten pseudocycle.

Remark 9.0.1. Of course, similar considerations apply to 2-point Gromov-Witten

pseudocycle: we can define a submanifold

C2 := X yto c x2, (9.0.5)

Poincar6 dual to 1 x t; and

(ev2)*[M(A, J)] o [C2 ] = (i x i)*(ev2)*[M(A, J)]. (9.0.6)

That would be useful later, when we want to use the divisor axiom.

'Equation (9.0.3) immediately implies that

(tz2)*zi = t(z2 * ZI) = z 2 * (zit), (9.0.7)

for any two cohomology classes Z2, 21 E H*(Y); Similarly, it is clear that

(tz2)i(tzi) = 0. (9.0.8)

Moreover, if we denote

z2*i = w' + tw" (9.0.9)

where Z2, ZI, w', w" E H*(Y) then w' = z2*zi by 1.4.9, where the product is taken in the

fiber H'(Y). So the only possibly interesting term is w". We will call such contribution

a parametric correction term.

Remark 9.0.2. Proposition 1.5.13 is equivalent to the statement that all parametric

correction terms vanish.
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A basic observation is that in order for GW(z3 , z2 , zi) to have a nontrivial correction

term, we must have

deg(z3 ) + deg(z 2 ) + deg(z) = 7 + 2c 1 (A) + 6 - 6 = 7 + 2c 1(A) , A f 0 (9.0.10)

which is an odd number. Thus, the number of H3 (Y)-classes must be odd. Without

loss of generality, we can assume

deg(z 3 ) deg(z 2 ) > deg(zi) > 2. (9.0.11)

Observation 9.0.3. The following are the only cases we need to check:

1. deg(zi) = 2, which means deg(z 2 ) = 3 and deg(zi) = 2 + 2c1 (A).

2. deg(zi) = 3 for all i (and then c1(A) = 1);

3. deg(zi) = 3, but deg(z3 ) > deg(z 2) > 4. In that case deg(z3 )+deg(z 2 ) 4+2c1 (A)

forces c1 (A) = 2 and both degrees are four.

Remark 9.0.4. Note that deg(zi) = deg(z2 ) = 2 is impossible, because that would

imply deg(z3 ) = 3, and so c1 (A) = 0 which contradicts the energy axiom because of

monotonicity.

In the following subsection we analyze each of these cases for all classes A E HS(M)

with c1(A) < 2 or A = 2F.

9.1 Proof of Lemma 1.5.12

We will think of Y = BlX as the 1-point blow up of a smoothing of a degenerate

Fano 3-fold with two A5-configurations of vanishing cycles. Let T, i = 1, 2 be a tubular

neighbourhood around each A5-configuration of vanishing cycles, and let T = T1 U T2 .
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Lemma 9.1.1. Every homology class in Hd(Y) of degree 3 4 d < 6 can be represented

by a manifold C c Y which is disjoint from T.

Proof. This is obvious for any class of degree < 3 due to transversality. It remains to

understand H4(Y). This is a consequence of Poincar6 duality: For every c E H2 (Y; Z)

there exists a line bundle Z such that c = c1 (Z). But if we consider the restriction

Z Iv for any vanishing cycle V S3 , then H2 (S3 ) = 0 and we can find a non-vanishing

section and extend it to all of Y. E

Lemma 9.1.2. Every homology class in Hd(Y) of degree d < 6 can be represented by a

manifold C C Y that has the following property: there exists a tubular neighbourhood

C c TC C Y such that

-ysT y mprq id. (9.1.1)

Proof. For homology classes of degree # 3, this is immediate since the monodromy is

compactly supported near the vanishing cycles (say near T). But in fact, we can do

better - the monodromy is the product of two 8 = 6 powers of the total monodromy

of an A5-singularities (which are a special case of weighted homogeneous singularities)

which is symplectically isotopic to the right-handed fibered Dehn twist that comes from

the circle action on the contact type boundary (See: [ , Lemma 4.16], and the recent

[AJA.) In particular, it is compactly supported near 0T and can be made disjoint on

the chain-level from the vanishing cycles themselves. E

Corollary 9.1.3. Let z be any class in H*(Y). Taken as a cohomology class in the

mapping torus via (1.5.11), it can be represented by as PD([C]) where the cycle E = C x S'

is of the form

C X [0,1] C Y X [0, 1] -+4V (9.1.2)

with C C Y a manifold as in Lemma 9.1.2.

Of course, any cohomology class of the form tz can be represented as the Poincar6

dual of a cycle C x {t} for some t E S1 . Arguing via intersection theory, the facts that

isomorphism (1.5.11) preserves the cup-product is immediate.
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9.2 Topology of E

To understand the Gromov-Witten pseudocycle for fiber classes and later the Morse

theory on the mapping torus, we need to understand the exceptional divisor first. In the

case of a single fiber, it is obvious that E = C x P1 (the exceptional divisor is a ruled

surface.) The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following result

Lemma 9.2.1. The same holds for the entire 5-dimensional exceptional fibration, that

is., is a trivial rank 1 projective bundle over C.

Thus, it is clear from this (and the discussion in subsection 8.4) that we will obtain

no parametric correction terms to i from A = F and A = 2F.

9.2.1 Projective bundles

Definition 9.2.2. Let Z be a paracompact topological space, and n > 1. We define a

rank n projective bundles over Z, to be a fiber bundle with fiber CP" and structure

group

Aut(Cpn) = PGLn41(C). (9.2.1)

Example 9.2.3. There is one obvious class of projective bundles on Z, namely those

we obtain by projectivizing a complex vector bundle. Recall that if V is a complex vector

bundle over Z, then taking the fibre-wise projective space yields the associated projective

bundle:

P(V) := (V \ {O}) /~ , where v ~ Av for every A E C - {0} (9.2.2)

The fibres of P(V) are complex projective spaces P(V) and if V is a holomorphic vector

bundle over a complex manifold then the total space P(Z) is a complex manifold.

If a projective bundle is trivialized on a open cover {U0 }, of Z, then to specify the

bundle all we need to do is specify transition functions on all the Ua n Ug between the

two trivializations, subject to the constraint that they are compatible with the triple
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overlaps. But this gives a 1-cocycle, with values in the structure group PGL,+1 (C). As

usual, changing the 1-cocycle by a coboundary yields an isomorphic bundle. Therefore

H'(Z; PGL,+1 (C)) classifies CP"-bundles on Z. Since H1(Z; GLn+ 1 (C)) classifies rank

n + 1 vector bundles, again via transition functions, the natural map on cocycles

H1 (Z; GLn+1 (C)) -+ H1(Z; PGLn+1 (C)) (9.2.3)

corresponds to projectivization.

Lemma 9.2.4. H2 (Z; 0* ) c H3(Z; Z).

Proof. We consider the exponential exact sequence

-+4 Z -+ Oz -+ 0* -+ 0.

Since the structure sheaf Oz is acyclic, the long exact sequence in cohomology gives

0 - H 2 (Z; 0*) e H3 (Z; Z) - 0.

Lemma 9.2.5. Assume that H 3 (Z; Z) has no n-torsion. Then every PGLn-bundle lifts

to a GL.n-bundle, and any two vector bundles give the same projective bundles if and

only if they obtained from each other by tensoring ("twisting ") with an invertible line

bundle.

Proof. Consider the pair of short exact sequencess

1 > 0* : GLn(C)Z > PGLn(C)z 1

I I I
1 > -' SLn(C)z > PGLn(C)z ) 1
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and the corresponding long exact sequences in non-Abelian cohomology

H1(Z, 0*) >H(Z; GL,(C)) > H1(Z; PGL,(C)) H2(ZI 0*)

H'(Z, p,) > H1(Z; SL,(C) > H1 (Z; PGLn(C)) > H2(Z, ps')

Since H2 (Z; p.") is n-torsion and the middle map

H 1(Z; PGL,(C)) -+ H1(Z; PGLn(C)) (9.2.4)

is an isomorphism, the image of H 1(Z; GL,(C)) in H2 (Z, O*) * H3(Z; Z) is n-torsion,

hence zero by assumption. El

9.2.2 Proof of Lemma 9.2.1

Consider the pullback of the normal bundle X -÷ C. According to the previous subsection,

it is enough to show that there exists a complex line bundle Z -+ C and a global splitting

X Z o (0 (O 0) =4 e L. (9.2.5)

We note that over each fixed s-slice (s E Si), we have a splitting as a direct sum of

holomorphic bundles as in (5.1.10). Now fix a base point * E S. Since the first chern

class c(1(N) = 30 is even, we can choose a line bundle L. -+ C, and an isomorphism of

complex vector bundles

, 040 (0 ( 0) = 4, E Z, c1 (44) = 15. (9.2.6)

This is useful in order to get a local toric picture as a C 2-bundle. However, we have

a topological problem: as we try to extend our initial isomorphism and go in a loop

around the base, the monodromy acts on our fixed frame by a gauge transformation
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which we denote as

<D E Co 4(C*, U (2)). (9.2.7)

There is a potentially problematic part coming from the phase U(2) + S1 . Fortunately,

the classification of complex vector bundles over a Riemann surface extends to 3-

manifolds.

Lemma 9.2.6 ([ 1). Let X be a CW-complex, dim(X) < 3.

1. Two U(2)-bundles E1 and E2 on X are isomorphic if and only if c1 (Ei) = c1(E2 ).

2. A U(2)-bundle can be reduced to an SU(2)-bundle if and only if c 1 (E) = 0.

In particular, any SU(2)-bundle is trivial. E

So it is enough to prove that c1 (N) is divisible by two in the cohomology ring

H'(C; Z). Equivalently, we must prove that the image of first Chern class under mod

two reduction

H'(C; Z) - H(e; Z2) (9.2.8)

cl(N) -+ w2 (N)

vanishes.

Definition 9.2.7. We define a Spin structure on a manifold bundle Z - S' to be a

Spin structure on the vertical tangent bundle TVZ.

The following theorem is well-known (see e.g., [1, p. 78-851.)

Theorem 9.2.8. Let Z be a closed oriented manifold. An oriented vector bundle E -+ Z

has a Spin structure if and only if w2(E) = 0. Furthermore, if E" = E DE' as oriented

vector bundles, then the choice of spin structures on any of the three bundles determines

a spin structure on the third. E

Thus, the normal sequence coupled with the fact that the ambient space S' x P3 is

Spin readily imply that N is Spin if and only if the surface bundle C -+ S' is Spin as

well.
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Theorem -9.2.9. Let Z be a smooth, connected oriented 3-manifold. Then Z is paral-

lelizable.

Proof. The Wu relation w2 + w 2 = 0 implies that if Z is oriented it is spin as well. But a

connected 3-manifold is parallelizable if and only if the first two Stiefel-Whitney classes

w 1 , w 2 vanish.

To complete the proof of the Lemma we only need to recall that,

Proposition 9.2.10 ([ ]). Any surface bundle over S' admits a spin structure.

Proof. The total space of any surface bundle p : Z -+ S1 is an oriented 3-manifold, thus

parallelizable by 9.2.9. Now we see that

TZ Z x R3 r TvZ ep*TS 'TZ®(Z x

Thus all the Stiefel-Whitney classes of TvZ must vanish. In particular, the surface

bundle p is spin.

9.3 Secant lines

Case (1) in 9.0.3 is checking GWT, 2 (Z2, z1 ) with

z2 E {pt},
(9.3.1)

z, E {u - aj, u - bj}.

It is clear that no such secant line exist (e.g. by considering the Fano 3-fold X instead,

and using a degeneration argument for the Fano surface). Case (2) is impossible due to

degree reasons. We consider case (3) which means we need to compute GWT, 2 (Z 2 , z1 )

where z 2 and z, are either the line or the fiber classes. The same degeneration argument

to the singular Fano 3-fold shows that no parametric correction terms exist.
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9.4 Ruling lines

Case (1) in 9.0.3 reduces to checking G~WR,2(Z 2 , zi) with

2E {, f}
(9.4.1)

z 1 E {u -ai, u -b}.

However in all those cases GWR,2 (Z2 , z1 ) = 0 (in particular, there are no t -w" terms):

choose a chain-level representative for z2 using Corollary 9.1.3. As in subsection 8.7,

note that there are only finitely many ruling lines in each fiber Y = BlcPI that meet a

given degree 4 class (and that we understand them explicitly); it is clear that non of

them intersects the vanishing cycles.

Case (3) is impossible because c1 (R) $ 2. It remains to deal with case (2).

Lemma 9.4.1. There are no parametric correction terms to GWR,3(z3 , z2 , z 1) when

deg(zi) = 3.

The idea for the proof is to consider the image of the 3-point parametrized Gromov-

Witten pseudocycle under blowdown

M(A, J) -4 x, x, b x, b (P 3 x P3 x 3) XS (9.4.2)

where in the right hand side we have implicitly a fixed choice of trivialization of the

bundle of projective spaces. This is the same as the evaluation map from

{(t,P3 ,P 2 ,P1 ) I the points pi are distinct smooth
(9.4.3)

points on Qt }/Aut(P1 x P')

where 0 ~ Q x S' is the quadric bundle (see the discussion in subsection 5.5.) Instead

of computing the pushforward of the virtual fundamental class and how it behaves with
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respect to cohomology classes in the triple product, we can project to a single copy of

and dualize. The domain of the induced map on cohomology by 1-point evaluation is

H2( ) H2(Y) (D (H1 (y) 0 HI (Sl)) -+ H'(M(A, J)) (9.4.4)

where the direct sum on the right-hand side is the Kiinneth decomposition of the product.

Since the 1-parameter family of embedded curves Ct actually come from smoothing a

singular curve CO, we can form our mapping torus by taking the boundary circle of a

punctured disc 0 < Itl < 6 for a sufficiently small 6 > 0. It is clear that H1 (Y) 0 H1 (Sl)

goes to zero, because all the 1-cycles are supported in a ball of arbitrarly small radius

around the A5-singularities and can not meet any of the ruling lines that generate

H2 (Q) H2 (Q) -
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Chapter 10

The pearl complex (coherence)

This chapter and the next (11 and 10) discusses those parts of the theory of J-holomorphic

curve theory which we will need to construct Quantum Massey products.

Our particular setup is essentially a chimera, which we form by merging of two

well-known constructions in the literature: the "Morse-Bott" or "pearly" approach to

Lagrangian Floer theory and the parametric pseudo-cycle approach to family Gromov-

Witten invariants. As a result, our moduli spaces posses certain idiosyncrasies which we

would like to point out:

9 The first type (which are of a rather technical nature), are changes that come from

adapting the pearl complex to the fibration setting. Most of them are obvious, but

we included a discussion indicating how the Fredholm setup and Gluing analysis

are effected.

* The second type of changes is that we eschew generality and the use of virtual

techniques like Kuranishi structures or polyfolds in favor of the more classical

geometric regularization method. As a result, we obtain actual pseudo-chains and

not just homology classes. This would be important in the computation (which

take place in Section 12.)
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* The third type (which is more serious) is the a multiple cover problem: when

the lengths of edges in a pearl tree go to zero, we might encounter a situation

in which two pearls, or bubbles thereof, "collide". See illustration in Figure 10-4

below. The usual remedy on the monotone case to multiple covers is to factor

them via a simple map, unfortunately, this does little good here because the

incidence conditions on each sphere are entirely different. We will need to take

some precautions "beforehand" (which means when the length parameters are

suitably small) to avoid getting intothis situation to begin with. This would be

made precise when we discuss transversality (see the Definition of (B)-regularity

in Section 11.)

A word about navigation: we have divided the analytic framework into two sections:

In this section, we disucss the steps that we need to take to define an A,-structure. The

next part includes the general setup and facts related to holomorphic curves and the

graph pseudocycle (and also contains as a special case the basis for defining parametrized

quantum cohomology in our setting, which does not require any successive choices of

perturbations.) All our previous notations and assumptions from Section 2.1 carry over

to this Section as well.

10.1 Consistent choice of cylindrical ends

Let S be a smooth, pointed, oriented surface. We consider a fibre bundle

7r : 8 - (10.1.1)

whose fibre is S, and whose structure group is the group of oriented diffeomorphisms of

S which are the identity on the marked points. Then each fibre 8, then has a natural

compactification 9, and these fit together canonically into a smooth proper fibre bundle

fr : A - 'I+ J(10.1.2)
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)

flattened out picture flattened out picture

collision the base

(a) When the length of edges is bounded, (b) As it approaches zero, we can no longer

we define our muoduli space by a fiber product consider each pearl individually

Figure 10-1: Collision problem for pearl trees defining /3 over the base B = S'

Moreover, each marked point of S gives rise to a section

( : 'R S, (10.1.3)

such that

S = 5 \ U ((z). (10.1.4)

We will often identify the points of S with the corresponding sections. Now suppose

that S comes equipped with an almost complex structure Is on the fibrewise tangent

bundle, which extends to 5, hence makes each fibre S, into a pointed Riemann surface.
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In that situation, we call S a family of pointed surfaces.

Definition 10.1.1. A set of strip and cylinder data for 8 -* 'R consists of proper

embeddings

'EC Z x 'T -+ 8 or EC : A-- x 'T -+ 8 (10.1.5)

Jibered over 'R, one for each C, which restrict to strip-like or cylindrical ends on each

fibre. These will automatically extend to smooth, fibrewise holomorphic embeddings EC,

whose restriction to koo is the corresponding section C.

Let d > 2. The moduli space of (d + 1)-marked disks,

'&, (10.1.6)

is the space of isomorphism classes of marked disks (D; zo,... , zd) with respect to

the PSL2 (R)-action. Since (d + 1)-marked discs have no nontrivial automorphisms

(preserving the distinguished incoming point at infinity), there is a universal family,

denoted by

'Dd - . (10.1.7)

The base, which is called the moduli space of stable discs, is a smooth manifold

diffeomorphic to Rd-2. As a set, the DelignehA$Mumford compactification is given

by the disjoint union over the collection of all d-leafed ribbon trees of products of

lower-dimensional moduli spaces

jZd RT , where 'T = TII; (10.1.8)
T vEV

Similarly, by allowing marked points to come together and bubble off a disk we obtain a

partial compactification of the universal family

Dd -+ Rd. (10.1.9)
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Lemma 10.1.2. There is a smooth structure on 'Rd which makes it into a compact,

(d - 2)-dimensional manifold with boundary and corners.

More precisely, recall that there is a gluing operation of pointed disks, which takes

as input:

* A d-leafed ribbon tree T,

" For each vertex, a Ivi-pointed disk D, with strip-like ends,

" For each interior edge e, a gluing parameter Pe E (-1, 0),

and produces a new (d + 1)-pointed disc Dp with strip-like ends by:

1. Cutting finite strips from each disc. For every interior edge, denote le

e log(-pe)/7r. For every vertex v of T,

D' := D\ ef(Z) (10.1.10)

f=(v,e)EFlag"' (T)

where e1 is the strip-like end of D, which corresponds to the flag f = (v, e).

2. Identifying the stubs. Set D, := Jj, D'/ -, where

Ef+(e) (s, t) 'If -(e)(8 + le, t)

for each interior edge e and (s, t) E [0, -le] x [0, 1] and f+(e) are the appropriate

positive/negative flags.

We can also allow the some gluing parameters to be zero (simply by omitting the

degenerate edges in both steps of the gluing process). The strip-like ends of D, are

inherited from those associated to the exterior flags of T. See [S , Subsection (9e)] for

an in-depth discussion.
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Definition 10.1.3. An important byproduct of the gluing construction is the thick-thin

decomposition of DP. The thin part is defined to be the union of the strip-like ends

and the finite strips of length le. The thick part is the complement.

A straightforward generalization of the gluing construction is to start with a ribbon

tree and families 'D1,1 -+ RHiI of Il-pointed discs with strip-like ends, for each vertex v.

Gluing then produces a new family

'D -+ 'R := (_ 1 , 0 ]Edgeint(T) X JJH (10.1 -11)
V

As before this has a partial compactification 51i -+ Nivi where the gluing parameters

are allowed to become zero.

Definition 10.1.4. A universal choice of strip-like ends for disks to be a choice,

for every d > 2, of a set of strip-like ends {,&+1} for 'Dd+1 -+ 'd+1-

Given such a choice, we can put a topology and smooth structure on ld by gluing

universal families. That is, given a d-leafed stable tree T, we associate to each vertex the

universal families 'D1,1 -+ 'IivI. Gluing these together yields a family of (d + 1)-pointed

discs

'D -+ 'Z:= (- 1, 0 )Edgein,(T) X 'RT (10.1.12)

with a smooth classifying map

I:'R - 'Rd+1. (10.1.13)

Allowing gluing parameters to become zero gives a degenerate glued surface, which is a

disjoint union of pointed disks governed by a the collapsed tree T (which is obtained

by contracting all pe = 0 edges). Clearly, this determines a point in the '-stratum of

(10.1.8), and thus a canonical extension of the gluing maps

T (-1, 0 ]Edgent (T) X + (10.1-14)
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The topology and smooth structure on Nd are characterized by requiring the (associative!)

gluing maps ;7T are continuous and smooth (and they are independent of the universal

choice used to define them). Moreover, define 'DT -+ '&r to be the disjoint union of the

pullbacks of the universal fibrations 'Dl1 -+ 'RivI, v E Vert(T); the fibres of 'DT will be

disjoint unions of Iv|-pointed discs. The universal family 'Dd+1 -f 3Zd+1 admits a partial

compactification, which set-theoretically is

Dd 1 JD -+ j d+Zd1. (10.1.15)
T

This can be equipped with a topology and smooth structure, by using gluing maps on

the total spaces of families. By definition, the gluing map YT associated to (10.1.12) is

covered by a fibrewise isomorphism

FT : 'D -+ 'Dd+1. (10.1.16)

As we observed before, 'D has a natural partial compactification 5 -+ R. By comparing
-T

this with (10.1.15), one sees that FT extends to F : 'D 'd+1-

Note that the family (10.1.12) carries two sets of strip-like ends (which a priori might

be different): The first set is obtained from the gluing construction; and the second set

is pulled back from the universal choice via the classifying map.

Definition 10.1.5. We call our universal choice consistent if, for every T, there is an

open subset U = UT c I containing {0} x ~lH II, such that the two abovementioned

sets of strip-like ends agree over U =U n nR. If they exist, we will refer to such U as

subsets where the gluing parameters are sufficiently small.

The space of possible choices of strip-like ends is contractible, and the consistency

requirement is inductive, so

Lemma 10.1.6. There exists consistent universal choices of strip-like ends.
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Proof. See Lemma 9.3 in El

Let us, once and for all, fix such a choice.

There is an anti-holomorphic involution on MO,d+1 given by

[(CP'; zo, ... , Zd)] = [(CP'; T, ... , -)]. (10.1.17)

which canonically extends to Mo,d+1. Let

-RRR
JYL+O C MO+1 O,d+1 C Mo,d+1 (10.1.18)

denote the fixed points.

Definition/ Lemma 10.1.7. Md+1 has d!-connected components. We call this compo-

nent the d-th moduli of pearls and denote it as

MO,d+1(R). (10.1.19)

The closure of MOd+1(R) in Mo,d+1 (which is contained in MOd+1) is called the com-

pactified moduli of pearls and denoted MO,d+1(R).

Proof. See Lemma 10.1 in [FJ] and the discussion there.

The doubling trick extend to families as well. More precisely, if we fix a point of RT,

then any family of strip-like ends on the disc doubles to give local cylindrical ends on

the corresponding family of pearls near the punctures. We have a gluing construction

as before as well as extended gluing maps

S:= ( 1 , 0]Edget(T) X MO,T(R) -+ MO,d+l(R) (10.1.20)

Lemma 10.1.8. The topology and smooth structure they define on Mod+l(R) is inde-

pendent of the choice of cylindrical ends, identical to the one'obtained by restriction
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from Mo,d+1, and with this structure Mo,d+l(R) is a manifold with boundary and corners

diffeomorphic to 5d+1. Moreover, the topology and smooth structure of the universal

curve %,d+1(R) -+ Od+1 (R) from the embedding in the restriction of the universal curve

UO,d+1kO1,d+1(R) -+ Mo,d+1(IR) are the same as those coming from the gluing construction.

Proof. The maps (10.1.20) are obtained by restricting the domain of the complexified

gluing maps from Lemma 9.2 in [ .

Corollary 10.1.9. There exists a consistent (smooth) universal choice of cylindrical

ends for pearls.

Remark 10.1.10. Contrast this with the fact that there is no consistent universal choice

of cylindrical ends for the whole So,d+1, as we can see from the existence of O-classes.

10.2 Pearls-with-bubbles

The first thing to note is that (unfortunately), the Gromov bordification of the moduli

space of pearl trees must include some bubble trees as well. We will eventually prove

that they only appear in lower dimensional strata (and therefore can be ignored,) but

for now let us make the following definitions.

Definition 10.2.1. A compact, complex nodal curve (or Riemann surface) E is

obtained from a collection of smooth, compact, complex curves by identifying a collection

of distinct double points. A point z E E is smooth if it is not equal to any nodal point.

We will only consider curves which have genus zero.

A node z E E is called separating if E \ {z} has more connected components than

E, otherwise it is non-separating. Let E' denote the normalization of E.

Definition 10.2.2. A m-marked nodal curve is a pair

(E, _z) (10.2.1)
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which consist of a nodal curve E together with a collection z = (z 1,... , z") of distinct,

smooth points. A special point is a marking or node. A morphism of marked nodal

curves is a holomorphic map of the normalizations which descends to a continuous

map of the curves, and induces an order-preserving bijection of the marked points. An

isomorphism is a bijective morphism. A m-marked nodal curve is stable if it has finite

automorphism group. Equivalently, each component contains at least three special points.

Each connected m-marked curve E has a combinatorial type which is defined to

be the tree T = (V, E, A) obtained by replacing each sphere with a vertex, each nodal

point with an interior edge connecting the two vertices that correspond to the irreducible

components connected by the node, and each marking with a label (and an exterior

vertex).

Conversely, given

* A m-labelled tree T = (V, E, A), as well as,

* A tuple

Z = ({Za#}aE#, {Zi}1<i<m) (10.2.2)

of points, such that for any vertex a E V, the special points

SPa := {zoO | aE3} U {zi I ai = a} (10.2.3)

are pairwise distinct,

we can canonically define a m-marked nodal curve E, with combinatorical type T:

1. First, we form a disjoint collection of standard spheres

l Sa. (10.2.4)
aEV

2. EZ is defined to be the quotient space obtained by gluing together the disjoint

spheres from (1) along each pair za for aE/3.
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3. Finally, we assign the marked points zi E Sa, according to the labels.

Moreover, given two such curves E. and E., modelled over trees T and T' respectively,

we define a morphism to be a tuple

=(T, {# a}aeV), (10.2.5)

where r : T -+ T' is a tree homomorphism and

ka S 2  SCa _+ Sr(,) S 2 (10.2.6)

are (possibly constant) holomorphic maps which respect the edges and the markers in

the obvious way. # is called an isomorphism if r is a tree isomorphism and each 0#" is

biholomorphic. Every morphism (resp. isomorphism) in the sense of definition 10.2.2

comes from such a construction. In other words, the assignment that sends a nodal

curve E = E. to its combinatorial type T extends to a functor from the category of

marked nodal curves to the category of graphs, and there is a canonical homomorphism

Aut(E) -+ Aut(T), whose kernel is the product of the automorphism groups of the

irreducible components of E. Observe that the curve E, is stable if and only if the tree

T is stable, and stabilization of trees induces a canonical stabilization of nodal curves

E t-+ st(E). Isomorphisms from z to itself are called automorphisms. If z is stable its

only automorphism is the identity (see the discussion after Definition D.3.4 in ( J.)

Lemma 10.2.3 (2.5 in [C 1d). Let z be a nodal curve modelled over the tree T and

st(z) its stabilization. Then the stabilization map induces a morphism

st = (T7 10alciEV) : EZ Est~ (10.2.7)

with the following property: There exists a collection of subtrees T' C T such that #, is

constant for v E V' and biholomorphic otherwise. Moreover, each sphere S, with v V'

carries at least 3 special points. E
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Definition 10.2.4. A (d + 1)-marked pearl-with-bubbles is a genus zero, punctured,

nodal Riemann surface whose stabilization st(C) is a (d + 1)-marked pearl.

The combinatorial type of C is a (d+ 1)-labelled tree T with a root Vmain E Vertint (T)

(this is the subtree T' from Lemma 10.2.3 that does not get collapsed, and corresponds

to the pearl). The remaining internal vertices are called bubble vertices. C inherit a

choice of sign for the marked points from st(C), as well cylindrical ends, if such a choice

has been made.

This has an obvious generalization

Definition 10.2.5. By a smooth family of curves of fixed type T over a manifold

Q we mean a bundle EQ --+ Q such that each fiber is a curve of type T: Eq = EZ

and zq is smoothly varying with respect to the base parameter. In other words, the

homeomorphism. type of the fiber is fixed, say E, but the complex structure J depends

smoothly on q.

A smooth family of pearls-with-bubbles is a family of pearls which is a smooth when

considered as a family of curves of a fixed type.

10.3 Stable maps

Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold. Let E be a possibly nodal Riemann surace. Denote

T = (V, E, A) for the combinatorial type. A continuous map u : E -+ M is a collection

{uG}aeV of continuous maps ua : Sa -+ M such that ua(zac,) = u#(zq3,) whenever aE3.

We define the space of domain-depenedent almost complex structures on E to be

OT :=1 a s. (M,7) (10.3.1)
aET

Definition 10.3.1. Let J e OT. A continuous map u : E -+ M is J-holomorphic if the

restriction to every sphere u : S, -+ M is Ja-holomorphic.
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All the adjectives from the Section 2.3 such as: simple, multi-covered etc can be

applied to nodal domains mutatis mutandi, by simply replacing the curve E with its

normalization E'. In particular, every pseudo-holomorphic map u defines a homology

decomposition, [u] = { [u]} indexed by the vertices of the tree.

Definition 10.3.2. A weighted m-labelled tree

(T, {Aa}) (10.3.2)

is a rn-labelled tree T with a homology decomposition A = {A,}, where Aa E H 2 (M; Z)

indexed by the vertices a E V.

We call (T, {Aa}) weighted stable if each component a c T with Aa = 0 carries at

least 3 special points. Note that stability implies weighted stability but not vice versa.

Definition 10.3.3. A pseudo-holomorphic map u : E -÷M is stable if the weighted tree

(T, [u]) is stable.

Definition 10.3.4. We call a component a with A, = 0 a ghost component, and a

maximal subtree consisting of ghost components a ghost tree.

Note that a pseudo-holomorphic map u :. E - M is stable if and only if every

component with zero energy has at least three special points.

Definition 10.3.5. The reduced index set of (T, {Aa}) is the subset R c {1,..., m}

containing all marked points on components with A, $ 0, and the maximal marked point

on each ghost tree.

Remark 10.3.6. As remarked in 10.3, all the discussion goes through for vertical stable

maps (b, u) with b E B and u : F --+ Eb without change.

10.4 Singular pearl trees

Definition 10.4.1. A singular pearl tree P = (T, C) with d+1 external edges consists

of
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" A singular metric tree

T = (T, gT) (10.4.1)

with d + 1 external edges of infinite type.

" A collection of IvI-marked pearls-with-bubbles

C ={(Cv)}vCVertfinte(T) , (10.4.2)

indexed the set of all vertices of finite type.

We require that the marked points on C, are ordered in such a way that they are in

order-preserving bijection with the flags adjacent to v.

Remark 10.4.2. Note that a pearl tree is a special case of a singular pearl tree where

the metric only takes values in (0, oo) and each C, is a marked pearl.

We generalize the notion of a pearl-with-bubbles a bit to allow for the possibility

of more then one main vertex (this correspond to broken pearl-with-bubbles, whose

stablization is the double of a broken nodal disc) and define

Definition 10.4.3. An isomorphism of singular pearl trees is an equivalence of the

underlying metric tree together with an isomorphism of collections of nodal curves.

In particular, given an edge of length zero in T, the operation of removing that edge

and merging the two pearl-with-bubbles together to a nodal pearl-with-bubbles with

two main vertices is an isomorphism of singular pearl trees. We will favor the latter

description in such a case.

Definition 10.4.4. The topological realization |P| of a singular pearl tree P is

obtained by removing the vertices from the tree and gluing in the nodal curves by

attaching the marking to the edges of tree, according to the bijection between the marked

points and the flags.
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Definition 10.4.5. A singular pearl tree P = (T, C) is stable if the tree T is stable

and every nodal curve is stable.

In particular, a stable singular pearl tree has no bubble vertices and every pearl tree

is necessarily stable.

Lemma 10.4.6. A stable singular pearl tree has no automorphism except the identity.

Proof. The singular Stasheff tree T has no automorphism but the identity, and each

marked pearl-with-bubble must have valency |v| > 3, thus no automorphism as well. 0

Definition 10.4.7. The combinatoiial type

Tp (10.4.3)

of any singular pearl tree P is the graph obtained by gluing together the combinatorial

types of the nodal curves along the edges corresponding to the edges of T with some

additional decorations. More precisely,

" We record the partition of the set of internal vertices

Vertint (Tp) = Vert"'ain(Tp) Li Vert bbble(Tp), (10.4.4)

coming from the combinatorial type of the pearls-with-bubbles. We declare vertices

of each pearl-tree-with-bubbles to be of finite type, and internal vertices of T of

infinite type to be main vertices.

" We retain the information of the subset

Edgeo" (Tp) (10.4.5)

of interior edges with zero length. The length function on edges of T extends to

the edges of Tp coming from the pearl-with-bubbles, by setting the lengths of those
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edges to be zero. Note that stability (and being non-singular) depend only on the

combinatorial type.

We denote

Edge' (Tp) (10.4.6)

for the set of edges of finite, positive length and

Edgel t (Tp) (10.4.7)

for the set of edges of infinite length. They are both uniquely determined by the infinite

type vertices and Edgeo (Tp). Like in Definition 10.4.7, we note that from a decorated

graph T one can define a singular pearl tree P based on it by specifying the special

points indicating how to attach the spheres to each other.

Definition 10.4.8. Every singular pearl tree has a decomposition into a one-dimensional

part (which consists of edges of positive length) called the tree part, and a two-

dimensional part, called the sphere part, and which is the disjoint union of nodal

curves of genus zero.

We will often refer to various subsets of vertices and edges of a singular pearl tree P,

by which we mean the vertices and edges of the combinatorial type Tp. This should

cause no confusion.

10.5 Moduli of pearl trees

Let d > 2. For each stable pearl type T with d leaves we denote by

QT (10.5.1)

the set of isomorphism classes of pearl trees P such that Tp = T. There is a bijection

between Q- and the product of a cubical cell in the moduli space of Stasheff trees and
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copies of the moduli of pearls, indexed by the vertices:

Qr (0, 1 )Edge(+)(T) x X Mo,1, 1(R) - (10.5.2)
vEV

which we use to put a topology and smooth structure on QT.

Definition 10.5.1. The d-th moduli of pearl trees is the smooth manifold

d ]J Q, (10.5.3)
T

where the union is taken over all pearl types with d leaves. We denote 'd for the universal

curve over Qd, and Td, Cd for the tree and sphere part, respectively.

As a set, the closure QT is the set obtained by adding isomorphism classes of stable

singular pearl trees where we allow edges to become zero or infinite length (and pearls

to break). We define the codimension of a stable singular pearl type T to be

codim(T) := I Edge n t (T) + I Edgei t (T) . (10.5.4)

T is a pearl type if and only if the codim(T) = 0.

Definition 10.5.2. As a set, we define the compactified d-th moduli of pearl trees

as the disjoint union

O= Q (10.5.5)
T

over all stable combinatorical types with d leaves.

Let T be a stable pearl type. The moduli spaces QT admit a universal curve

PT -+ Q-r (10.5.6)

which consists of isomorphism classes of pairs [(P, z)] where P is a singular pearl tree

of type T and z is a point in P, on a nodal curve or on an edge. The forgetful map
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[(P, z)] a [P] is the universal projection. Because of the stability condition, there is a

natural bijection

)r = U P. (10.5.7)
[P]EQTf

We can partition it into the tree part (the locus where z lies on an edge of P)

'T -+ Q T, (10.5.8)

and a sphere part (the locus where z lies on an nodal curve)

er -+ QT. (10.5.9)

The intersection of the tree part and the sphere part is the set of marked points. As

usual, there is a corresponding partial compactification (with respect to the topology

defined in the next subsection) of the universal family,

Pd -+ Qd (10.5.10)

by allowing the edges to break and the spheres to break.

Remark 10.5.3. Note that unlike Td or 1d, when d > 3, the moduli of pearls will have

multiple cells in the top dimension (because'Pd is disconnected).

For every fixed combinatorial type, each irreducible component of eCr -i Q- is (a

particular instance of) a family of pearls, thus the sphere part inherits a choice of

cylindrical ends from the consistent universal choice we made before via the product of

classifying maps

Or -+ J Mo,1,1(R). (10.5.11)
vEVertin (T)

Notation. It us convenient to consider disconnected combinatorial types T which are
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the disjoint union of stable singular pearls types. In that case we denote,

T = uk T k == Q = X QT., (10.5.12)
k

and the universal pearl tree 'Px is taken to be the disjoint union of the pullbacks of

the universal pearl trees 'Prk: If 7k, is the projections onto the k-th factor in equation

(10.5.12) above then

=H 7rk*'Pk- (10.5.13)
k

10.6 Cubical decomposition

While the compactified moduli of pearls is not naturally a manifold with boundary

and corners' , it does have a cubical decomposition. Following [( \\ and [( \\:], we

formalize this relationship between different Qr by introducing the following operations

on stable singular combinatorial types.

Definition 10.6.1. We say that T was obtained from T' by grafting (see Figure 10-2),

if there is a morphism of graphs

rT ' (10.6.1)

which is a bijection on vertices and edges except it takes the root of a connected component

T_ of T' and identifies it with k-th leaf of another connected component T+ of T'.

Remark 10.6.2. Note that the resulting T is never a pearl type, since it must contain

at least one bivalent vertex. Grafting allows us to identify the "actual boundary" (in

contrast to the 'fake boundary" consisting of singular pearl trees with zero edge length)

of the moduli space of pearl types with the product of lower dimensionals strata.

This operation extends to a diffeomorphism between the respective moduli spaces

- - -r , [P'] a [P] (10.6.2)

'Of course, it can be made into such, see [(II].
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The combinatorial type T'

Figure

The combinatorial type T

10-2: Grafting

and induces a map between the universal pearl trees by choosing a representative P'

for each isomorphism class [P'], identifying the root of one connected component with

the k-th leaf of the other to obtain a new singular pearl tree P, and then taking the

isomorphism class.

Definition 10.6.3. A morphism of combinatorial types

r: T' - T (10.6.3)

is a graph morphism which is surjective on the set of vertices Vert(T') -s Vert(T), and

was obtained by combining the following elementary morphisms (see Figure 10-3 for an

illustration)

Type I We say that T collapsing an edge if the map on vertices is a bijection except

for a single vertex that has two pre-images

Vert(T') \ {v_, v+} Vert(T) \ {v} , T-1 (v) = {v_, v+} (10.6.4)

The vertices v_, v+ are the end points of a edge e = (v-, v+) C Edge n'(T), and

the map on edges satisfies

Edge(T') 2 Edge(T) \ {e}. (10.6.5)
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(I) Collapsing an edge (II) Makes edge nonzero (III) Makes edge finite

Figure 10-3: Elementary operations T' - T by type

Type 1I We say that T makes an edge non-zero if it is a bijection on vertices and

edges, including combinatorical type, except for a single edge

e E Edge!"t(T') (10.6.6)

which becomes finite, i.e.,

(10.6.7)

9
Type III We say that r makes an edge finite if it is a bijection on vertices and

edges, including combinatorical type, except for a single edge

e E Edge~t (T') (10.6.8)

which becomes finite, i.e.,

(10.6.9)

i
Remark 10.6.4. Definition 10.6.3 induces an order relation on combinatorial types:

we denote T' < T if there exists a morphism T : T' --+ T of combinatorial types.
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Given a combinatorial type T', we choose a set decomposition of Edgeo'(T') into

Edge, (T') U Edgei t (T'), and assign gluing parameters to the interior edges in the

following way: if e E Edge t 0) then pe E (0, 1), if e E Edge t then p, E (-1, 0], if

e E Edgeint then pe E [0,1), and if e e Edgei t then pe E (0, 1]. Assign the universal

family of pearls tLo,II(R) -+ Mo,iI(R) to every vertex. There is a straightforward

generalization of the gluing construction given for disks (or pearls) where we glue all

subtrees with negative gluing parameters, ignore the vertices with gluing parameter

zero and define the length of the remaining edges with positive gluing parameter

as gT(e) = - log(-pe). Then combining the extended gluing map for pearls from

equation (10.1.14) with the compactified cubical decomposition for Stasheff trees gives

an extended gluing map for pearl trees

7' : X (- 1 0 ]Edge l'(T) X [0 1 )Edge"'(T) X (0, 1 Edge*(T) - d (10.6.10)

Thus, each morphism of topological types T' -+ T gives a corner chart

Q' -+ OT. (10.6.11)

it is easy to see that the corner charts are compatible (follows from the associtivity of

the gluing process for pearls) and each of the maps involved lifts to a smooth map of

universal pearl trees

I I
(10.6.12)

To summarize,

Claim 10.6.5. For any combinatorial type T, the closure is a compact manifold with
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boundary and corners, homeomorphic to a closed cube,

-r - [1 1 d--2-codim(T), (10.6.13)

whose codimension one strata are labelled by elementary morphism T' -+ T.

The topology on Ud is the quotient topology, determined by identifying the boundary

strata of different top dimension cubes along the images of elementary operations. It is

easy to see that Qd is a compact, Hausdorff, 2nd countable, and regular (thus metrizable

by Urysohn's metrization theorem). Moreover,

Definition 10.6.6. From the corner charts described above every P E Qd inherits

a thick-thin decomposition, where the thin parts of P are by definition the finite

cylinders in each pearl that are inherited from the gluing parameters if P lies in a type

(I) chart (or a composition of such charts). If P does not lie in such a chart, then P

has no thin parts. The thick part is the complement of the thin part.

10.7 Smooth choice of perturbation data

Let T be a combinatorial type. Assume we have fixed Floer data.

Definition 10.7.1. A smooth choice of perturbation data

YT = (XT, JT) (10.7.1)

for Q-r is:

(a) A smooth family of compatible, almost complex structures

e c(rical (10.7.2)

compatible with the Floer data near the cylindrical ends.
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(b) A choice of perturbation data for each element of TT which is smooth and compatible

with automorphism in the sense of perturbation data for trees (see Definition 6.6.7.)

For every q E Q, the restriction of yT = (XT, jT) induces a perturbation datum on

the pearl tree 'P.

Definition 10.7.2. Let d > 1. A smooth choice of perturbation data for 'd+1 -* Qd+1

is a continuous choice of perturbation data for each d-leafed pearl tree such that for every

stable pearl type T with d-leaves, the restriction to 'T -+ QT is a smooth perturbation

datum.

When we discuss perturbation data for families, we will always assume that they are

smooth, unless states explicitly to the contrary.

10.8 Universal and consistent choices

Let T and T' be two combinatorial pearl types. The following are two operations on

perturbation data.

Definition 10.8.1. Assume that T was obtained from T' by grafting. Then the morphism

r : T' -+ T from Definition 10.6.1 induces a map on the universal pearl trees (see

(10.6.2)) which allows us to define a new pushforward perturbation data

YT = (T)*YT' (10.8.1)

in the following way: every point in 'P- is determined by a pair of a base variable, and

a fiber variable, say (q, z) (here we mean with respect to the projection of the universal

family, not the LHF, of course). We denote the image under r as (q', z'). Then

JT -,, := Ji, 'XT,, := XY,,,(082
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with x E E and b E B x ... x B. This is well defined because the vector fields are

compactly supported.

Definition 10.8.2. Assume that T' < T and suppose we have chosen perturbation data

yT - (jT XT) that extends continuously to the T . Given a corner chart r : T' -+ T

as in Definition 10.6.3, we can define a new choice peturbation data, denoted

yT' = (r)*yT (10.8.3)

by pulling back via the induced map of universal pearl trees 'pT' .

Definition 10.8.3. A universal and consistent choice of perturbation data for

pearls

Y = (X, J) (10.8.4)

is a continuous choice of perturbation data for every element of q E Od, d > 2, that

restricts to a smooth choice yT = (XT, jT) for every stable connected combinatorial

pearl type T. We require that the restriction to a boundary stratum agrees with to

the perturbation data coming from products of lower dimensional moduli spaces via

pushforward and pullback as in Definition 10.8.1 and 10.8.2. Moreover, with regard to

the coordinates in any thick-thin chart (see Definition 10.6.6), the perturbation data

agree to infinite order at the boundary stratum with that obtained by gluing.

Remark 10.8.4. A word of caution: the reason for our (slightly cumbersome) formu-

lation of the consistency condition is that gluing coordinates are not intrinsic to the

surface, and might depend on the choice of thick-thin chart.

All choices involved are contractible, so again the same type of inductive argument

as , Lemma 9.51 proves that

Lemma 10.8.5. Consistent universal choices of perturbation data exist. U

Finally, we would like to note is that assuming we have made such universal choice,
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disconnected and pearl trees-with-bubbles also automatically inherit a choice of pertur-

bation data as well:

(a) Given any disjoint union of combinatorial types

T' = LJkTk (10.8.5)

by considering the projection 7rk onto the k-th factor in equation 10.5.12, then

the universal family is a disjoint union as in equation 10.5.13, and we set the

perturbation data on the pullback 7r'PT, to coincide with the choice of perturbation

data for PTk.

(b) Let T be a (possibly unstable) pearl type with (d + 1)-leaves. Let P be a pearl

tree of type T'.

Definition 10.8.6. The stabilization of P, denoted ' = st(P) is a pearl tree of

some type T' = st(T) obtained by applying stablization to every sphere component.

The pearl tree P is in the fiber of a universal pearl tree 'r and thus inherits

a domain-dependent almost complex structure JP on the spheres, as well as

compactly supported vector fields XP on the tree part. Pulling back via the stabi-

lization map, we get a domain-dependent almost complex structure JP' on the

main component of each pearl-with-bubbles, but also a constant almost complex

structure on the bubble vertices.

More generally, consider a family of pearl trees

P-+ Q (10.8.6)

of type T. We can apply stabilization to the entire family, to get the following
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commutative diagram

(10.8.7)

where '' -+ Q' is a smooth family of (possibly singular) pearl trees, of type

T' = st(T). Let C -+ Q (resp. C' -+ Q') denote the two dimensional sphere

part. Then C is a family of nodal curves of a fixed (and possibly disconnected)

combinatorial type and they inherit a smooth family of domain-dependent almost

complex structure by pulling back the restriction of the universal choice from C'.

From now on, we assume that we -have always have some background choice of

consistent universal perturbation data.

10.9 Gromov bordification

Fix d > 1 and (P = (Pd,...,pipo) c crit(f) a tuple of d + 1 critical points. Assume

we have made a consistent universal choice of perturbation data. In particular, there

is now a choice of perturbation data on every singular pearl tree and we can define a

pseduo-holomorphic pearl tree map u = (b, u) based on P in exactly the same way as

we did for pearl trees in Definition 2.5.7. Note that every pseduo-holomorphic pearl tree

map induces a homology decomposition

A = {Av}vevert(T) (10.9.1)

where the pearl tree P is of type T; and A, = [u,] E H2(M) the homology class of the

restriction of u to C,. As usual, such a pearl tree map is stable if the underlying tree

is stable and the restriction of u to the sphere component is a stable map. The total

homology of u is the 'sum Ev[u,.
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Definition 10.9.1. As a set, we define the bordification of the moduli space of

pseduo-holomorphic pearl trees maps with asymptotics ' and homology A to be

Yd(P, A) = { [(P, b, u)] | (bu) is based on P, stable, has
(10.9.2)

homology class A and asymptotics P }.

We give it the obvious topology induced from the manifold with boundary and corners

structure on Morse trajectories and the C "-Gromov topology of pseduo-holomorphic

maps. One can check that it is locally metrizable, 2nd countable, and Hausdorff (see [

for a detailed discussion of this in the setting of Lagrangian Floer homology.) Gromov

compactness for nodal curves (the relevant version is the one for domain-dependent

almost complex structures, see e.g. [M, Theorem 5.21) combined with compactness of

moduli spaces of gradient trees readily implies that !Pd(', A) is compact as well.

Notation. The moduli space !Pd(p) has a stratification by singular pearl type T,

and we denote 'r(', A) for the subset of isomorphism classes of pseduo-holomorphic

pearl tree map whose domain has combinatorial type T. Similarly, given a homology

decomposition as in equation (10.9.1), we denote 'T(p*, A) for all isomorphism classes

of pearl tree maps with type T and [u] = A.

10.10 Transversality

Fix do > 1, a universal choice of perturbation datam i and A as above. Let T = (T, C)

denote a stable pearl type with do leaves of expected codimension vir. dim(T) < 1.

Suppose our choice of coherent choice of perturbation data is already regular (which

means it satisfies (V),(E),(EV),(T+) and (B) parametric regularity, see Section 11)

for all stable pearl trees with T' < T. We want to put a smooth structure on moduli

spaces of pearl tree maps. To do so, we consider the pearl e -+ Q and the tree parts

'r - Q separately and describe our moduli space as the fiber product of moduli spaces
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of gradient trees and vertical maps.

Formally, an infinitesimal deformation of Yr is given by a pair

(6 y)T = ((6X)7, (6J)T) (10.10.1)

where 6X is a vector field, and 6JT is a smooth choice of tangent vectors to the

moduli space of almost complex structures given by equation 2.2.2. Of course, JX is

required to be compactly supported and UJT is required to vanish on the cylindrical

ends. Such an infinitesimal deformation can be then "exponentiated" to an actual one,

(f)T := (XT + (6X)T, jT exp(-jT (6j)T) (10.10.2)

To retain consistency with the previous choices of perturbation data, we restrict

the space of allowable deformations by introducing the following definition, following

Section (9k)] and [ ].

Definition 10.10.1. A choice of compact part is an open subset 'Pt of the universal

pearl tree Yd such that the intersection with every fiber is nonempty and disjoint from the

cylindrical ends, and above every thick-thin chart as in Definition 10.6.6, the restriction

to each fiber lies in the thick part of the decomposition.

Fixing such a choice, we require that our deformations vanish outside the compact

part, and which are decay asymptotically with respect to the partial compactification

Yd. The last-mentioned condition means that every (3X, 6J) would extends smoothly

to a pair defined on 'Pd, which vanishes (up to infinite order) on the boundary. Note

that every such a choice, the new perturbation datum (10.10.2) maintains consistency

with the previous choices; and its asymptotic behavior near the boundary is the same

as that of the original Y'.
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Recall that the combinatorial type of C -* Q is a forest,

Tsph= U TV (10.10.3)
vEVertint (T)

where each tree TV is the combinatorial type of a Ivi-marked pearl C,.

Definition 10.10.2. Denote

Me-_'(A) = X (Av). (10.10.4)
vEVertint (T V)

where Mpe-ao (A,) is the moduli space of pairs (q,u) where q E Q, and u = (b,u) is a

vertical pearl map u : S2 -+ Eb that is pseudo-holomorphic with respect to the restriction

of the almost complex structure Yr to CV.

Remark 10.10.3. In particular, it is certainly possible for a tuple

(by3) E ( X (10.10-5)
(EVertint (T-)

to have bi = bj while i # j. We will remark on this again when we discuss transversality.

We also would like to emphasize that the family of pearls-with-bubbles is still parametrized

by the entire moduli space Q, i.e., the dependence on the various edge lengths of T -+ Q

is maintained.

As a first step, we want to modify the given perturbation datum slightly, in such a

way that the almost complex structures induced by JT on every family of holomorphic

curves C, -+ QT satisfies (H),(V) and (EV).

Remark 10.10.4. Of course, we can only hope to achieve that because our initial choice

of Floer data was good.

Theorem 10.10.5. For a generic choice of perturbation ( 6 Y)T, each one of these moduli

spaces is smooth, and of the expected dimension.
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Proof. This is done in the same way as [SI(, p. 128-1291: we form a universal inoduli

space, and consider the tangent space to JT. The same analysis that we used in Section

11 to show that a(V)+(E)+(EV) C 3 is comeager (see the proof of Theorem 11.1.3) applies

here word for word, the only difference is that everything depends on an additional

parameter q E Qy (the family parameter.) E

Each moduli space of vertical 'v -marked spheres also has an evaluation map, denoted

evc : M-" Q(A,) E x, ... x, E EI (10.10.6)

Define

ev: X ev,

40#
ev:=X evV, (10.10.7)

evC eV+ x

Theorem 10.10.6. For a generic choice of perturbation data YT , the evaluation maps

ev+, ev0, and evC are pseudo-cycles.

Proof. Same. D

However, this alone does not guarantee that sphere evaluation map will be a pse-

duochain! Here we encounter a multiple cover-type problem mentioned in the introduc-

tion to Section 11: for example, what happens when the edge e connecting two internal

vertices v and w is in Edgeo (T)? In that case the two families Cv and C., associated

to two different connected components of the sphere part of T, are required to map

to the same fiber. The compactification now includes many bubble tree configurations

whose components that may intersect or cover each other, and we must take that into

consideration. A typical strata to keep in mind for the rest of the subsection appears in

Figure 10-4 below.
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length zer length zero

(a) There might be a null cluster in T (b) The compactification can include con-
figurations where different bubbles collide,
or map to the same image

'I

Figure 10-4: The pearl tree type T can have edges with combinatorial length zero

Thus, for the purpose of establishing transversality, it will be useful to consider an

alternative perspective.

Definition 10.10.7. The set of null clusters of T is defined as the quotient

Null(T) := Verti" (T)/ ~nul (10.10.8)

where v ~nul w if they are connected by an edge e e Edgeint(T). Note that every null

cluster represents a broken pearl. We change our notations a bit and consider the sphere

part C as a disconnected nodal surface where each connected component, C[v], corresponds

to a broken pearl.
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We define a new combinatorial type (still a forest)

(10.10.9)TNSph TI
[VIENull(T)

where each tree T[,] is now the combinatorial type of a broken pearl C .

Definition 10.10.8. Denote Mi 7i Av) for the moduli space of pairs q,u) where

q E Q, and u = (b, u) is a vertical nodal pearl map with a nodal domain C[v] of a fixed

combinatorial type T[vl, and pseudo-holomorphic with respect to the restriction of the

almost complex structure Y. Let

Vert(TA) := X
[V]ENuil(T)

Mpe"rl(Ar )e1v]-4Q(A (10.10.10)

be the product of all such moduli spaces.

Each such

map, denoted

moduli space of vertical marked broken spheres also has an evaluation

(10.10.11)

where we just ignore all the pairs that marked points (v-, v+) that correspond to edges

e E Edgeo nt(T). The product of all these evaluation maps is denoted evC : Vert(T,A) -+

Flaggo(T), where f = (v, e) E Flagoo(T) if and only if e V Edge i"(T). Similarly,

Definition 10.10.9. We define the moduli space of all gradient trees based on 'T -+ Q,

denoted

Edge(Tfv (10.10.12)

to be the product over all edges of T of the moduli spaces of gradient trajectories of

non-zero length:

X Me(...
eVEdgeo(T)
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RmOrse(p, E), if v- E Vertext(T),

Mmose (E, pv+), if v+ E Vertext (T),

Mmorse(E, E), if both vertices are internal

There is an evaluation map, denoted

eve : Me(......) - E x E

I{p,_ } x ev, if v- E Vertex t (T),

eve = ev x {p,+ I, if v+ E Verte'x(T),

1ev- x ev+, if both vertices are internal.

Definition 10.10.10. We define the Flag space to be the product

FlagQ= X
fEFlaggo(T)

over all flags f = (v, e) of copies of the total space of 7r, i.e., Ef = E; For every pearl

type T , asymptotics P and homology decomposition A as above, the space 'PT(', A) is

given by the following fiber product

Vert(T,A)

ev+

Edge(TP) e-C Flag(TjA)
(10.10.18)

We will refer to diagram (10.10.18) as the Flag correspondence determined by

(T, , A).
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Definition 10.10.11. We denote the continuous extension to the bordification as

- -N
ev Edge(Tp -+ Flag(T,:A), ec Vert(T,A) ~+ Flag(T,jA). (10.10.19)

Theorem 10.10.12. For a generic choice of deformation (6y)T, the evaluation maps

Nevc are pseudo-cycles.

Proof. Follows from a parametrized version of the proof that j(V)+(E)+(EV)+(B) C

j(V)+(E)+(EV) is comeager in the same way as before.

Remark 10.10.13. Here, the fact that our perturbation data depends on the tuple of

base projections of all sphere components b simultaneously is crucial.

We can further reduce the number of our marked points by introducing the reduced

evaluation pseudocycle evc (which means we only evaluate at points that belong to

the reduced index set and modify the target accordingly, see Definition 10.3.5).

Theorem 10.10.14. For a generic choice of deformation ( 5 Y)T, evg is a pseudocycle

and a submersion onto its image.

Proof. See Section 11 and [ , Proposition 5.71.

Remark 10.10.15. We need to exercise a bit of caution: strictly speaking, Proposition

5.7 as stated is incorrect, because no such universal moduli space exists - because of the

usual problems with Banach manifolds and varying marked points, see , Section 3

for an overview. However, a minor modification of the same argument, using the same

inductive framework as we use in Section 11 holds. See [- 2, Theorem 6.3.11 for an

argument of the same flavour.

Note that this implies that we can safely neglect any unstable pearl type T' < T

because we are only interested in strata of codimension < 1.

Lemma 10.10.16. For a generic choice of perturbation data YT, the evaluation maps

evT is a submersion onto its image.
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Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.6.9.

Remark 10.10.17. Note that evc can be obtained from evc by composing with suitable

diagonal embedding of the target (i.e., for every set Agh0st of marked points on a ghost

component, we compose with id x ... x E x ... id -+ id x ... (E x,... x, E) x ... id

where in the right hand side we added |Aghost| - 1 copies of E and rearrange accordingly.)

10.11 Gluing

Proposition 10.11.1. Suppose that T is a combinatorial stable pearl tree type of

expected dimension less then one. If T' was obtained from T by type (I), (II) or (III)

degeneration. Then the stratum'YT(p) has a tubular neighborhood in 'Pr(p).

Proof. The type (II) and (III) cases follows from the existence of the gluing maps used

to construct the structure of a manifold with boundary and corners in Morse theory

(Theorem 6.2.9.) It remains to deal with type (I): in this setting, there is a pair of pearls,

say C, and Ca,, connected by a combinatorial length zero edge e E Edge(T'). We would

like to reduce the problem to the same situation as in [ , Chapter 101.

Consider the parametrized version

eve : MeQl(A) x M 'e(Ar ) -+ E x, E (10.11.1)

of the pseudocycle of a pair from equation 11.7.3. By assumption, it is transverse

to the (parametrized) diagonal in E x, E. Since the problem is local in nature, we

can assume without loss of generality that E a M x D' as in Lemma 4.2.7 (where

m = dim(B).) This means we can view Mpe" as moduli spaces that consist of a pair

(b, u) where b E B and u is a holomorphic map to a fixed target space (M, w). Similarly,

the parametrized diagonal is B x A where A C M x M is the usual diagonal, and
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(10.11.1) can be rewritten as

eve : MgQ(AV) x M gQ(A) -+ B x (M x M). (10.11.2)

This is transverse by assumption of (B)-regularity. Now we just apply a parametrized

version the usual Machinery of Chapter 10 in [ *J.

10.12 Compactness

From now on, we fix a universal, consistent and regular choice of perturbation data.

Proposition 10.12.1. For any stable pearl type T of expected dimension at most one,

the moduli space Mr (A, p) is compact and the closure of M?""l-T~e'(A, p) contains

only configurations with domain degenerations of Type (I), (II) and (III).

Proof. Let T = (T, C). Because of the existence of local distance functions, it suffices

to check sequential compactness. Let u" : P' -+ E be a sequence of stable pearl

tree maps disks of type T with asymptotics p and homology A. The result follows

immediately once we make three observations: Denote v" := (by, _") for the sphere part.

Let's restrict our attention to a specific connected component, say (b, v). Then when

considered as a vertical map, Gromov compactness imply that bo -+ ba" and vg -+ vo

Thus there is a convergence of the domains, meaning [Co] -+ [C"] as equivalence class

in DM-space. So v* : 0' -+ Eq. is a stable vertical pearl map. In fact, it is domain

stable: because of the way we constructed our perturbation datum, O1 contains no

unstable components - bubbling happens in codimension two, and. Thus there exists a

unique limit v1 of v" which is always pearl-map. The second is that the underlying

trees T" must converge to some T*. The third is that if we restrict our attention to a

specific component in the tree part, say -yg, the sequence must have a limit in the Morse

trajectory space, which is a (broken) Morse trajectory.

Finally,
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Proof of Theorem 2.5.13. Taken together, Theorem 10.10.14 and Lemma 10.10.16 prove

the first part of Theorem 2.5.13. The second part follows from Proposition 10.12.1 and

10.11.1.

10.13 Orientations

Lemma 10.13.1. There exists orientations on Tr(A) which are compatible with the

morphisms of Section 10.6 in the following sense:

" If T is obtained from T' by grafting, then the isomorphism

'Pr(A) -+ TP-,(A) (10.13.1)

is orientation preserving.

" If T is obtained from T' by a Type (I)-(III) degeneration, the inclusion

'Pr (A) -+ 'TP (A) (10.13.2)

coming from Proposition 10.11.1 induces an orientation using the outward unit

normal convention which is given by a universal sign depending only on T and T'.

Proof. This is a special case of the existence of systems of orientations for Lagrangian

Floer theory in Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [F0).u], made simpler by the fact that spaces of

holomorphic curves with closed domains are canonically oriented by the almost complex

structure - without the need for an end datum. See also [CWJ.E

In particular, it follows from Lemma 10.13.1 that contributions from opposite

boundary points of the one-dimensional connected components cancel.

Remark 10.13.2. in fact, note that (10.13.3) is actually independent of A.
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Lemma 10.13.3. Let [u] be an equivalence class of stable pearl tree maps of combina-

torial type T. Then there is a canonical identification

A(Tr('; A)) e A(TT) 0 po 0 O (10.13.3)

where Pi = (Pd,... p1), 0 V is the inverse orientation, and o(V.., = 1 .

Proof. This is standard: since we have already eliminated all bubbles and established

regularity, we can restrict to a miniversal deformation space and work with a fixed

domain P and work locally. Then we have an induced map on the sphere part

T7 (C), m F-+ j(m) (10.13.4)

As in [C 3 and [D], we fix k > 1, p > 2 and consider the standard functional analysis

framework: we denote Map'P(P, E) for the space of all Wk'P-smooth maps P -+ E

which map each sphere component completely to a single fiber, Let 1 >> k be an integer

and consider

13"'P'" := TT X Mapk'P(P, E) x 9).1(E) (10.13.5)

where !) (E) is the space of all possible choices of deformations for the perturbation

data of T (given our background universal choice.) There is a Banach bundle F over

it given by the direct sum of Wk-lP-smooth sections of (0,1)-forms on the sphere and

tree part, respectively. We consider a section D -F _

(=- (- d (10.13.6)

given by combining the Cauchy-Riemann and the shifted gradient operators and define

the local universal moduli space as the inverse image Dun v(0) c S k'p,. Note that we

have bypassed the "loss of derivatives" issue because we apriori know that the transition

maps between different slices are Coo-smooth. The linearization DaTriv yT of the section

restricted to the perturbation YT is an isomorphism by assumption; thus determines the
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isomorphism (10.13.3). See a similar discussions in e.g., [' , Proposition 11.13].

However, for reasons that would become apparent, we prefer to twist the orientation

on the d-1h moduli space of pearls. If we denote E- for the orientation coming from

Lemma 10.13.3, we actually define the orientation to be given by the formula

A('Pr(p; A)) E- A(Ed) ® E (10.13.7)

This essentially corresponds to the fiber product description of (10.10.18). As before,

Definition 10.13.4. Given a rigid holomorphic pearl tree u, the isomorphism (10.13.7)

and Equation (B.2.4) give a natural map

p I : op I D ... -D '-p I lopA. (10.13.8)

10.14 The A,,-axiom

The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 2.5.16. As usual, the proof is by exam-

ining the combinatorics of the ends of the moduli space 'Pd(A, p) when vir. dim(A, p) = 1.

Since it is clear that strata with broken pearls are internal (and cancel in pairs of Type

(I)/Type (II) degenerations), there are only finitely many of them, and we have ruled out

bubbling, the only thing we need to verify are the signs of Type (III)/grafting boundary

terms.

We wish to find the sign difference between the sign difference between the product

orientation (given by (10.13.7)) and the boundary orientation. The only possible sources

of difference are Koszul signs coming from commuting various terms in (10.13.7) past

each other, and the difference between the coherent and product orientation on the

abstract moduli spaces. Now note that the sign in Lemma B.3.3 and B.3.5 are identical,

and the terms in (10.13.7) are a minor modification of those in used in the proof of

Proposition 4.22 in [AJ] (which is why we choose our convention to be (10.13.7) and
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not the more natural equation (10.13.3)). The same argument shows that they differ by

the global sign and establishes the A,-equation.

10.15 Independence from choices

We have made many choices in the construction of the pearl complex and the associated

system of perturbations. However, they are all inconsequential (up to an A.-quasi-

isomorphism).

This can be shown as follows: consider a symplectic fibration

(E[o,i], B[o,i], r[o,1]) := ([0, 1 x E, [0, 1] x B, id x 7r) (10.15.1)

with fiber (M, w). Assume we have a given 7r[o,1j a closed 2-form Q E Z2 (E[0,1) which

makes it into a monotone LHF. The restriction to {0} x E and {1} x E are LHF's and

r[0,11 is an isotopy between them in the sense of Definition 2.1.2. We denote them

(Eo, ro, 9o) , (E1 , 7r,, 0 1) (10.15.2)

respectively. Given any two choices of base and perturbation data (fo, go, Jo, Yo) and

(fi, gi, J1 , Y1 ), there are A,-algebra structures on the parametrized pearl complexes of

7ro and 7ri. We define an A,-quasi-isomorphism in the following way:

" We male a choice of a new base datum for r[o,1]: the Morse-Smale pair on 7rto,1j is

defined in the same way as we have done in the Morse A,-case (See the discussion

preceding Corollary 6.6.17.) The restriction of the almost complex structure

11 E 3(7r[o,11 , 9[o,1]) (10.15.3)

is required to coincide with Ji on Ej for i = 1, 2.

" We make a universal choice of regular perturbation data for pearls Y[o,11 that
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interpolates between our two previous universal choices 7ro and r (this is possible

because all choices involved are contractible, see , p. 144-1451, and because

regularity is generic.)

9 The inclusion of 7ro and 7r1 into 7r[0,1] is an A.-homomorphism. In fact, it is an

A,-quasi-isomorphism because the differential on each half of the base is just the

continuation map from Morse theory. Thus, A,-algebra of 7r[o,1] is a [0,1] x C'

model as in [F C.1, Section 4.2] and therefore defines an A.-quasi-isomorphism.

Note that this also proves Proposition 1.4.10(4).

Remark 10.15.1. We had to keep the choice of cylindrical ends fixed for technical

reasons, but of course, this is not a real restriction. One can easily show independence

of that choice using one of the other methods for prove well-definedness in Floer theory.

For example, we can apply a formal "double category" trick as in [ , Section 10(a)]

(relying on the independence of parametrized quantum cohomology from the choice of

almost complex structure as well as the proof of uniqueness for the Conley continuation

map.)
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Chapter 11

The pearl complex (analytic details)

The purpose of this chapter is to understand the Functional analysis needed to construct

parametrized quantum cohomology and prove the Theorems in Section 10.10.

11.1 Parametrized pearl pseudo-cycle

Let (E -' B, () be a Locally Hamiltonian fibration with monotone fiber (M, W) of

dimension 2n. Denote V = T"E. Consider a (possibly disconnected) Riemann surface

E, and a tree T = (V, E). All our previous notations and assumptions from Section 2.1

carry over to this Section as well. For simplicity we first assume: that there is a fixed

(domain-independent) reference almost complex structure Jbase (which still depends on

b c B, of course) in 3(-r, () and an open, nonempty subset EP' C E. We denote by J

the set of all (smooth) domain-dependent almost complex structure J E 3-(7r, Q) that J

is of the form

J(b,z) ~ + f(b,z), (11.-

where J'bz) vanishes outside EcPt x B.

Remark 11.1.1. We remark on the modifications needed to introduce the dependence

on the extra parameters. The moduli parameter poses no additional complications; so

does the tuple b which records the simultaneous positions of the different component.
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However, this arguments only suffice to deal with the pseudo-cylce coming from a single

null-cluster (to borrow the language of Section 10.10) at a time. If we want to deal with

all of them at once, we have to consider the case when different components collide. This

requires some additional discussion. See Section 11.7.

Let A E H2(M) and A be a homology decomposition, indexed by the connected

components Ea of E. We fix a collection of points w on E, pairwise distinct on each

component. Consider the moduli space

MOk(A; ; J)(11.1.2)

of all tuples (b, u, z) consisting of:

* For every component E, A solution u, : E,, - Eb. of the Cauchy-Riemann

equation with respect to Ja,

* A tuple z = (z1,..., zk) of points on E,

" Collections of pairs of marked points {za', zpa}

The map u is required to have homology decomposition [u] = A. When considered

together, we require that [(E, z)] E W.

Remark 11.1.2. The u is not necessarily continuous, and only defines a map from the

normalization E'.

This moduli space carries an evaluation map

ev : M*,k(A; W, J) , ev (u, _ (U: (uZI), . . (Zk)).(..)

As usual, there is a Gromov bordification Jvok(A; W, J) and a continuous extension

of the evaluation map which we denote as 9U.

Theorem 11.1.3. Let a = Or,(7r, Q). There exists a comeager set 3 (V)+(H)+(EV) C a

such that for every J E J(V)+(H)+(EV), the moduli space M*Ok(A; W, J) is smooth of the
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expected dimension dim(E) +2c 1 (A) +k -3. The evaluation map (11.1.3) is also smooth,

and the restriction to of Tv- to any strata which contains a bubble factors via a manifold

which has codimension at least two.

The Theorem is proved in following subsections.

11.2 The graph construction

Let (E r+ B, Q) be locally Hamiltonian fibration with fiber (M, w). It is easy to transfer

between the setting of a domain-dependent J and a domain-independent J on a larger

fibration.

Definition 11.2.1. Denote = E x E, and f the non-degenerate 2-form defined as

rQ 1 *ws where 1r1 , 72 are projections onto the first and second factor. Let ir E -- b

be the Locally Hamiltonian fibration ir(x, z) = ir(x). Each family J gives rise to a unique

almost complex structure i on Fr via the formula

~I(z, x) := j-, @ Jz, E Aut(TE (D TxE). (121

Evidently a smooth function (b, u) is a solution of the parametrized del-bar equation

(2.3.2) if and only if its graph (b, ii), given by

S= (z, u(z)) (11.2.2)

is a J-holomorphic curve.

Definition 11.2.2. Given any homology class A E H2 (M; Z), we define A E H2 (11; Z)

by

A := /,A + [E x {pt}] (11.2.3)

where t : M -* Ml denotes the inclusion into the fiber (same for E -* E.)
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11.3 The standard framework: variations and theme

We concentrate here some general remarks about regularization of moduli spaces of

holomorphic curves so that we can refer to them later on in the paper.

Let (M, w) be a compact symplectic manifold. Let E be a genus zero Riemann

surface, possibly disconnected. Fix a real number p > 2 and integers k > 1, and f

sufficiently large. Let WkiP(E, M) denote the completion of C (E, M) with respect to

a distance function based on the Sobolev Wk'P-norm. This norm is defined as the sum

of the IP-norms of all derivatives up to order k. By the Sobolev embedding theorem

maps u E WkAP(E, M) are continuous. The corresponding metric on C (E, M) can be

defined, for example, by embedding M into some high dimensional Euclidean space RN

and then using the Sobolev norm on the ambient space WkeP(E, RN). Since E and M

are compact any two distance functions are compatible, and so as a topological vector

space Wk'P(E, M) is independent of choices. Until now all the almost complex structures

we considered were smooth, however for regularization, it is better to consider moduli

spaces of almost complex structures that are only Ce-smooth (because they are Banach

manifolds). We will use a superscript f to denote the smoothness of the almost complex

structures e.g. J E 3'(7r, Q) is a Ce-smooth section of d(T'E, Q) etc.

Let A be a homology decomposition, indexed by the set of connected components

{E} of E.

Definition 11.3.1. We define 'B = B3'P(A) be the connection component in Wk'P(E, M)

of maps such that [u] = A, i.e., whose restriction to each connected component of the

domain has homology Av.

Similarly, we denote by W1p (u*TM) the completion of the space Q0 (E, u*TM)

of smooth sections of the pullback bundle u*TM -+ M with respect to the Sobolev

Wk P-norm.
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Definition 11.3.2. Fix some family of domain-dependent family of metrics g (gz)zes.

Let

expz : TzM -+ M (11.3.1)

denote the exponential map with

vector field ( E Wk'p(u*TM), let

respect to (gz). Given a curve u E Wk'P(E, M) and a

U
4

C W'~p(El M) (11.3.2)

denote the curve

u((z) := expu(z)((). (11.3.3)

Lemma 11.3.3. B is a smooth separable Banach manifold, and the tangent space at

u E C (E, M) is

TuWk'(E, M) = Wk'P(E, u*TM). (11.3.4)

Around any u E '3, we can define a local coordinate charts by geodesic exponentiation,

denoted

Wk'(u*T M) -+'B

Proof. See [ ].

For a specific choice of J = (Jz) E '2 , (M,w), let g = (g,) be the corresponding

family of metrics, where

z = W -((-, Jz-) + W(Jz , -))
2

(11.3.6)

We denote their Levi-Civita connections as

V=(Vz)cr. (11.3.7)
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Finally, we let

(11.3.8)

denote the corresponding family of Hermitian connections defined by the formula

(V )xY := (Vz)xY - -Jz((Vz)xJz)Y , X, Y e TvE.
2

Definition 11.3.4. We define complex bundle isomorphism

u-UC : U*TM - u*TM

obtained by parallel transport along the image of the geodesics

s F-+ expu(z)(s((z)).

using the E -family of hermitian connections .

We fix u E '3. Given any C E TuWk'P(E, M), we obtain an identification

W1k'(u*TM Oc Q0 '1E) -+ Wz'p(u*TM oc Q0
0'

1 )

Lemma 11.3.5. The isomorphisms (11.3.12) define a Banach bundle

_ : (k-1,p -4 3

whose fibre at u is the completion of the space Q' ( E, u*TM) of J-antilinear forms with

values in u*TM, i.e.,

W3'P(u*TM 0i 00'1E).

0
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The del-bar operator Di gives a section of this Banach bundle, denoted

8 - : 8 -+ E.

Our goal is to put a smooth structure on the zero-set 8-1(0).

Definition 11.3.6. We define

YT : W (U*TM) -+ W 'P(u*TM 0® Q0 1'E)

by setting

'T~u = IU+C-5j ()

This map is precisely the vertical part of the section 8 with respect to the trivialization

determined by 7. We define the linearization to be the vertical differential

(11.3.18)

When u E -'(0), then this has a simpler description, namely,

Du: TuS -+ T(U,o)8 = TuS (DEu -®?+ 4 . (11.3.19)

Definition 11.3.7. Our choice of almost complex structure J is considered regular if

8 is transverse to the zero-section, or equivalently, if D., is onto for all u E 3.

Once we choose such a J, we can use the usual elliptic regularity arguments com-

bined with a Taubes trick (see e.g., [ , Proposition 3.1.101 and [M'2, p. 54-551 for a

reference) to deduce that every element in -1(0) is actually Coo-smooth.

Later in the paper (see the discussion in subsection 10.10), we will often in a

parametrized setting: that means that the base of our Banach bundle B is replaced

by a product Q x S where Q is some manifold of extra parameters and J = (J,,,) now
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depends both on the point in z E S 2 and a parameter q E Q. We will use the notation

JZ = (Jq,z)qEQ or Jq = (Jq,z)zes2 when we want to fix one of the parameters. Similarly for

the metric, the connection etc. All the previous discussion carries through (we just define

everything by restricting to a q = const slice.) In particular, there is a parametrized

del-bar operator Di and we can consider a parametrized section 8 : Q x 8 -+ F as before

and a parametrized parallel transport operator as before. The analogue of equation

(11.3.19) is now

Dqu : TqQ G Tu3 -+ T(,u,O)8 = TqQ E Tu'3 E Eq,u -2+ Equ. (11.3.20)

when u E 8-'(q,0). See [ J]and [k].

Definition 11.3.8. Our choice of parametrized almost complex structure J is considered

regular if 8 is transverse to the zero-section, or equivalently, if Dq.,u, is onto for all

u E B. Yet another formulation is that the cokernel of Dq (the linearization in a fixed

q-slice) is covered by the variation in TqQ.

Now let (E + B, Q) be a locally Hamiltonian fibration. To obtain a Fredholm

description for moduli spaces of vertical maps (b, u), we simply reduce to the parametrized

setting by employing Lemma 4.2.7 and performing all the functional analysis in a local

trivialization j. After we passed to Coo-moduli spaces, we proceed to use elliptic

regularity to ensure that the transition maps between different trivializations are smooth.

We often want to distinguish between the base parameter and the other parameters

(which come from some moduli space of domains), so we denote J,q,z and Db,,,, etc.

11.4 Horizontal sections

Let A E H 2 (M; Z). We shall denote the moduli space of J-holomorphic curves (b, u)

that represent the class A by

M(A, E, E; J) = {(b, u) I b E B, u satisfies (2.3.2), and [u] = A}. (11.4.1)
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To understand the moduli space, we must look at the linearized operator

D(b,u) : 0O(E, u*V) -+ 0O'l(E ,u*V) (11.4.2)

Definition 11.4.1. We say that J is (H)-parametric regular if D(b,") is onto for

every homology class, every (b, u) E M(A, E, E; J). We denote the subspace of all such

almost complex structures as 0(H)

Remark 11.4.2. One possible interpretation of the solutions in MM(A, E, E; J) is

through the graph construction: we think of ii : E -+ as a holomorphic section of the

fibration -+ B with respect to J. There is an operator D(b,u&) and a related Fredholm

problem with ind(D(b,fi)) -= ind(Db,u) + 6, and the higher dimensional kernel of D(b,ii)

accounts precisely for the tangent space of the orbit of u under the reparametrization

group G = PSL2 (C). See [. , Remark 6.7.51 for details.

Proposition 11.4.3. The set J(H) is comeager. Moreover, if J E 3(H) then M(A, E, E; J)

is a smooth manifold of dimension dim(E) + 2c1 (A).

The proof of this proposition follows automatically from the considerations in

subsection 11.3 once we show:

" That we can construct a universal moduli space which is a Banach manifold,

" The projection onto the space of allowable perturbations is a submersion.

The proof of this two facts would take the rest the subsection. Notations (p, k, f, B, F

etc) are the same as in 11.3 or the obvious modifications.

Definition 11.4.4. We define the (H)-universal moduli space

M(A, E, E; 3e) = {(b, u, J) I b E B , J E as in (11.1.1), u E M(A, E, M; J)}.

(11.4.3)

Proposition 11.4.5. The moduli space (11.4.3) is a CI-k-smooth seperable Banach

submanifold of B x Wk'p( E, M) x gl.
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Proof. When A = 0 this follows from [ , Lemma 6.7.6]. When A 5 0, the proof is a

small modification of [ , Proposition 6.7.7]: there is a Ce~k-smooth Banach bundle

Lk-lp -+ B x 3kP x 0 (11.4.4)

whose fiber over (b, u, J) is the space

E(,uJ) = Wk-l'p(E, u*TM®jb QO0 '1E) (11.4.5)

of J-antilinear one-forms on E of class Wk-lP with values in the bundle u*TM. The

delbar operator gives a section (also Ce-k-smooth)

8: B x 9k'p x -+ g (-1',
(11.4.6)

8(b, u, J) = &j (U).

We need to prove the moduli space is cut out transversely. As we remarked above, it is

enough to consider the linearization

DS(b,u,J) : T 6B x Wk'P(E, u*TM) x Tial,

((, {Y(,)}) i-+ Du + 1Y(b,z)(u)du o j(,4

and show that it is surjective when 8(b, u, J) = 0. Since Du is Fredholm the operator

DS(bu,J) has a closed image and it suffices to prove that its image is dense whenever

O = 0. We prove this first in the case k = 1. If the image is not dense then, by the

Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists q > 1 such that 1+ = 1 and a nonzero section
P q

E Lq(B x E, T*E Ojb u*TM) (11.4.8)

which annihilates the image of this operator. This means that

j(, Du()dvoI = 0. (11.4.9)
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for every u E W1 'P(E, u*TM) and,

Y(b,,)du o j3j)dvor, = 0, (11.4.10)

for every {Y(b,z)} E Ti3e. Then by (11.4.9) and [ , Proposition 3.1.101 q E W 1 'P and

D*n = 0. (11.4.11)

Since the homology class in non-zero the function u cannot be constant. The critical

point analysis of [ , Lemma 2.4.11 carries over and shows that du can only vanish at

finitely many points. From (11.4.11),

Aij + ( lower order terms) = DuD*,q = 0. (11.4.12)

As in , Remark 3.2.3], we note that by Aronszajn's theorem (see I , Theorem

2.3.41) if q vanishes on an open subset, it vanishes everywhere. Now, we show that

q(z) = 0 for every z E ETc' such that du(z) $ 0. Suppose otherwise that du(zo) / 0 and

q (zo) 0 for some zo E EcPt. Then, by [I ., Lemma 3.2.2], there exists an infinitesimal

almost complex structure

{Y(b,Z)} E TJO (11.4.13)

such that the map

Z -- (n(z), Y(u(z))du(z) o jr,) (11.4.14)

is positive at zo and hence in some neighbourhood U C EP* of zo. Choose any smooth

cutoff function p : , -+ [0, 1] with support in U and such that p(zo) = 1. Then the

infinitesimal almost complex structure z '-+ p(z)Y violates the condition (11.4.10).

This contradiction shows that 77 vanishes almost everywhere and hence 7 = 0. Thus

we have proved that the linearized operator is surjective and so the universal moduli

space is a separable C 1-Banach manifold. To prove surjectivity for general k let

71 E Wk-lp'(E x B, A' Ojb u*TM) be given. Then, by surjectivity for k = 1, there
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exists a pair

((,Y) E WI'P(E, u*TM) x Ce(M, End(TM, J, w)) (11.4.15)

such that

DS(b,u,J) = (11.4.16)

and, by elliptic regularity, ( e W"-, ([ , Theorem C.2.3]). Hence DS(bu,,J) is onto for

every triple (b, u, J). Because D8 is a Fredholm operator it follows from [' ., Lemma

A.3.61 that the operator DS(b,u,J) has a right inverse. Hence it follows from the infinite

dimensional implicit function theorem that the space M(A, E, E; 0') is a Ce-k-Banach

submanifold of B x Bkp x al. Since B x 9kp x a is separable so is M(A, E, 7r; d). 0

11.5 Controlling bubbles

Clearly, the Gromov compactification involves Jb,,,-holorphic spheres in Eb for a fixed

z E C. We can picture them as vertical J-holomorphic spheres in the fibration r : -+

B x S 2 .

Definition 11.5.1. The moduli space of simple vertical spheres representing the class

A is denoted by

MVert,*(A, E; 7r, ; J) = U U J{(b, z)} x M*(A, E Eb; J) (11.5.1)
bEB zEE

Definition 11.5.2. We say that J is parametric (V)-regular if

D3Ib,z,u is onto (11.5.2)

for every homology class, every z E E and every (b, v) where b E B and v: E -+ Eb is a

simple Jfz-holomorphic curve.

This is equivalent to f; being parametric regular because if we consider the two corre-

sponding linearized operators, then they are both Fredholm of index dim(E) +2+2c 1 (A),
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and they have the same kernel and have isomorphic cokernels (see the discussion in

p. 1771).

A basic observation is unlike (H)-regularity, it is impossible for J to be parametric

(V)-regular if D8 b,u (which is independent of z) is not onto the original original JMS".

Definition 11.5.3. A domain-indpendent almost complex structure Jbae is called (V)-

good if D8|b,u is onto for every homology class A E H2 (M; Z).

Remark 11.5.4. We can show that such structures exist using the the usual method.

However, we note that Jbase is a non-generic, even among domain-independent almost

complex structures (because of the condition that (Jb*e) Ib is (V)-good in every fiber)

However, assuming Jbase is (V)-good, we can apply Aronszajn's Theorem once more

and the proof of Proposition 6.7.9 in [MS.] immediately generalizes to give

Proposition 11.5.5. The subset 3(V) of (V)-regular almost complex structures is comea-

ger in a. Moreover, if J E d(V) then (11.5.1) is a smooth oriented manifold of dimension

dim(E) + 2 + 2c,(A) (11.5.3)

11.6 Evaluation

To ensure that we can make fiber product constructions, we must be able to control the

evaluation map of all stratas of the bordification - and not just on the primary moduli

spaces. We briefly summarize some key features from the proof of Theorem 6.7.1 in

J and investigate how to adapt them to our setting.

Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold and let T = (T, E, A) be a k-labelled tree

with special vertex 0 E T and {Aa}, a homology decomposition. As in the previous
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subsection 11.2, it is convenient to think in terms of graphs of maps: We denote

~a Ao + [S2 X {pt}} , a = 0A { A:=S p}] O(11.6.1)

Aa, a=0

Then

, S2] , a=0 (11.6.2)
0, a 7 0

where ir: M -+ M is the projection onto the first component. So for each a E T \ {0},

there is a one-to-one correspondence between J-holomorphic spheres fic, in the class A,

and pairs (za, u), where u, is a Jz-7holomorphic sphere in the class Aa. Likewise, there

is a one-to-one correspondence between J-holomorphic spheres iio in the class Ao such

that irofo = id and solutions uo of the domain-dependent del-bar equation in the class Ao.

For each connected component, there is a moduli space of simple stable maps:

MO(MA; J) = A3,(M,_; J)/GT= U 3 MT(b ,A;j b)/GT. (11.6.3)
bEB

where we always assume 7r o fo = id and with the reparametrization group GT acting

on the main component as the identity. See [MS2, p. 190-1911.

Any submanifold W C (S2)k (disjoint from the fat diagonal), defines a subset

0,TA ; ; J:-- M,(M, _A; W; J)/GT. (11.6.4)

consisting of all equivalence classes [fG, z] E MoT(M, A j) of stable maps such that

(.. . ,x(Ua(z)), ) E W. (11.6.5)

This would allow us to coriside pearls (by restricting the forgetful map to a proper
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submanifold with boundary and corners defined by certain cross-ratios) and also to fix

marked points, if needed.

The moduli space can be described as the preimage of the evaluation map in the

following way: As in , Section 6.21, there is a moduli space

M*(M, _; J) (11.6.6)

of simple tuples ii = {i} of J-holomorphic spheres representing the classes A,. We

define

Z(T) c (S 2 )E X (S 2)k (11.6.7)

as the set of all z = ({Z}aE}, 5 , {Zi}I<,i,) such that the points z,, for aE3 and zi E S 2

for ac = a pairwise distinct for every a E T.

Definition 11.6.1. We define the stablization-evaluation map

e v-EX M*(M, A; J) xZ(T) M E x(S 2)k (11.6.8)

by

= (E( ii Z = )(zap)aEj ,6 U,r(U, Z) = 7(fia (Zi) (11.6-9)

The moduli space of simple stable tuples that satisfy (11.6.5) is the preimage of

AE x W under ev x 7r.

As long as we are considering connected domains the generalization to locally

Hamiltonian fibrations is immediate.

Definition 11.6.2. A smooth family of Q-tame almost complex structures is paramet-

ric (EV)-regular if the stablization-evaluation map (11:6.8) is transverse to AE X W

for every k-labelled tree with special vertex 0, and every collection of homology classes

{AalaET}
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The subset of almost complex structures that are parametric (V), (H) and (EV)-

regular is denoted

g(V)+(H)+(EV) C 3. (11.6.10)

Theorem 11.6.3. Let W be any manifold with boundary and corners, disjoint from the

fat diagonal.

(a) If J E J(V)+(H)+(EV)(S2; E, Q; W), then for every tree with special vertex 0, and

every collection of homology classes {AQ}QET of spherical homology classes in

H2 (M; Z), the moduli space M*,T(E, A; w; J) is a smooth oriented manifold with

boundary and corners of the expected dimension

dim(M*,T(E,A;W; j)) = dim(E) + 2c1(A) + 2k - codim(W) - 2e(T) (11.6.11)

(b) 3 (V)+(H)+(Ev) is comeager.

Proof. This is a essentially identical to the proof of [ , Theorem 6.7.111, but we

give a brief overview since some of technical details play an important role in future

discussion.

Step 1 The universal moduli space

M*(,{ A}; 3 ) (11.6.12)

is a Banach manifold.

Proof. See the proof of [M72, Proposition 6.2.71. l

Step 2 Let T = (T, E, A) be a k-labelled forest, suppose that the edge evaluation map

eVE,O . .30 ) x Z(T) -+ kE
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is transverse to AE, and consider the universal moduli space defined as

O*T(5,i fZ ;,, (1):= e6-1,4-)

Then each tuple w = {wi} of pairwise distinct points on S2 is a regular value of

the universal projection

7k: *,T(5, {A} ; 01) -+ (S2)k. (11.6.15)

Proof. This is the same proof as Step 2 in , Proposition 6.2.8], except we use

Aronszajn.

Step 3 For each k-labelled forest T = (T, E, A) the edge evaluation map

VE, . *(E {A} V) x Z(T) + (11.616)

is transverse to AE.

Proof. This is the same inductive process as , Proposition 6.2.8], where we

induct over the number of edges in a forest. At each stage we receive an input

forest T', and then remove an edge and add two marked points in its place to for

the new forest T. We then show the corresponding evaluation map

eva, : MOT(E, {Aoe ; ) -+ E x t (11.6.17)

is transverse to the diagonal. By Step 2, the composition of wa with the projection

to As2 c S2 X S2 is transverse to the diagonal. Hence, by Exercise 6.3.2, it suffice

to show that the map

7rE oevo : M*,T(5,{A} ;0') : 7r-(As2) -+ E x E (11.6.18)
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is transverse to the diagonal AE C E x E. This follows from the same argument

in the proof of Theorem 6.3.1.

Step 4 We prove (b).

By Proposition 11.4.3 and 11.5.5, the set of all almost complex structures that

satisfy (H) and (V) is comeager. Now let T and A as in the statement of the

Theorem. By Step 2 and 3, we can form the universal moduli space

( -r')1 (W) = M ,(A; % r, 2; W; ae) (11.6.19)

It has a universal projection

7rTA : MO*T(A; r, Q; W;at) -+ at (11.6.20)

This is Fredholm map and an almost complex structure is a regular value for lrTA

if and only if it satisfies (EV) for T and A. The result now follows from a standard

Sard-Smale and a Taubes argument. We proceed to take the intersection over all

possible T and A.

Proof of Theorem 11.1.3. Follows immediately from Theorem 11.6.3 and the standard

procedure for covering the image of an arbitrary stable map by a simple one (see

Proposition 6.1.21.) We just need to observe that every stable map in the

compactification is modelled after a tree with more then one edge, and that because of

fiber monotonicity, every sphere bubble must have a nonnegative Chern number. L

The generalization to families of nodal curves over some base Q with a fixed connected

combinatorial type is immediate.
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11.7 Collision detection

Unfortunately, as we have mentioned in the introduction, we will have to deal with

disconnected domains (or families of a fixed disconnected combinatorial type.)

What happens when we remove the assumption that T is connected from Theorem

11.6.3? Consider a forest

T=UT, (11.7.1)

That is, we want to consider maps whose domain is a disconnected nodal Riemann

surface. Then

Z(T) := X Z(T) C (S 2 )E X (S2)k (117.2)

and we can still consider the stablization-evaluation map se, which is just the product

of (11.6.8) for every connected tree T. Note that the definition of a pearl tree is global

in nature and not given locally at each pearl (i.e., the involution must act on all nodal

curves in the tree at once), so one small way in which we deviate from McDuff-Salamon

is that we want to consider manifolds W C (S2)k with k = E ki. That is a minute

change and causes no problems. In particular, the analogue of Theorem 11.6.3 holds

for each connected component separately. However, we would like to obtain a result like

Theorem 11.1.3 for this setting. Here we encounter a much more serious obstacle, one

which plagues all PSS-type constructions and moduli spaces.

From an analytic point of view, what fails is that we might have energy concentration

near the marked points, and we have no way of ensuring that two bubbles that belong

to different main components do not map to the same image (even though the expected

codimension of such phenomena is high.) Since [N , Lemma 3.4.31 is no longer valid,

we lose control over the evaluation map, which no longer has to be a pseudocycle.

Remark 11.7.1. The usual remedy in the monotone case, which is to cover the image

with a simple map (Proposition 6.1.2 in [ }) does not work here because the different
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main components might have different incidence conditions.

The first observation is that as long as the different families modelled after the indi-

vidual connected components remain in different fibers, we can still apply , Lemma

3.4.31, so the problem is local in nature (in the fibration E) and only occurs at the fat

diagonal.

This requires us to introduce a relative of the graph pseudocycle (which usually ap-

pears as part of the proof of the gluing Theorem for holomorphic curves). For simplicity,

assume that we are only dealing with two connected components and a fixed target

symplectic manifold (M, w). The general case is a straightforward generalization, where

we replace the pseudocycle with a parametrized version as we did before, and allow the

number of components to be more then two.

Fix marked points w0 E S 2 and wo E S 2 .

Definition 11.7.2. A pair (JO, J* ) E S2 (M, w) x 3 s2 (M, w) is called regular for'

(AO, A ) E H2(M; Z) if:

* Jo is regular for A 0, and J1 is regular for A,,.

* The evaluation map

ev : M(A 0 ; JO) x M(A0 ; JO) -+ M x M (11.7.3)

given by ev(u0 , uO) = (u(0), u (oo)) is transverse to the diagonal.

We denote the set of all regular pairs as a (H)+(V)+(EV)(S2 A0A,).

We fix k > 3. Let S denote the set of all splitting S = (SO, S ) of the index set

{1, ... , k} such that ko = IS'l > 2 and ko =IS'I 2. Let

0 : {1, ... , k} -+ {1,..., k} , o: {1, ... ,k } -+ {1,.. ., k} (11.7.4)
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be te unique order preserving maps such that im(o-A) = S' and im(rO-) = S'. Consider

the moduli space

Mos(A0 ' ; W; Jo' ) (11.7.5)

of all tuples

(11.7.6)

where (uO, u ) E M(A'*'; J0'); zo = {zo}l<i<ko is a ko-tuple of pairwise distinct

marked points on S2\ {0}, zw = {z, f}o o<< is a k -tuple of pairwise distinct marked

points on S2\ {oo} and their projection z = (zO, z ) E W. This space carries an

evaluation map

evAo,ACO,s : M(A 0' ; W; JO0OO) Mk (117.7)

given by

cos(u, 0 , zU 0 z 1 ) :=(X1, . ,k),

XCO(j) = U0 (zi) , i = 1, ... , ko, (11.7.8)

XOcO(i) =uOO(zO) , i = 1, ... Ik~.

The first steps in the proof of Theorem 10.8.3 show that the set of almost complex

structures for which the evaluation map is a pseudocycle (see [ 2, p. 408-4101) is

comeager. This is a generalization of the proof of :2, Theorem 6.7.11] obtained

by changing the meaning of "simple map" to fit a pair, and by a careful study of the

structure of the limit set of the graphs of i0 and ii' and how they can interact.

This leads to the following definition (here- the dependence on the entire tuple b is

crucial).

Definition 11.7.3. Let (E 7+ B, Q) be a locally Hamiltonian fibration. We say that

J = (Jk,z,q) is (B)-regular if for every subsequence of indices (i1 , ... , it) and b E B

such that bi, = b for every 1 < k < f the resulting evaluation map for the tuple is a

pseudocycle.
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Then we can summarize the discussion above as

Lemma 11.7.4. The set J(H)+(V)+(EV)+(B) C 3 (H)+(V)+(EV) is comeager.

Proof. We stratify the fat diagonal by sub-diagonal which correspond to the subsequences

of indices (ii, ... , it) of components which map to the same fiber. Now we apply

a parametrized version of the discussion in [M , p. 408-4101 to each trivializing

neighbourhood of the LHF, starting with the most degenerate sub-diagonal (i.e., the

ordinary diagonal where all components are the same) and inducting on e. L
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Chapter 12

Computation (IV): the main term /2F

In this chapter, we carry out the construction of a specific minimal A,,-pearl structure

in which we can compute fI2F by relating it to the ft we computed in the mapping

torus.

12.1 A relative Morse model for the complement

Given a complete flag

{pt} c e c H c P3 (12.1.1)

we decompose P3 in the following way:

1. We choose a Morse function on e with a unique minima at {pt} and a unique

maxima. This gives the standard handlebody structure

P1 = hoUh2 (12.1.2)

with a unique 0-handle and 2-handle.

2. We decompose H = N U h4 as where N is the tubular neighborhood of f (a

D2 -bundle over P 1 with Euler class +1) and h4 a B4 is its complement. Then H
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inherits a handlebody decomposition

p 2 = hoUh2U h4  (12.1.3)

by "thickening up" the handles of f.

3. We write P3 = N' U h6 where N' is the tubular neighborhood H and h6 ' B6

is the complement. As before, this gives a handle decomposition with a unique

handle at every even index i E {0, 2,4, 6}.

We take

f3 : P3 -+ R (12.1.4)

to be a Morse function inducing the "upside down" version of this decomposition (equiv-

alently, we take f 3 to be the Morse function that correspondes to this decomposition,

but with the opposite sign) and write pi for the critical point corresponding to hi.

We would like construct the Morse model for the 7-dimensional mapping torus via an

relative handle decomposition with respect to the 2A5-curve Cmx C P3 that appeared

in Definition 5.3.5. Each one of the irreducible component Li, i = 1, 2 is a sphere which

meets a generic hyperplane section at a single point (because such a hyperplane section

gives a (1, 1)-curve in the quadric.) Because L3 is a rational (1, 3)-curve it meets a

generic hyperplane at four distinct points. By choosing a generic flag and "pushing"

Li off handles (this is a routine process in handlebody theory; For example, one can

accomplish this by constructing a vector field which is directed away from the co-core of

a handle in the radial direction and then integrating it to an ambient isotopy. See e.g.,

Propositions [G, 4.2.71 and [G , 4.2.91 for more arguments of the same flavour), we

may assume without loss of generality that:

* Each Li lies in the sub-handlebody P 2 which is the union of the zero- and

two-handle.
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" Each Li intersects the unique 2-handle in a collection of disks parallel to the core.

We number them

Dj = D2 x {qi} , j = 1, ... ,6 (12.1.5)

where D, correspond to the unique intersection point of Li with the hyperplane,

D2 to to the intersection point of L2 and the rest to L3 . The disks Dj will be

bounded by a (trivial) link in

-+p (12.1.6)

consisting of six parallel copies of the attaching S' of the 2-handle.

" The intersection points q13 := Li n L3 and q23 L 2 n L3 all lie inside the

zero-handle.

The situation is schematically depicted in Figure 12-la, where we write the intersection

of a generic hyperplane section with the quadric as the plumbing of two spheres: a

(1, 0) and a (0, 1)-curve in the quadric. The blue circles indicate intersections with the

first kind of ruling line, while green indicate intersections with the second. The black

dotes are q13 and q23. We choose two E-balls B,(qiB), BE(q23) around each A5-intersection

points (they appear in red), where E > 0 is taken to be small enough so that the balls

are disjoint from each other and contained in the zero-handle.

We consider a generic 1-parameter embedded smoothing

C - B2(0) x p3 (12.1.7)

For every 0 < Itl < 6, the smooth curve Ct is obtained from Cma, via the following

process:

1. We remove a small disc from Li around each intersection point. Denote the result

L'.
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2. Take two copies of the A 5-Milnor fiber (which is a genus two surface with two

boundary components), one for each intersection point. We denote them M 13 and

M 2 3 .

3. We perform boundary connected sum (see Figure 12-1b)

L'#aM13 #aL'#aM 23#aL'. (12.1.8)

Observe that by taking 6 to be sufficiently small, we can ensure that the Milnor

fibers of P13 and P23 remain inside the c-balls.

L 3  L 3

L2

L2

(a) The singular fiber (b) A generic fiber

Lemma 12.1.1. We can choose an 6 > 0, a 1-parameter smoothing C -+ B2(0) x 1P3 ,

and a C2 -small perturbation of fJ such that the resulting function, denoted f, 3 , is

Morse for the pair (P3 , C1 ), 0 # t| < 6.

Proof. Follows from the standard density argument for Morse functions combined with

the explicit description of the miniversal deformation space of an An-singularity. E

Let us fix C = Ct for some t f 0 and C = C n P3 = C \ Uj Dj. Let T be a tubular

neighborhood of 6 in 0, and D =P8 \ T. Then the codimension q + 1 = 4, and by

ambient re-arrangement and cancellation, we can find an ambient Morse function that

induces a minimal Handle decomposition of C as well as a handlebody decomposition of

the complement 1) with the following handles:
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. A type I 0-handle coming from the 0-handle of P'.

* For every r-handle of the surface, we have a type II (q + r)-handle.

Define C = C \ (UjDj) x S'. Note that the same thing can be done for C x SI:

we start from the standard embedding and the Morse function fe : C -+ R constructed

in Section 7. We carry out an S'-parametrized version of the same construction where

Morse functions are replaced by Morse-Bott functions whose critical values are circles

and handles by round handles.

To turn it into an actual Morse function, we then proceed to perturb the resulting

Morse function using the standard model for the circle. Every round r-handle splits into

two handles: an r-handle and an (r + 1)-handle that lie in different fibers, say, over

0 E S' and 1 E S', respectively.

Notation. Given a round handle p, we denote the two resulting handles of indices

r and r + 1 as p and tp.

In each such fiber, we have six discs protruding from the ambient 0-handle and into

the 2-handle, but this can be easily fixed by pushing the ribbons that connect them

above the 0-handle as well. Looking at the handle decomposition upside down, we see

six 0-handles being created and then connected by five 1-handles. It is always possible

to cancel 1-handles, and the fact that the curve has high codimension allows us to do so

by an ambient isotopy. Denote T for a tubular neighbourhood of C in P', and D for the

complement. Now we only have a single disc D2 x {p} of C meeting the 2-handle of each

P' (in each fiber). Every punctured 2-handle would contribute a 2-handle (essentially

the original type I one of P') and a 5-handle to the complement. In summary, if we

denote T for a tubular neighbourhood of C x S1 in P3 x S1 , and 'D for the complement,

then
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* C has a handle decomposition with a unique round 0-handle, denoted m. Four

pairs of round 1-handles, denoted {ai, bi} and a unique round 2-handle, denoted

m+.

" For every such handle p, 'D has a round Type II handle of index pI + 3, denoted

ap.

* 'D has round Type I handles of indices 0, 2, 4, 6, denoted with the same notation

as those in P3 x SI.

Note that the attaching sphere of each Type II handle is homologous to the normal

bundle over the attaching sphere of the original handle (i.e., to Sq x S'). Dualizing

this handle decomposition gives a recipe for constructing P3 x Si from 'T by attaching

handles to the boundary aT.

Now we pass to the blowup: consider a tubular neighbourhood of the exceptional

divisor

F c 'T := b-'(T) c . (12.1.9)

bWe fix an identification of 7 -" X,/9 and note that the projection ' a F -4 C is a

(non-trivial) fiber bundle over the curve fibration, so we can:

" Pullback our fixed choice (fC, g', X ) of Morse A,,-datum from the previous

Section 7 (at this point we have kind of a "Morse-Bott" A,,-datum for trees.)

" Add a small positive multiple of the standard model of Toto(-) from Section 8.1.

* Modify the resulting triple (fv, gu, X ) using Lemma 6.6.9 to a consistent universal

choice of A,,-datum for trees.

Remark 12.1.2. Note that it is not clear if the perturbation can be taken to be Cm-small

overall (due to the coherence condition and the fact that we have infinitely many steps, so
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any small change in, say, % propagates to a big change in the higher Stasheff polytopes.)

However, for every fixed level d > 1, we can make it as small as we please over d, with

d' < d; and we are only interested in triple Massey products that involve p2 and p3.

We patch the Morse function on the complement and the Morse function on the

tubular neighbourhood to obtain a new Morse-Smale pair (f , gb). Every original critical

point p of C is now two critical points: p and up (in our notation, that is the critical

point in the pair that has degree higher by two). Note that ap and p are a cancelling

pair (because o9' 2 'T, and the belt sphere meets the attaching sphere at a unique

point, by construction.) We extend X to a consistent perturbation datum for trees ,

and then to consistent universal perturbation datum for pearl trees Y -(X , J). Of

course, in all stages of this process, we will possibly need to add perturbations, but they

are all bounded in C -norm (at least up to finite order, see Remark 12.1.2.)

12.2 Proof of Proposition 1.5.15

Now everything is ready for the computation of 2F-

Proposition 12.2.1. Let (A, pk) be the Aoo-algebra defined using the Morse datum

(f e, g" X ) (12.2.1)

described in Section 7 with critical points (labelled by the same letter as the corresponding

cohomology class):

1, Jai , bi) , c, t, {tai, tbi} , tc. (12.2.2)

Denote (., 1 k) the A,,-algebra defined using the Morse datum

(fgl, X") (12.2.3)
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constructed in this subsection. Then

112F(UZ3, uZ2 , uz1 ) = up3 (Z 3 , Z2 , Z1 ) (12.2.4)

where Z3, z 2 , Z21  {ai, bj } for 1 < i, j < 4. In more simple terms: there has to be a pair

of 3-cycles coming from a standard pair critical points on the curve in the bottom part

of the surface; as well as a critical point that belongs to the upper subsurface.

Note that together with Proposition 1.6.23, this immediately proves Proposition

1.5.15. The reminder of the section is dedicated to the establishing this computation.

Remark 12.2.2. We have precise control over the differentials that enter 'T, and the

critical points a2 and aai, b3 and abj are cancelling pairs that can even be cancelled

simultaneously. However, we need to be a little careful: "cancelling of critical points" is a

non-unique operation and there is no way to insure in general that the function obtained

at the end of this process is C2 to the original function. The trick is to push the critical

points off the exceptional divisor in a controlled way (e.g. via the same process described

in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [ ]) and only then cancel them. In this way we obtain

a minimal Morse function with controlled behavior near the exceptional fibration.

The p3F term consists of three different contributions (recall Figure 1-5).

* We immediately note that the central strata that correspond to the sphere with

4-marked points does not contribute,.because it is defined as the fiber product with

the Gromov-Witten pseudocycle with homology class 2F, but the pushforward of

the virtual fundamental class is zero. See Section 9.2.

* Next, we consider the left and right stratas. The only way to decompose 2F is:

F + F, 2F + 0 and 0 + 2F. The same reason as before disqualifies the last two

decompositions. Consider a rigid element ii in the left or right decomposition

with homology decomposition F + F. u is defines as the fiber product of a

Gromov-Witten pseudocycle with Morse trajectory spaces. Since our J was chosen
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sufficiently close, we can assume that the almost complex structure J, is used

in the computation of the Gromov-Witten pseudocycle. But then, the transverse

intersection point of the Gromov-Witten pseudocycle blows-down uniquely to give

a transverse intersection of a product of diagonals with Morse trajectories of the

form that defines a rigid gradient tree. To determine the difference in sign, note

that GWF(u - ai, u * bj, f) ~~ ij, which is exactly the same sign as the intersection

of the fibered triple diagonal A c C x, C x, C with Wu(ai) x Wu(bj) x C - which

means that they are the same.
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Appendix A

Trees

A.1 Tree-minology

Definition A.1.1. An (undirected, finite) graph F is an ordered pair F= (Vert, Edge)

comprising a finite set Vert of vertices together with a set Edge of edges, which are

2-element subsets of Vert. A flag f = (v, e) c Flag is a pair consisting of a vertex and

an edge adjacent to it.

Definition A.1.2. The geometric realization |r| of a graph is a one-dimensional

CW complex obtained by taking a point for each vertex, a copy of the interval [0, 1] for

each edge, and gluing them together at coincident vertices.

In a slight abuse of notation, we will blur the distinction between a graph F and its

geometric realization 117 and denote them both by the same letter.

Definition A.1.3. A forest T is a graph whose geometric realization has no non-trivial

cycles. A connected forest is called a tree.

Definition A.1.4. A tree homomorphism : T -- T' is a map which collapses some

subtrees of T to vertices of T'. A tree homomorphism r is called tree isomorphism if

it is bijective and - 1 is a tree homomorphism as well.

Definition A.1.5. A tree T is called stable if each internal vertex has valency lvi > 3.
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Univalent vertices of T and the edges which include them are called external with

all other vertices and edges called internal. We denote Edge = Edge t Li Edgen t . The

set of internal flags (f = (v, e) where e is internal) is denoted Flagi"t.

Remark A.1.6. Note that for d < 3 every tree with d external edges is unstable. For

d > 3, every such tree T can be stabilized in a canonical way to a stable tree st(T) with

d-external edges by deleting the vertices with jvj < 3 and modifying the edges in the

obvious way (See e.g., [ M J2).

A.2 Ribbon trees

Definition A.2.1. An orientation of a tree is an assignment of a direction to each

edge, turning the initial graph into a directed graph.

This allows us to think of Edge(T) as a subset of (Vert(T) x Vert(T)) \ A , where

A C Vert(T) x Vert(T) is the diagonal. More precisely, for two adjacent vertices v and

w with v < w, we denote by (v, w) the edge going from v to w; we call v a child of w,

and w a parent of v. Conversely, given an edge e E Edge(T), we write e = (v_, v+).

Definition A.2.2. A rooted tree T is a tree with a distinguished choice of a vertex

(called the root). In that case, there is a canonical orientation on the tree, by letting the

edges be oriented as going away from the root. The orientation on the edges induces a

partial ordering on V, known as the tree order, where the root is the minimal element.

Definition A.2.3. An ordered tree morphism r T -+ T' is a tree morphism which

takes the root of T to the root of T'.

The following uniqueness statement for ordered tree isomorphism is well known.

Lemma A.2.4. If T1, r2 : T -+ T' are both ordered tree isomorphisms, then r1 = r2 .

Definition A.2.5. A singular ribbon tree T consists of the following data:
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" A rooted tree T, with a cyclic ordering of the edges adjacent to each vertex,

" A labeling of all vertices as either of finite or infinite type.

These are subject to the conditions:

1. The root must be an external vertex.

2. All vertices of valence greater than 2 are of finite type.

3. All vertices of valence 2 are of infinite type.

Let T be a singular tree with d + 1 external edges. Once we have chosen the root

vO, the remaining external vertices (called the leaves) of T acquire a linear ordering

and would be denoted {v1, ... ,vd}. {vI,. .. ,vd} are the incoming vertices (similarly

for incoming edges). We equip the edges of a ribbon tree with a natural orientation as

follows:

* The orientation on the incoming external edges points towards the interior of the

tree. The outgoing external edge is oriented away from the interior.

* The orientations on all but one of the edges adjacent to a fixed vertex v point

towards the vertex v itself.

One can easily prove by induction that an orientation satisfying the above properties

exists and is unique. We shall therefore freely speak of the (unique) "outgoing edge

at a vertex" (the one oriented away from v) or of the incoming vertices of a subtree.

Another way to look at that, is to note that the data we described is equivalent to

specifying an isotopy class of embedding of the geometric realization of T in the closed

unit disc A C C, where the only points on the boundary OA are the external vertices.

We think of the root vo as "the bottom" and arrange the leaves {vI, ... , vd} so that their

linear ordering matches the order on which they fall on OD, counterclockwise. Then the

natural orientation on T is given by flowing "upwards" from the bottom to the top.
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A flag f = (v, e) is called positive if the orientation of e points away from v, and

negative otherwise. To every interior edge e correspond two flags f (e), one positive and

the other negative. Similarly, an exterior edge has a single flag belonging to it, which is

positive or negative depending on whether the edge is a leaf or the root. On occasion,

we will find it useful to number the flags adjacent to a given vertex v by fo,..., fjvj-i,

where lvi is the valency. This numbering always starts with the unique negative flag fo

and continues anticlockwise with respect to the given embedding into A.

Definition A.2.6. A singular ribbon tree is reducible if it contains a bivalent vertex.

It is otherwise called irreducible, or, more simply, a ribbon tree. If T is a singular

ribbon tree then a subtree S C T is called an irreducible component if it is maximal

among irreducible subtrees.

Lemma A.2.7. Every singular ribbon tree admits a unique decomposition into irreducible

components. 0

If a vertex lies on an infinite edge, the labeling of vertices as either of finite or

infinite type determines whether the edge is isometric to [0, +oo) or (-oo, +oo), with 0

corresponding to the vertex of finite type. Hence, there is a natural notion of (isometric)

automorphisms.

Definition A.2.8. A ribbon tree is stable if it has a finite isometry group. A singular

ribbon tree is stable if so are all its irreducible components.

Lemma A.2.9. All ribbon trees which are not stable are isometric to (-00, +00). In

particular, a singular ribbon tree is stable unless it includes an edge with two bivalent

endpoints. E

Definition A.2.10. A metric on T is a map that assigns a positive length to each edge

9 : Edge -+ (0,+oo]

such that gT(e) = +oo if and only if it has an endpoint of infinite type.
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Let T and T2 be singular ribbon trees with di + 1 and d2 + 1 external edges,

respectively. There are natural partial compositions defined by "grafting" one tree

into the other,

Definition A.2.11. Given any 1 < j < di, we may construct a new singular ribbon

tree

T = T oj T2  (A.2.1)

with d = d1 + d2 - 1 inputs by attaching the output of T2 to the j-th input of T1 .

We often refer to singular ribbon trees T as "broken trees", meaning they were

obtained from two subtrees T and T2 by merging two infinite type univalent vertices to

a single bivalent vertex.

A.3 As an equivalence relation

There is a different convention in the literature.

Definition A.3.1. A k-labelled tree is a triple

T = (V, E, A), (A.3.1)

where (V, E) is a (connected) tree with set of vertices V and edge relation E C V x V,

and A = { Aa}aEV is a decomposition of the index set {1, ... , k} = HaEvAa.

We write aEf3 if (a, /) E E. Let

e(V) = jV - 1 (A.3.2)

be the number of edges.

Remark A.3.2. Note that the labelling A defines a unique map {1,... , k} -+ V, i i-+ a

by the requirement i C Ai,.
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This would be useful to us because we will often be referring to [M J]and [ M.

Remark A.3.3. It is easy to switch between the different conventions: Given a tree

as in Definition A.1.1, let A(T) denote the set of external flags with f = (v, e) with

v c Vertint (T). Since the other end point of e has to be an external vertex, we simply

suppress the external edges in the notation and think of these external edges as labels,

i.e., as a collection of sets

A(T) = {Av}vevertint(T) , (A.3.3)

indexed by the interval vertices which give a decomposition of the set of external edges

Edge' t (T) = Av. (A.3.4)
V

The converse is also clear.
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Appendix B

Signs and orientation

We describe the signs assigned to each of the relevant manifold and moduli spaces

discussed, thereby obtaining operations defined over Z. We will draw heavily from the

similar discussions in [ , Subsection (111)] and [A., Section 8].

B.1 General conventions

We assume that we have fixed a choice of orientation A(M) for the ambient manifold M,

where A denotes the top power of the tangent bundle, taken as a graded vector space.

e If vi A ... A v, is an orientation of A(V), we define the opposite orientation

A-'(V) as the one defined by vj A ... A vij.

* Whenever a space X is given as a transverse fibre product of X1 and X2 over Xo,

the short exact sequence

0 -+ TX -+ TX1 e TX2 -+ TXO -+ 0 (B.1.1)
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determines a fixed isomorphism

A(X) & A(Xo) 2' A(X1 ) 0 A(X2). (B.1.2)

Our boundary orientation follow the outward normal convention:

(Outward normal vector v) x &M = M. (B.1.3)

Remark B.1.1. For simplicity we work in a fixed manifold, but everything we say

applies just as well for gradient trees in the total space of a locally Hamiltonian fibration

(E -4 B, Q), vertical maps etc.

Finally we remark that the signs of the multi-linear operations p d we construct using

these coherent orientations will need to coincide with those introduced in Getzler and

Jones, which is the standard convention for A,,-algebras (see Section 3 for more.) So in

the actual definitions of pd we will usually incorporate some global sign twisting.

B.2 Morse theory

Let (f, g) be a Morse-Smale pair. We begin by describing the differential in the Morse

complex CM' (f, g).

Recall that we defined the space of gradient trajectories 'T(p1; po) to be the intersection

of W8 (po) and WU(pi), i.e., the fibre product of Ws(po) and Wu(pi) over their common

inclusion in M, yields a natural short exact sequence

0 -4 TT(p1 ;po) -+ T(W(po) x Wu(pi)) -+ TM -+ 0 (B.2.1)
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and therefore an isomorphism of top exterior powers

A(T(pi; po)) 0 A(M) - A(W8 (po)) 0 A(WU(pi)). (B.2.2)

Whenever deg(po) = deg(pi) + 1, the intersection between W8 (po) and W'(pi) is a

segment, mapping to R immersively under f, so the tangent space of

# E (pi; PO) (B.2.3)

is canonically oriented, with our conventions dictating that a rigid gradient flow line

is given the opposite orientation of the one induced by projection to R (we pick the

orientation identifies Pi with -oc). Decomposing the tangent space TM, this gives an

isomorphism

A(M) - A(Ws(p 1 )) 0 A(W(pi)) (B.2.4)

Together with the map in (B.2.2) determines an isomorphism

A(WS(pi)) 0 A(W"(pi)) 0 A(W8 (po)) 0 A(WU(pi)), (B.2.5)

hence

A(W'(p1)) '-- A(W'(po)). (B.2.6)

Definition B.2.1. Isomorphism (B.2.6) determines an induced map on orientation

lines, denoted

pM:lp| ool (B.2.7)

Since the Morse trajectories live in the total space, the same applies to a Morse

theory in an LHF (just replace M with E.)

The differential is defined to be the sum of all such terms multiplied by a global sign:
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p([p1])= (-1)im(M) Mgp ]) (B.2.8)
deg(p 0 )=deg(pI)+1

'0Er(Pi;Po)

We remark that each of the Morse of the trajectory spaces from Section 6.2 can be

orienated in this fashion: the orientation of M(p-, p+) is induced from that of 'T(p_;p+)

and that of a level set f -1(c) by our fiber product convention, the half-infinite trajectory

spaces have the same orientation as the stable/unstable manifold. Finally, the space

of finite trajectories M(U_, U+) is globally oriented; and if we restrict to non-constant

trajectories, the space M*(U_, U+) embedds into M x M as an open subset, and therefore

has the same orientation as A(M) 0 A(M).

B.3 Coherent orientation for abstract moduli spaces

B.3.1 Moduli of discs

To orient the d-th moduli of pearls, we fix a slice of 'Rd such that the first three boundary

marked points zo (negative), and zi, z2 (positive) are fixed; and consider the positions

of the remaining points (z3 ,... , Zd) with respect to the counterclockwise boundary

orientation as a local chart. With respect to this chart, orient 'Rd by the top form

dz3 A... A dzd (B.3.1)

Remark B.3.1. This agrees with the conventions in [ (as well as the realization as

the real part in Deligne-mumford space).

B.3.2 Stasheff trees

Let T be a trivalent Stasheff tree with d inputs. Given an integer k, let Ak denote the

descending arc starting at the k-th incoming leaf, and let bk denote the vertex of T

where Ak and Ak1 meet. We shall label the edges of this trivalent vertex el , er and ed
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dek

Figure B-1: Moduli of Stasheff trees

as in Figure B-1.

We follow the procedure described in [ .J and A I; Namely, order the (finite) edges

of T using the following inductive process:

1. Set T2 to be the union of all the external edges of T.

2. If er lies in Tk, then define ek = ed. Otherwise, set ek = er.

3. Set Tk to be the union of Tki with ek.

Then if j / k, e3 = ek (Lemma 8.1 in [A5]) and

Definition B.3.2. We define the orientation on Td to be given by

- die, A ... A dte (B..2

where te is the length of e, and r(T) is the number of integers between 3 and d for which

ek = ek.

Then the orientation given by formula (B.3.2) is independent of the topological type

of T (Lemma 8.2 in [Al1) and

Lemma B.3.3 (8.3 in [ A5). Consider the boundary stratum of 7d which is the image

of the grafting map

7d X Td -+ 7d (B.3.3)
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given by attaching a tree with d2 inputs to the (k + 1)st incoming leaf of a tree with d1

inputs (where d1 + d2 = d + 1) The product orientation on

(-1,0] x1 Td X Td2 " 7d (B.3.4)

differs from the boundary orientation by a sign of

(d1 - k)d 2 + d2 + k. (B.3.5)

Now, applying (B.1.2) to the fiber product description of the moduli space of gradient

trees determines an isomorphism

A('T(; po)) 0 A(Qd+l) e A(M) 0 A('Td) 0 A(W"(po)) 0 A(Wu(f)) (B.3.6)

where Wu(pi") is the product of the descending manifolds of the critical points i"n

(Pd, .. . ,P ).

Definition B.3.4. Given a rigid gradient tree 4, the above isomorphism and Equation

(B.2.4) give a natural map

/ip,: IOpdl I -- 0 joP1 -+ 1oP0. (B.3.7)

B.3.3 Pearl trees

It is now easy to define to construct orientations on the strata in the moduli space of

pearl trees. For the strata of pearl trees that only have one main component and d

leaves we define the orientations to be the same as that of the d-th moduli of pearls.

Now note that any other strata can be constructed iteratively by grafting two pearl

trees. So we simply define the orientation of any strata obtained by grafting as the

tensor product of the orientations of its components.
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Lemma B.3.5. Consider the boundary stratum of Qd which is the image of the grafting

map

QUi x Qd29 - Qd (B.3.8)

given by attaching a pearl tree with d2 inputs to the (k + I)st incoming leaf of a pearl

tree with d1 inputs (where d1 + d2 = d + 1). The product orientation on

(-1 0] X Qd, X Gd2 -+ Ud (B.3.9)

differs from the boundary orientation by a sign of

(d, - k)d2 + d2 + k. (B.3.10)

Proof. Follows as a special case of a more general result (Lemma 1.72 in [ I) proved

by Charest for cluster 0-complexes (even though it was stated for trees of marked discs,

the combinatorics is identical). E

B.4 Orienting moduli spaces of pearl tree maps

One naturally obtains an orientation of the determinant line of the linearized operator

from the isomorphism

Let d> 1, T a d-leafed pearl type. Applying (B.1.2) to the fiber product diagram

(10.10.18) determined by a homology decomposition and a stable pearl combinatorial

type T gives an isomorphism

A(YT(A,P)) 0 A(Flagr) = A(Vertr) 0 A(Edger) (B.4.1)

However, this can simplified: since the orientation of every finite edge corresponds

to a finite Morse trajectory spaces which contributes A(M) 0 A(M). Inductive fiber

products over the diagonal is exactly how the space of nodal maps is defined and oriented,
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so it is enough to apply a type (II) degeneration and contract every combinatorially finite

edge to zero and consider the resulting strata. But the moduli spaces of holomorphic

curves from a closed domain are canonically oriented by the complex structure (see e.g.,

Theorem 3.1.5 and in [ 42]). So we apply a type (I) degeneration and deduce that

equation (B.4.1) (neglecting even powers) is equivalent to

A(Y'P(A, P)) 0 A(Md+1 ) = A(M) 0 A(Wu(f)) 0 A(W(po)) 0 A('d) (B.4.2)

where Wu(p) is the product of the descending manifolds of the critical points

P = (Pd,...,p1).

As before,

Definition B.4.1. Given a rigid holomorphic pearl tree u, the isomorphism (B.4.1)

and Equation (B.2.4) give a natural map

AU : IO,,I - -. (D 1|OP11 - |OPI. (B.4.3)
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Appendix C

Topology of Mapping tori

We summarize some facts about the topological invariants associated to mapping tori.

All the material is well-known, see e.g., [, Appendix B]. Let M be a manifold and

<0: M -+ M a diffeomorphism.

C.1 Exact triangles

The first thing to note is that we can realize the mapping torus operation within the

category of chain complexes.

Definition C 1.1. Let (C., a) be a chain complex and let 4D : C. -+ C. be a chain-map.

We define the algebraic mapping cone to be the complex

(C.1.1)

where the differential is defined by

(a, b) '-+ (-aa, Ob + 4(a)).
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cone(<b) := (C.[-l] (D C., 0.,),7



There is an obvious short exact sequence

0 -+ C. -+ cone(<1) -+ C.[-1] -+ 0.

Lemma C.1.2. The homology of the algebraic mapping cone of

id - 0, : C.(M) -+ C,(M)

fits into an exact triangle

H*(M) id - #,>H,(M)

[-1]
cone(id - q0)

Proof. Follows from

maps.

(C.1.3), and the maps (id - 0*) in the triangle are the connecting

LI

Lemma C.1.3. The homology of M4 fits into an exact triangle

id - H
HH(M) > H,(M)

H* (M.0)
(C.1.6)

Proof. We give S1 the cell structure that has just two cells, and consider the cellular

version of the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of the fibration MO -+ S'. Then the

Epq-term is zero for any p # 0, 1. When p = 0, 1, the entry is Hq(M) with differential

di, =id- . : H.(M) - H.(M) (C.1.7)
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where #. is the induced map on cohomology. Clearly the sequence collapse at the

E2-page to give short exact sequences

0 -E -+ Hq(M) * Hq(M) -+ Eq -+ 0 (C.1.8)

The exact triangle comes from splicing with the short exact sequences

0 -+ Hp+q(M) -+ H+q(A0) - E -+ 0. (C.1.9)

The connecting maps are the transfer operations

i : Hq(MV) -+ Hqi_(M) (C. 1.10)

which represents intersection with the fibre, and

i : Hq(M) 4 Hq+1(MO). (C.1.11)

Lemma C.1.4. There is a quasi-isomorphism

Q: cone(id - 0#,) -+ C,4(M), (C.1.12)

and the isomorphism Q. identifies the two exact triangles (C.1.5) and (C.1.6).

Proof. Using cubical singular chains, define

Q: cone(id - 0*)q + C-(+MU), (a, b) -a & + i*b. (C.1.13)

Here a i-+ & is the linear extension of the map which sends a singular (q - 1)-cube o

to the q-cube o- x id : [0, 1 ]q-1 x [0, 11 -+ M x [0, 1], projected to AM14. The map Q is a
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chain map because

= -5a + i.(a - #.(a)) (C.1.14)

Using the five-lemma it is easy to show that the induced map Q. is an isomorphism. L

C.2 A De-Rham model

Dualizing the same argument as above sets up an exact triangle for the cohomology of

the mapping torus

H*(M) id - H*(M)

i*

H*(MO) 
(.1

as well as a quasi-isomorphism

C*(MO) -+ cone(id - (C.2.2)

This have an explicit representations in terms of differential forms: Fix a Thom form r

on S' - a one-form, supported in a small interval, with integral 1. For a form a E Qq(M),

define it(a) E q+1 (M) to be the form whose pullback to R x M is T A a. The induced

map in cohomology,

ii : H q(M; R) -+ Hq+I (M; R), (C.2.3)

is the transfer operation - the connecting map in the exact triangle. A typical element

of Qq(M) has shape wt + dt A qt. Here, for any t E R, wt E Qq(M), qt E Qq-1(M),

and O*wt = wt+i, 0*77t = qt+1. The mapping cone of id - 0* : Q*(M) -+ Q*(M) is the

complex

cone(id - #*) : (Q*(M)[-1] E f*(MJ), d(a, 1) := (da + 3 - 0*#, df)). (C.2.4)
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It is easy to see that the map

W*(10) -+ cone(id - 0*)

Wt + dt A r1 "
10

is a chain map. By the the five-lemma it is a quasi-isomorphism.
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